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SOME THOUGHTS
On issue #51...

For those of you who pay close attention - this issue is a bit late.

I battled with myself for awhile about keeping publishing on sched-
ule, but considering issue #50 was sent out late - this one is actually

on schedule. The next ad deadline will be December 31st. Regular

publishing will commence, This issue is also a little bit smaller than

what has been the norm because I got less advertising.

On Relocation...

It has finally happened -
1 moved away from New York City - for

real! It’s been a long time coming, and it took me coming and going
for awhile. Though I changed my redress to West Chester PA 2

|
yeais ago -

i ,;over did move there. But I really have moved to

do I get to these things. I have books and magazines put aside to

read when I get the spare time to do so, but I just keep reviewing

fanzines that I don't really want to read. I am continually trying to

eliminate things and get tasks out of the way in the hopes of getting

on with the stuff that I really want to do. But I realized a new pattern

and have had to recognize that the time will never come, cause
when I really do have all the time in the world -

1 lose momentum and
get lazy and do nothing productive. I haye realized that while there

are CDs and tapes that I think are okay and that perhaps if I listened

to them repetitively I might like them more - but that isn’t the case.

When I have that time -
1 don’t want to listen to them. This is a big

trap that I have set foi myself. I continually pile things for another

time - to now realized that the “other time” never comes and that I

have to do what I really want to in the present moment. I have so
many books and music that I think I would get through if I didn’t have
something else competing for attention - but the fact of it is - there

is always something else competing. The point of this is that for a

long long time I have felt that my excuse for not doing things was
that I was too busy. And while in a lot of ways that is true -

underlying all issues of time and business — there has to be a

desire to do something in order to get it to happen. And while it's

easier for me to find the interest in roaming around a new town and
finding my way around and locating new places, I also have to

acknowledge the fact that I am prone to stay home and work and
I can’t simply blame it on some external factor. Likewise, just

because I don’t have my entire music collection here with me yet

does not make me want to listen to crappy 7"s anymore.

One of the major idealistic battles that I have been fighting with

myself is that of buying the things that I need. On one had. I realize

I have waited a long time to have a house to live in and a yard to

garden - and so I should get all of the things that I need to do it right

and be comfortable with my environment But then I kick myself

because I don't need to fall into the trap of going and “buying"

everything. So I try- to frequent the thrift stores for those things that

I need and think about what I can make myself and what materials

! would need and where they would come from. And then I realize

how accustomed to NYC I had become and in knowing where
everything was that I needed. Now I have to stop and think, and ask
where can I go to get this? And chances are likely that it will be

at a huge multi-conglomerate super store and then I have to

reconsider - do I bite the bullet and spend my money at KMart or do

I go without? Do I support the

chain stores that I am so outspo-

kenly against and go to a small

business that is more indepen-

dently owned
-

can i find such a

place and can I afford it? And do

I need that particular thing in the

first place? These are all ques-

Slim & Lettike

Richmond. I have a new address and a place to call home. Contrary

to what some might think -
1 have not moved to Richmond to “retire"

from Punk Rock, nor will I stop working on and publishing Slug &
Lettuce. S&L will continue most definitely.

Moving has been an exciting experience as well as a long and
difficult process. It was hard to find a house and settling in requires a

lot of things that I had forgotten about, like all those basic household
necessities - things like spices and cooking ingredients, pots pans and
dishes, shelves - and the hardest part of all— getting all of my things

to one place. I’ve been in limbo for so long - dreaming about a time

when I could do this or that project. Now I have the place and
I can finally apply myself. Of course, I still have obstacles and
daily I have to weigh my values and think about what I need to

do and the best way to do it. A part of me can justify just sitting

arotmd.my. house - enjoying -it’s exigence ,bdc'*use *

waited so long But another par t of me feels the burning need

I

mmmm to embark on all of those many projects at once.

And I have to continually remind myself that it all

takes time and I can't have everything done before

in suouman nen and it s for rent and meets all of the

idealistic qualifications - they don’t want to rent their

precious house to a bunch of unrelated 20-something’s,

especially ones that look funny and have unstable work
and financial records and credit. Nope. It just can't

happen. So unless you have some family member with

this kind of house or land, or are just incredibly lucky to

have it fall from the sky at the right time - it’s a damn hard

struggle. The first time I quested for this place was
outside of Pittsburgh. Then I tried outside of Philadelphia,

in the West Chester area. I thought maybe it was just that

area being so caught up in suburban sprawl and big old

money that made it hard. So I was more hopeful for

Richmond Virginia. And though rent and general costs

of living are much more affordable and there is more old

rural land out there - it wasn't really any easier. With 3

attempts in various East Coast regions - I’ve decided that

it is impossible for a whole bunch of crazy kids to find this

idealistic house for rent. So 3 of us settled for a small

house in a neighborhood area with in the city limits.

We’ve got a decent sized yard that is fenced in for the

dogs and still has room for a garden. And we’ve got

porches, a shack and a garage It’s a far cry from what
I started out looking for - but it’s a cool place and it's got

a lot of character and I’m quite happy to finally be settling

in and have a place to call home. Starting over in a totally

new place has been a big deal and has also been really

odd. Though I’ve been coming here for the pa:t year and
a half fairly regularly and know a handful of people really

well, I don’t know the ins and outs of tne r ity. f don’t,k: ; . ;w

where everything is and how to get around and all of those iittiethrngs

that after 8 years of living in once place I so easily accepted. And I’m

torn between wanting to explore and figure it out all at once and being

content to just enjoy the walls around me. The first big project I

undertook was planting some fail vegetable greens. Since it had not

rained for nearly a month - preparing the ground was quite a chore and
I was reminded how much work it involves to work with the earth

physical labor that is. But it is also a very rewarding sort of work
especially when the lettuces start growing and the fresh leaves can be

eaten in a salad right away. I want to have a more extensive garden,

so I’m reading books about planting and organic gardening and



On Relocation...

It has finally happened -
1 moved away from New York City - for

real! It’s been a long time coming, and it took me coming and going

for awhile. Though I changed my ;‘dd_ress to West Chester. PA 2
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I can finally apply myself. Of course, I still have obstacles and

daily I have to weigh my values and think about what I need to

do and the best way to do it. A part of me can justify just sitting

2fot«.Kl,my. house - entcyiny -it's :«us3 ,4,to*
waited so long But another part of me feels the burning need

to embark on all of those many projects at once.

And I have to continually remind myself that it all

takes time and I can’t have everything done before

I have started.

I’ve come to a big realization with this moving

process, and that is that what I have been seeking

for the past few years and what me and so many

people close to me have been dreaming of: a farm

type house where a bunch of people can live

together and grow their own food and work collec-

tively on various punk rock projects and still be

within an hour of a major metropolitan area... well

this place doesn’t exist - at least it is not for rent.

First of all, it’s highly desirable to anyone to live

outside the city but close enough., hence the

suburbs. And rural land in the proximity of the city

is usually quite valuable and held onto through

generations of families. And if any of this grand

!and is available for rent - it certainly won’t be to 4

or 6 (or more) folks with tattoos, dreadlocks and

funny clothes and hair. It’s a layered problem. The

land is hard to come by for rent in the first place.

Most rural land is for sale, nor for rent. How many

punk rockers do you know with enough money to

buy land, let alone be ready for the stability and

commitment that it entails. I know a few people

who are working towards that, but it’s a long

process. And when you start looking to buy land

you get involved in a whole mess of complica-

tions... qualifications for loans and all this other

builshit. But the most underlying factor is that if you

are going to go through with all of that, and you’re

in a position to do that in the first place, you’re going

to have to really know where you want to be and

spend some long and hard time looking into areas

and all of those “home owner" factors and issues.

I know few people who could deal with all of that. As tor

those of us who just want a run down old farm house that

will keep the wind and rain out and perhaps need a bit of

handiwork to be in perfect shape that is available for low

rent, just far enough out of the city to still be close... well

these places are more impossible to find that one would

think. And like I said, even if you do find a place that isn’t

wondering if there is anything that I can do now, or if I have to wait until

spring to really go full tilt.

So I have this whole new town to explore and get familiar with and

what I sit here in my new “office” space room — weeding through

music to review and doing general busy-body work at my desk that I

am so good at diligently doing. Each day I tell myself that I will ride my
bike around town and go for big long walks with my dog... but rarely
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chain stores that I am so outspo-

kenly against and go to a small

business that is more indepen-

dently owned car i tind such a

place and can I afford it? And do

I need that particular thing in the

first place? These are all ques-

tions I ask myself daily on each

issue that arises. I suppose the

most difficult talk is financial. I

forget that I’ve existed on hardly

any money because I haven’t

really needed anything Sud-

denly it’s all turned upside down

and I have to pay hook-up

charges on utilities and buy ev-

ery spice for my kitchen that i

need to make a decent meal. I

remind myself that I won’t have

to do this every month and even-

tually my cost of living will go

down - but right now - my return

to society is nearly stifling. With

my return to society, I have also

spend a lot of time listening to

radio and unintentionally becom-

ing more familiar with popular

culture. Sometimes it feels like I

am an alien doing a cultural study

and the whole thing is totally

shocking. It's like I’ve just come

back into society after living in

the woods (or years. Kinda funny

that New York City and the woods

could create the same effect of

being cut off from the status quo.

And I’m amazed at how needing

to drive everywhere, therefore

listening to the radio and having

to go to more chainstores and

shopping mall type places than I

would have ever though I would - brings you back into the cultural

world really quickly. It’s that realization that reminds me of how

unique New York City is, and how lost with in your own small

subcultural community you can be. And then I get lost thinking

about that sentimental world of that small community of punks and

squatters and general freaks that are the norm on the streets of New

continued on next page
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DONATIONS APPRECIATED!!
POSTAGE RATES & SUBSCRIPTIONS:
Individual copies of S&L are available for 550 postage U.S.

Subscriptions are available in increments of 550. Send
stamps or cash. Do not send checks for less than $10.

(ie. $1.10=2 conseutive issues, $3.30=6 issues/1 year.)

Canada & Mexico single copies: $1 each

Overseas: $1 .50 (or 3 IRC’s) for each issue.

1 -$1 .50; 2-$3; 3-$4.50; 4-$6; 5-$7.50; 6-$9

S&L IS FREE, IF YOU WANT TO DISTRO IT,

ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS PAY THE POST-
AGE: BULK COPIES of the same issue are
sent by Special 4th Class or Surface mail.

U.S. A.: 1 0 copies are $1 .25; 20 copies $1 .75;

30 copies $2.25; 40 copies $2.75; 50 copies $3.25.

Canada & Mexico Surface Bulk: 10
:
$1.50; 20-$3; 40-$5

Worldwide Surface Bulk: 10 copies $3; 20 copies $4; 30

copies $5; 40-50 copies $6; 100 copies $12. For

major distribution I can M-Bag aprox. 300 copies for

$20 .

DONATIONS: Are always appreciated and needed

in order to keep Slug & Lettuce functioning and

free!!

PRINT-RUN: 8,000

CLASSIFIED ADS: are Free. Keep them short and

to the point, space is limited. I probably won’t print

a review and classified for same thing in one issue.

Send a 550 SASE and specify if you want a copy

with your classified. If you want the most recent

issue as well as your ad, then send 2 x 550!

Depending on when you send in your ad, you may
wait awhile to get the issue with your ad.

WORLD DISTRIBUTION: Copies are available from the

following places by sending a SASE w/ appropriate

postage: (Indicate which issue you would like & what ones

you may already have)

Active Distribution/ BM Active/ London/ WC1N 3XX/UK
Spiral Objective PO Box 126/ Oaklands Park/ South

Australia 5046

Southern Black Cross Distro/ c/o PO Box 154/

Tweed Heads NSW 2485/ Australia

Jonte Ekman/ PO Box 53/ 15141 Lahti/ Finland

Luca Musso/ CP 89/ 27100 Pavia/ Italy

Milani Gianpiero/ CP 63/ 27100 Pavia/Italy

Nabate/ BP 92/ 4000 Liege/ Belgium

Joeri/ Astridlaan 341/ 8310 Brugge/ Belgium

Yves Prigent/ BP 07/ 78110 Le Vesinet/ France.

Yann Dubois/ 9 rue des mesanges/ 35650 Le Rheu/

France

Guerilla Philippines/ PO Box 12623/ Ortigas Center/ 165

Pasig City/ Philippines

M.Y.O Zine Distro/ c/o Gani & Adie/ 146 A. Dela Cruz St.

Tayabas 4327 Quezon/ Philippines

ADVERTISING RATES:
2 1/2x2 1/2" = $10; 2 1/2" x 5"= $20;

2 1/2 x 10” = $40 or 5" x 5" = $40;

5x7 1/2" = $60
Deadline for #52 = Dec. 30th 1997

Payment should be cash or payable to Chris Boarts,
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Some Thoughts continued from page 1

York, and it warms my heart to think of all the incredible experiences

I had and all of the amazing people that I have known and friends that

are still there - and I just get kinda caught in this reverie of thinking

about all these things and places and times and photos that I have

of it all. It’s not so much a sadness or a happiness, in fact I don’t

know what emotional state it is. It’s more like an analytical analysis

of it all. I get lost with thoughts in my head comparing places and

thinking about everything. Thinking of all the places that I’ve been

this year, of all the traveling that I’ve done, all the roads and paths

that have led me to where I am now. I think those confused thoughts

that I have of NYC are more like an appreciation for it and a

recognition of why it is the cultural mecca that it is and what it is the

ultimate of so many things and why everyone (well so many) want

to go there. Cause it truly is an amazing place that is in so many

ways the cutting edge of life. From being exposed to all of this pop-

culture stuff, I feel like I’m constantly reaffirming my values and

personal guidelines. I listen toChumbawambatalkto an idiot DJ guy

on MTV and realize how far apart the cultural boundaries are and that

they can’t even say much that means anything to nim because the

language spoken within the punk scene doesn’t translate to his

reality. I watch these little snip-its and look around me daily and

observe the rediculousness of it all. And I remember the reasons

why I’m interested in working to form alternatives to the MtvTadio

world and the realm of chainstores. And then I have the big dilemma

of needing income. I think of these places that i could deal with

working - like a bookstore - and then I have to say to myself: do you

really want to work at this chainstore for minimum wage? Is it worth

it? No I don t wanttodo itand noit’s really not worth it. It'sasthough

I’m trying to find the ultimate situation in all things. And really, I am

- because I know what I want and how I want it and I think that it’s

important enough to stick by my morals and find what I am looking

for. Yet regardless of all of that, all of these paths I’ve followed for

years have led me to get away from the overwhelming stimulation of

New York City and refocus and center myself and put some attention

to the many things that I have neglected. I’m really excited about finally

making this big step and getting to a place that I have sought after for

so long. It’s time for me to lay down some new roots.

I’ve been to a lot of shows - mostly seeing the same few local

bands - ATP, Kilara, Disinterment and Lycosa. Richmond has a lot of

shows, but most are seriously lacking in attendance. I realize how

strange it is to be in a new place - where I don’t have my "place” figured

out. I go to shows and feel weird cause I don’t have anything to do. I’ve

become so used to helping to run a show, or selling merchandise o.

cleaning up— that shows in bars/clubs that have nothing to do with

me feel weird. Sitting in the corner reading a book usually feels like the

most appropriate response - but that always seems kinda weird too.

I wonder sometimes if something has changed in me and I’m lacking

some enthusiasm - but I know that I’m not cause I still get plenty excited

about shows and bands. It’s more like I can appreciate where I have

come from - a tight punk community that I have been a part of for along

time where I know a lot of people. And I guess that is what I miss the

most. So now I find myself at this turning point - where I have finally

relocated and can get started on all these neglected projects. I can

think more clearly about what I want to do with my time and then apply

myself to that by trying to keep in mind all of these idealistic dreams that

I strive for. Please note that there is a new address now for Slug &

Lettuce and if you want to' write a letter or send stuff - please use that

address and do not send anything to New York City cause that PO Box

will be closing. I have always known that the hardest thing about

moving would be getting all of my mail re-routed, but I’ve spent so

much time thinking it though that hopefully it will all go smoothly.

Spread the word and let people know that S&L has moved and will

continue from Richmond. Thanks.

—Chris(tine) 11/97
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AVAIL
LIVE IN NEW YORK CITY

BENEFIT FOR ABC NO RIO

NEW RECORDS & CDS:

THE KRAVS/ INFILTRATORS split 7" - $4ppd

THE VARUKERS - Murder LP S7/CD $9ppd

POWER OF IDEA - Hyper Yellow Thresh LP

(Jepan) - $7ppd

HUMAN INVESTMENT - s/t 12" - $7ppd

COBRA - Greatest Hits CD (Japan) - $9ppd

FLUX OF PINK INDIANS - Not So Brave CD

(UK) -$l2ppd

THE CASUALTIES - For The Punx LP $7/CD $9ppd

VIDEOS:

AVAIL - LIVE VIDEO BENEFITING ABC NO RIO,

70min. - $llppd

EAST COAST POGO ATTACK VOL. t VIDEO

Aus Rotten, Mankind, Casualties, Blanks 77,

Public Nuisance, Violent Society, Cause For Alarm,

The Pist, Submachine & more - $11 ppd

EAST COAST POGO ATTACK VOL. 2 VIDEO

Defiance, Distraught, Aus Rotten, Varukers, Dirt,

The Pist, Oxymoron, Braindance & more - $11ppd

TRIBAL WAR RECORDS
PO Box 20712 • Tomp. $q. Stn.

JfMm. New York, NY 10009

Tel/Fax: (718) 383-6522

Clsh or blank money orders only.

September 4-6, 1997

At Coney Island High,

Staten Island & ABC NO RIO

70 minutes.

$11ppd from
TRIBAL WAR RECORDS

PO Box 20712 • Tomp. Sq. Stn.

NY NY 10009
Send cash or blank money orders only!!

For the latest catalogue of Punk,

Hardcore, Oi, Thrash, Industrial, Grind,

Psychobilly, Black Metal, Ska,

Underground, Alternative, Electro,

Experimental... CDs, Records, Videos,

Fanzines, Magazines, Books, Demos,

T-Shirts, Longsleeves, Stickers,

Clothes, Footwear, Smoking Skins,

Hair Dyes, Poppers, Strings...

please send: UK - Large SAE
;
EEC Countries 1 1RC, 1 US$

or equivalent; Rest of World - 2 IRCs, 2US$ or equivalent

Photocopying and Flyer/Leaflet Design

also available. Write for prices.

No postage means no reply!

The Motivator
127 Bawfry Road, Tinsley, Sheffield, South Yorkshire, $9 1 U Y England OTALFUCK/i

tucking!
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FIRST WORLD, HA HA HA! The Zapatista Challenge

edited by Elaine Katzenberger

Published in 1995, this collection of essays, interviews, poetry, and personal accounts
document the Zapatista uprising in the Chiapas and the indigenous struggles that are being
waged in the mountains and cities throughout Mexico. Leslie Marmon Silko states, "This is no
new war. This war has a five hundred-year history." An important fact to keep in mind as you
read through these pages. This book collects many different thoughts and perspectives, of both
the past and present, to give a complete picture of the current situation in Mexico. What makes
this book so extraordinary is that each selection is written with a real sense of honesty that draws
you into the lives of these people. And the theoretical essays, which often leave unfamiliar

readers feeling alienated, exhibit much of the same qualities that you find in the personal
accounts of the people directly involved in the struggles. For anyone interested in learning about
the indigenous struggle in Mexico this is a good place to start. If you want to see what the
indigenous struggles around the world might become then look no further. As Ronnie Burk
states, “At the end of this mad century of revolutions, Mexico might very well show the world
how it’s done." (City Lights Books, 261 Columbus Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94133) -Ryan
Hughes

Senseless Acts Of Beauty. Cultures of Resistance Since the Sixties by George McKay
Not For Rent. Conversations with creative activists in the U.K. by Stacy Wakefield and Grrrt

These books, published within a year of each other, trace a line between different groups
(and individuals) active throughout the U.K. living “the DIY lifestyle. " The difference between the
two lies in the historical presentation the authors have taken. McKay’s approach connects the
activities of groups since the late sixties into the nineties. He explains that groups like the New
Age Travelers, eco-rads, ravers and many more are operating within a historical context which
can be traced back to the early free festivals of Stonehenge and the Fairs of Albion. What McKay
sees as the common factor between all these groups is the desire to create a free space which
groups and individuals can exist and interact freely. The free space, or Temporary Autonomous
Zone (TAZ), defined by Hakiem Bey and cited in Senseless Acts of Beauty, is the essential

j

element in the actions of ravers, squatters, travelers and the like. The desire to maintain a free

space carries over into the ideas presented by the activists interviewed by Wakefield and Grrrt

in Not For Rent. This book is a collection of interviews with squatters, eco-rads, ravers and road
protesters presently active throughout the U.K. With a heavy focus on the actions of squatters,

Not For Rent looks at the role they’ve played in creating and maintaining the free space. The
interviews show a real passion within those working to hold onto what they’ve created for

themselves and their communities.

A topic that you’ll find a great deal of attention devoted to in both books is the Criminal Justice
Act passed within the last couple years. It is an important factor in how the actions of all the
groups mentioned will be played out. What its passage will mean for these groups was still

unclear at the time these books were published. “ (WJe don’t know how the CJA is going to affect

squatting. We do on paper. But how it actually will I don’t know," states Sam from Squall
magazine. On a more positive note the effect of the CJA, McKay states is it “has been instantly

to unite previously disparate campaigns, to bring different single-issue protests together."

(Senseless Acts of Beauty - Verso Books UK: 6 Meard Street, London W1V 3HR USA- 180
Varick Street New York, NY 1 001 4-4606 Not For Rent - Evil Twin Publications Europe: Postbus
11286. 1001 GG Amsterdam, Netherlands USA: P.O. Box 12124 Seattle, WA 98102) -Ryan
Hughes

East Timor: Genocide In Paradise by Matthew Jardine

One of the installments in The Real Story Series
,
Jardine’s book offers a glimpse into the

plight of the East Timorese people under the rule of the Indonesian military. East Timor, a colony
of Portugal for over 400 years, declared its independence in 1975. It took only 9 days for

Indonesia to invade, killing 60,000 people in the first few months. Jardin describes in detail the

events that led up to the invasion and the violent repression that’s been in place for the past 20
years. He points out that more than a few countries knew of the impending invasion and once
it began did nothing to stop it. In his introduction, Noam Chomsky describes East Timor as “the

greatest death toll relative to the population since the Holocaust." The mainstream press has
done little to expose the repression of the East Timorese since the invasion. Jardin has done an
excellent job at bringing these crimes to light. (Odonian Press Box 32375 Tucson AZ 85751
USA) -Ryan Hughes

Sean • P.O. Box 3635 • Oakland, CA 94609-0635

Memoirs of a Wobbly by Henry E. McGuckin
A history of the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW), the most radical industrial labor union

to ever grace American soil, as told through the eyes of Henry McGuckin, an IWW revolutionary who
donated his entire life to the cause. McGuckin sums his book up best in his brief introduction: “The
memoirs of a Wobbly are the memoirs of revolution and revolutionaries. ..of real people who filled

the jails in the free-speech fights, and who were on the picket lines along with their fellow workers
from coast to coast...my story is their story too." Yes, this isn’t a book written by an union official

or general secretary who never got their hands dirty (indeed, the IWW was so all inclusive and
haphazardly organized it rarely even maintained any significant “main office" to speak of). Memoirs
of a Wobbly is the story of a man (and many thousands of men and women!) who hit the streets and
hopped the freight from town to town, organizing, supporting and propagating the ideal of “One Big
Union

,
all encompassing for the betterment of all workers. From police brutality, nights in jail, to

the day-to-day life of a traveling organizer, this proves to be among the best books I’ve read about
grass roots activism. McGuckin lived from 1 893 until 1 974, through the development and hay-day
of the IWW and was present for many significant incidents and strikes in the northern midwest and
the Pacific northwest during that time. This is a short book that is extremely down to earth and quite
an enjoyable read and can be tracked down at minimal cost to you ($5.50 post-paid!) For this book
and a list of other books on the IWW write to IWW Literature DepM 03 West Michigan Ave/Ypsilanti
Ml 48197 (Charles H. Kerr Publishing) -Alex Dwgsht

thorough than I would have expected - most of which appear to be about 2000 words, about the

length of a short essay you would expect to find in a magazine, and offer pertinent images in

conjunction. While I’ve used this book hundreds of times to gain a general understanding of a

topic I’m curious about, I’ve also spent countless hours just flipping through, reading, and
enjoying the book at my leisure. Yeah, it’s safe to say this book rocks! Expect a somewhat high

ticket price should you track this down. Keep in mind, though, that this book is over 900 pages
and is so packed with information it’ll undoubtedly take years to sift through it all. (University of

Illinois Press) -Alex Dwgsht

The Flivver Kino: A Story of Ford America by Upton Sinclair

This book took me for such a ride it’s hard for me to even begin to step outside of this story

and tell you about it - this book just kept me so completely absorbed! Like most of Upton
Sinclair's work, this book combines accurate, well-documented historical facts and presents
them to his readers in the form of a fiction novel. This book not only provides a surplus of

information on the emergence and inner-workings on the Automotive Empire we know as Form
Motor Company, it also gives the reader one of the most compelling political novels of all time.

This novel tells history through the eyes of Abner Shutt, a young, wide-eyed, hard working
member of Detroit’s working class. Abnerjumps in the labor pool pursuing not only subsistence,

but a comfortable, enjoyable, fruitful life - he wants a piece of that pie and is willing to work hard
for it! The inevitable realization that there is not a human in the world, regardless of any "work-
ethic," able to survive the assembly line, the “speeding-up” of work, the layoffs and labor

fluctuations and the constant cuts in pay winds up hitting Abner hard and the American Dream
becomes an absurd notion. As his family becomes more and more war-torn and Abner’s

financial situation more and more bleak, the need for a way out, a way to stop this menace is

urgent. Yes, that’s right, UNION!

Upton Sinclair invented an entire style of writing. He created a way to present important, vital

information to the mass public in a way any Stiff in the working world could understand - and
the Flivver King is among Sinclair’s best. This is some exciting shit that, I swear is worth tracking

down. Try your local library first. It can also be ordered for (I think) $5 from AK Press. (Charles

H. Kerr Publishing) -Alex Dwgsht

a figure in society who has “made a kind of profession out of being the ‘others’” and in a sense very
much “defines negatively what we think of as human.” Of course the social practice of defining and
persecuting “out groups" is probably as old (if not older) than the idea of Satan. In this sense the
book presents issues that occur in almost every culture and because of this is relevant to not just

the historian but to almost everyone. A fascinating and intelligent work, I highly recommend this

book, along with others by Elaine Pagels. (Vintage Books) -Rick Seibert

Take the Rich Off Welfare by Mark Zepezauer and Arther Naiman
Yet another installment of “The Real Story Series” from Odonian Press - a short and compact

easy-to-read analysis of a complex issue. While I agree that the information should be presented
in a way accessible to all people (not just those floating around in the abyss of academia) I think

the small, almost pocket-size format is a bit awkward and not very inviting, to me at least. Yeah,
and the title sucks, too. But the information, however, is top notch. While major politicians,

wealthy business people and newspaper headlines are screaming “Bloody Murder" at Welfare
mothers and other social service recipients there is an incredible amount of subsidy funneling
into the hands of these same privileged individuals and institutions. This book is not dogmatic
or anti success or wealth; like the authors explain, "All this book says is that it’s not fair for people
to get rich—and stay rich—by defrauding people who are poorer than they are." This book
breaks down public subsidies to the rich and powerful - from military waste and fraud, Savings
and Loans, tax breaks and tax avoidance, a number of industry subsidies, and much, much more.
All the information is well presented and will surely outrage the 60 million working poor, should
they be able to afford the 9 bucks for a copy. (Odonian Press) -Alex Dwgsht

Opposing The System by Charles Reich

Yes here’s that thing that’s so uncommon and exciting to see - an outspoken, intelligent, and
radical book written by someone who’s more or less “within" the system and understands it’s

intricate ins and outs from that perspective... A Chomsky-like presentation. Charles Reich is a
law professor who wrote “The Greening of America” 25 years ago, and this is his logical follow-

up, as most of the problems are still with us, if not worse, as we all know. A good analysis of

how the big corporations are beating out religion, military, and government in the great

competition to see who will be the #1 exploiter, dehumanizer, and general subjugator of the

human race and planet. Yes the government is not really the root of evil today... Lots of good
insights, information, history and perspective from an intelligent, compassionate, well-spoken
person. -Gabe

Living Water by Olof Alexandersson

One of the best books I’ve read., the story of an Austrian man named Viktor Schauberger and
his explorations of energies and inter-relationships between the forces and elements of the

natural world - largely through direct observation in vast stretches of almost untouched old

forests in the first half of this century. In one sense mystical, but his ideas are always connected
to practical effects and application; also technicatecientific in a sense, but he was not a scientist

(and in fact pissed off many scientific “experts” and technocrats of his time by proving them
wrong and daring to question their established authority.) From log flumes to trees and forests

to healing slow silted rivers, the life and “death” of water, unlimited energy from water and air,

implosion vs. explosion engines and energy, “flying saucers", Hitler, farming, early ecology
movements and finally sad demise upon getting involved with American businessmen, this is an



plight of the East Timorese people under the rule of the Indonesian military. East Timor, a colony

of Portugal for over 400 years, declared its independence in 1975. It took only 9 days for

Indonesia to invade, killing 60,000 people in the first few months. Jardin describes in detail the

events that led up to the invasion and the violent repression that’s been in place for the past 20

years. He points out that more than a few countries knew of the impending invasion and once

it began did nothing to stop it. In his introduction, Noam Chomsky describes East Timor as “the

greatest death toll relative to the population since the Holocaust.” The mainstream press has

done little to expose the repression of the East Timorese since the invasion. Jardin has done an

excellent job at bringing these crimes to light. (Odonian Press Box 32375 Tucson AZ 85751

USA) -Ryan Hughes

The Origin of Satan by Elaine Pagels

For anyone interested in the historical and social development of Western religion, Elaine

Pagels is a must. Along with Karen Armstrong she is the foremost living writer of the subject.

I first “discovered" her about two years ago through one of my professors (and friends) who was
teaching with Pagels' first book, The Gnostic Gospels . I have continually found her writing to be

highly accessible and intriguing, yet also extremely scholarly and thorough in its style and

content.

In The Origin of Satan . Pagels addresses how the concept of Satan evolved from its role in

ancient Hebrew tradition of the Old Testament to that of what we find in early and modern

Christian writings. She examines, though, not merely the historical aspect of a Devil, but probes

into the “social implications" involved with such a notion. Essentially Pagels invites the reader

“to consider Satan as a reflection of how we perceive.. .those we call ‘others'.” He is, after all,

noppea tne treigntrrom town to town, organizing, supporting and propagating tne ideal ot une Big

Union", all encompassing for the betterment of all workers. From police brutality, nights in jail, to

the day-to-day life of a traveling organizer, this proves to be among the best books I’ve read about

grass roots activism. McGuckin lived from 1893 until 1974, through the development and hay-day

of the IWW and was present for many significant incidents and strikes in the northern midwest and

the Pacific northwest during that time. This is a short book that is extremely down to earth and quite

an enjoyable read and can be tracked down at minimal cost to you ($5.50 post-paid!) For this book

and a list of other books on the IWW write to IWW Literature DepVI 03 West Michigan Ave/Ypsilanti

Ml 48197 (Charles H. Kerr Publishing) -Alex Dwgsht

The Encyclopedia of the American Left edited by Mari Jo Buhle, Paul Buhle, and Dan Georgakas

When my friend Brian, who like me has a special likeness to labor history and radical history,

showed me this excellent book he had just purchased I was nearly thrown off my rocker - 1 had to

lay down the thirty-odd dollars to get a copy of my own. Since that time, The Encyclopedia of the

American Left has been the most heavily read, useful, and inspiring books on my shelf, save for

maybe A People’s History of the United States by Howard Zinn. Like the title suggests, this is an

encyclopedia and organized as such (i.e. brief, informative writings on a number of different topics

organized in an alphabetical order). Yet unlike World Book or Websters . this book has precise focus

on left-wing radical movements in the United States - unions and labor movements, civil rights

advocates and their accompanying movements, human rights organizations, key events pertaining

to Left Wing^marchist causes, and other like material. And, again, unlike more popular reference

books, this book is actually exciting to read and is infinitely valuable to anyone interested in radical

movements in the United States. The passages and descriptions seem a bit longer and a lot more

his explorations of energies and inter-reiationsnips between the forces and elements or tne

natural world - largely through direct observation in vast stretches of almost untouched old

forests in the first half of this century. In one sense mystical, but his ideas are always connected

to practical effects and application; also technica^cientific in a sense, but he was not a scientist

(and in fact pissed off many scientific “experts” and technocrats of his time by proving them

wrong and daring to question their established authority.) From log flumes to trees and forests

to healing slow silted rivers, the life and “death” of water, unlimited energy from water and air,

implosion vs. explosion engines and energy, “flying saucers”, Hitler, farming, early ecology

movements and finally sad demise upon getting involved with American businessmen, this is an

awesome story of the personal accomplishment, integrity, courage and free thinking of a person

who’s been warning of impending ecological doom since the 1930s...

Also published recently is “Living Energies” by Callum Coats, which is incredible further

research and study of, and elaboration on, Schauberger’s ideas... but I’d recommend the other

one as an intro first. -Gabe

The New View Over Atlantis by John Michell

This revised edition of an old book is totally packed with information and ideas ranging from

stone circles, magnetism, sacred numbers and geometry, the Pyramids, Feng-Shui, Stonehenge,

Glastonbury, architecture, the musical scale, etc., etc... I’d highly recommend it to people

interested in old England and Ireland and the older pagarvpre-Christian cultures in general-

amazing book, and not some chintzy new age “aliens in the form of microscopic computer chip

crystals” conspiracy bit either. -Gabe
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NO RIO BENEFIT T-SHIRTS
»olo on Ironl. AIH No Rio logo on back - each postpaid

in large or extra large - shirts are made in the USA of 100%
ached organic cotton (seconds may have small imperfections)

YKS!! send me (qty) ABC No Rio

t-shirfs (specify sizes!) - enclosed is S8 per shirt.

name:

address:

city, state zip:

(Send (his form with check or money order made out to ARC No
Rio or cash, at your own risk to ARC No Rio. 1 56 Rivinglon

St. New York. NY 10002. Please allow 6-8 weeks for shipping.)

Left Bank Distribution

Radical, anarchist & alternative books, pamphlets & zincs.

1404 18th Avc, Seattle, WA 9819.2 (206)392-2868

Please send$2 (to coverpostage) for our 96 page catalog

RECORDS/
l> IST 11 lit UTIOIY
demo releases:

HARDWARE HEALTH
demo 1996:4 piece
punk/crust outfit,

comparable tocomparablt
HIATUS. 14

$3ppd(ca8h) to:

WRICK II RECORDS
p.o. box 68238
grand rapids. Ml 49518

I. ARY AE-'‘'LISTEN”
derm. MEW 10 song
demo by michigan
punk band 4yrs
running, new line-

up witn male/female
vocals.

WRETCH HAS MOVED, AND I AM
SLOWLY WORKING ON REBUILDING UP
THE DISTIBUTION STOCK.SORRY IF

YOU WROTE AND HAVEN T RECIEVED
A CATALOG. NEW D1STRO CATALOG
SOON.WATCH FOR AOS.

ECO eh rmm

FLAT EARTH RECS
"BRADFORD MUSIC?", P.O BOX169,

BRADFORD, BD71YS, UK.
1in12@legend.co.uk

NEW!!!
HEALTH HAZARD / SAWN OFF - EP
HARD TO SWALLOW / MANFAT - EP
EBOLA - "IMPRECATION" EP
CRESS - "MONUMENTS'* LP

HEALTH HAZARD - "DISCOGRAPHY" LP
RE-PRESSED!!!
HIATUS / DOOM - EP

SEDITION - "EARTHBEAT" LP
SEDITION / PINK TURDS IN SPACE - LP

STILL AROUND!!! BUFFER - EP

WITCHKNOT - "SQUAWK" - LP
LOS CRUDOS - "CANCIONES.." LP
DOOM - "RUSH HOUR.." LP/CD/CS
SCATHA - "RESPECT... LP/CS

EBOLA - "INCUBATION" LP
DROP DEAD - "DISCOGRAPHY" LP
HEADACHE / RECUSANT EP
WHIRLING PIG DERVISH - LP

D.D.I. - "PAZZI DA ASPORTO" 10"
WITCHKNOT - "SUCK" EP

VR - "DREAMSTATE ' LP

EURO/WORLD
UK,(surface> (AIR)

DAMAGE:
(POSTPAID)

EP/CS

LP/CD
10"

£2 $4 $5

£5 $10 $12
£3.5 ~W~ $9

PAYMENT: WELLCONCEALEDCASH
(ORUK£CHEQUESTO‘FLAT EARTH")
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Emily
AUTUMN; THE SEASON OF CHANGE

So, it is now Autumn. Autumn, the season of long shadows,

crisp weather, beautiful sunsets, and, as someone said to me once,

the time where we should be harvesting our food to take us through

the coming winter. I couldn’t have said it better.

I know that I’ve said this before
,
but why and how has our society

drifted so far away from a natural life? It’s both scary and sad to think

that now, the season of harvest and preparation for winter, people

are getting in their cars and rushing off to work, oblivious to the great

change that is all around them. Now, I’m not blaming these people

at all. I, myself have been going out every day, searching for a

sustainable job to help me get by until next summer when I travel

again. All I’m trying to say is it doesn’t have to be this way.

The earth tries to show us things in different ways. The

continuous cycle of the seasons shows us death and rebirth. In

some places there may not be all four season, but there at least will

be two. Where there are four seasons though, Autumn is the dying

month, the time to stop and think about all of the things you wish to

let go to die. I suppose that is why I think so much in Autumn. There

are so many things that I wish would die, but especially the

miserable way that many of the earth's people live their lives. They

live so unconnected to the earth and it’s cycles. So far removed from

the land. They work for bosses and companies instead of working

for themselves, growing food, building houses, sharing and barter-

ing.

Once “progress" has happened, though, it’s nearly impossible to

go backwards. There really isn’t that much of a need to. There’s no

reason to throw all the computers into the sea, or cut all the electrical

lines. We just need to make a compromise between our human

“progress” and the way we have lived for a millennia, a natural earth-

based way. Steps need to be taken towards reclaiming our rightful

heritage which was taken away by greed and power lust.

We need to create a world where people’s lives don’t have to be

wasted away in offices. We need a world where people can feel

pleasure in growing their own food and making things for them-

selves or to trade with neighbors. Where people can sit outside and

enjoy a beautiful Autumn evening instead of just catching glimpses

of it out their car window on the way home from their job.

I wish that I could do it right now, have a farm, grow my food,

build my house, and live my life the way I want, with friends and

animals and children around me, and feel pride in doing things

myself. There are so many things stopping me (monetary, legal,

social), but I will never give up my dreams. I will try my whole life

to make my life the way I want it to be, and I hope everyone else will,

as well. If having a farm is not what you want, what is your dream?

In this season of change, Autumn 1 997, take the first steps toward

your dreams, even if the first step is just realizing them. A world of

people following their dreams cannot go wrong, and we must strive

for that, to make a better world for ourselves, and for our children.

—Emily/PO Box 427/Lavallete NJ 08735

Attitude Problem
"It’s 1989. What is the “alternative scene”? People can talk

and talk about how being a punktiardcore (or whatever other label

you choose) is an alternative to the 9 to 5 death that we’ve all been

brainwashed into believing is our life’s mission: just a cog in the

machine. Yet you can have a six foot mohawk, pierces in a million

places and all the plaid bondage gear you want but if you simply lie

back and accept that the world is being systematically destroyed

while you’re so busy being "punk" then you’re no different than the

“normal” people you so vehemently despise."

if any, you are attempting to make, both in your own life and in the

community and world around you. To question your involvement in

this punMiardcore scene. To openly look at yourself and ask, “Am I

just a “punk" who wears the “right” clothes but does nothing at all",

who fits snugly into the stereotypical image. Or are you a punk who not

matter what clothes you wear, nor could care less about how many

piercings you have or what color your mohawk is today, lives your life

with passion, with energy, anger, thought, love, commitment and

action!

Why do you think that just because you look “punk”, that you’re

a threat to anything, to anybody? What do you feel you are achieving?

Aren’t you just the same as the "normal" people you supposedly

despise, doing nothing, instead wearing only a different uniform? Your

clothes speak, yes. But your actions speak louder. It’s no good hating

if you only destroy yourself instead of the system around you. So what

if you wearthe "right” clothes, the “right" patches, and have the "right"

haircuts, this alone isn’t going to change anything. You may be

showing your anger and contempt for the society which you see but

what are you doing to attempt to change it?

"Punks” alone are not going to change the world. Most "punks/

hardcore" folks will

never do anything ex-

cept wallow in theirown

vomit or worry whether

they look “right” for the

in-crowd and have the

first pressing on col-

ored vinyl, hand num-

ber by such and such a

band. People change

things. And if you’re

into punktiardcore, if

you really read the lyr-

ics, follow up on the

ideas, then to my mind,

you too should be one

of those people. Ev-

eryday folk from all

walks of life, including

you and me, by the ac-

tions we take, the

words you speak, ad-

hereto, and live by, help

to change things. To

change yourself and

live, inadvertently be-

ing an influence to oth-

ers, doe shave mean-

ing. Punk can only

change the individual,

sow the seeds of

thoughts insideyou and

then the rest if up to

you. Larger, social

change, means inter-

acting with others, not

just punks. Change

comes when people

have had enough, when

their lives reach an in-

tolerable situation,

when the only option is

to fight back. The world we live in today is slowly reaching that point.

In some countries it already has. Take heart and strength from the

Zapatistas in Mexico, of the peasants in Haiti who work for 8p/4C an
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you for ideas and thoughts. Punks have some great ideas. We have

that knowledge. Let’s use it and organize, co-operate, instigate.

Society at large, as well as punkstiardcore folk, have to learn to see

beyond media lies, to learn to question everything. The world we live

in is an Us vs. Them world. We are in a class war and it's no good sitting

on the sidelines anymore. Become involved in local issues, loves that

ultimately affect lives in your community, which affects you! Commu-

nicate with local people, people you may never have dreamed of

speaking to before, perhaps because of the clothes they wear, break

down barriers which divide us. Open your ideas to them and likewise,

theirs to you. Think globally, act locally. Get involved! Fight for

freedom and liberation, for life. Don’t just be a “punk”. Be PUNK!

In friendship— Steve A.N.O.F • PO Box 2576 • Colchester •

Essex • C03 4A4 • England

It’s Just The Way Things Are
Kevin W Fitzgerald

Let’s do this by the numbers this time.

1. As a result of abso-

lute boredom, lately I

find my self reading

more and more

fanzines. I love zines

and I really appreciate

all the workand money

spent (lost) printing

them but as with Ninety

percent of things in the

world some are crap. I

love reading folks opin-

ions on stuff and love

the DIY spirit, but, to

wit, the Punk Rock

Rulebook does NOT

apply to certain things.

An Obvious example

came from a recent

zine (won’t embarrass

scenester) in which the

record reviews (way

too many of those any-

way, review food), re-

ferring to the benefit

comp for AK Press,

warned “stay away

from this
,

Its not

punk..” etcetera. The

reason being that its

on EPITAPH.

AK Press pub-

lish books about politi-

cal subjects that affect

huge sections of the

population. For ex-

ample the Poll-tax re-

bellion affected more

people than the back-

lash againsttotal chaos

ever will. You see AK

Press exists in the

REAL world and while their organization is very “grassroots” they

shouldn’t be held to the same, often juvenilia excessive, standards as

let’s say a band or zine.

2. I’ve aiven NEIL (NEIL ROBINSON) ROBINSON a truck load of effluvia

And there you have it, in a nutshell, as it were. I remember Uncle Abe

saying years ago, “Punk Rock saved my life!” and many of my

friends from his (my) age group saying the same thing. At the time

none of us belonged anywhere. We weren’t accepted by our peers

or our families for a whole host of reasons. To look back on it, its a

wonder I survived. Some didn’t

Sometimes I think these zine writers4)ands4ans seem on the

outside to be very self assured and well adjusted, and for that I

understand them even less. But in some of my personal experiences

with DEADEYE, I can see a whole bunch of fuck-ups are still out

there.

“We are lost
,
We are Freaks, We are crippled We are weak. We

are the heirs to all the world.

"

-New Model Army

RESEARCH TOPICS;

In London; “Reclaim the Streets’ activists took an ordinary demo

and nearly shut down the city. Of course you wouldn’t hear about it

in the news here. Excellent research topic.

In New York; the battle between the real estate control state govern-

ment and the city over a repeal of rent control laws is heating up with

the state drawing out opposition with minor concessions . This may

be the test case for the rest of the country.

As Usual
;
PO Box 1 1 0676, Brooklyn, 11211

donations appreciated.

Protect Life & Earth
All living beings are sacred, especially all people (equally), so

decrease violence, decrease species extinction, and protect the

health of life-and-earth. Get rid of nuclear, biological, and chemical

weapons, and prevent their use. Prevent severe global warming.

Protect the ozone layer. Decrease population growth. Use safer

energy. Don’t spread AIDS. When you buy, work, or lend, consider

farm animal treatment, deforestation, testing on animals, polluting,

etc. Buy organic. Tax the damaging of the health of life-and-earth.

INCREASE FREEDOM:
• Act localer; increase area independence: Make your county,

state, etc. more self-sufficient in services: (Decentralize. Tax

localer. Lend localer.) and products: Buy what comes from nearer

you. Use resources more efficiently. Grow food. Re-use. Repair.

Bicycle. Use sun. Use wind. Insulate. Use cars less. Compost.

Support distant ownership less.

• Increase democracy in all parts of life: Think for yourself more.

Allow diversity more. Decrease politician-buying an depression.

Increase civil liberty, equality, and privacy. Vote. Decrease

political and governmental violence. Stop US government mind

control. Outlaw forced adult psychiatry. Co-op. Support busi-

nesses that are more employee-owned-and-managed. Support

unions. Support tyranny less. Act localer: increase area indepen-

Hpnrp

DECREASE POVERTY:

Decrease population growth. Maintain the food supply: protect the

atmosphere, biodiversity, and farm topsoil. Increase democracy

in all parts of life. Let poor countries get more independence.

Provide food for the hungry. Provide affordable housing, college

and job-training. Stop military overspending. Tax the rich more.

Provide jobs or at least sufficient support. Unionize. Decrease

addiction. Decrease greed. Support wage fairness. Use money

charitably.

RESPECT LIFE-AND-EARTH MORE:

All living beings are sacred, especially all people (equally). All earth

is sacred. Let go of hatred. Let yourself love life-and-earth.

Appreciate life-and-earth.

TRFAT I IFF-AI\in-FARTH BETTER:
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and talk about how being a punldiardcore (or whatever other label

you choose) is an alternative to the 9 to 5 death that we’ve all been

brainwashed into believing is our life’s mission: just a cog in the

machine. Yet you can have a six foot mohawk, pierces in a million

places and all the plaid bondage gear you want but if you simply lie

back and accept that the world is being systematically destroyed

while you’re so busy being “punk" then you’re no different than the

“normal” people you so vehemently despise."

The words above were written to a Maximum RocknRoll

interview which Nausea appeared in during 1 990. 1 nearly got to see

them in the UK at the Sir George Robey in London around '91/92,

but unfortunately they went their separate ways in Eastern Europe

before arriving in Britain. Al arrived, the singer, but no-one else! One

band I’d have loved to have seen. Alas indeed, but the point of this

column is not to talk of my disappointment in never seeing Nausea,

but to talk of how relevant the words above were then, and still are

today.

What do you feel when you read the paragraph above? What

has changed between then, 1989, and now 1997? Hopefully,

reading these words will make you think, make you think and

consider your own outlook towards the life you lead, what change,

jUM (JiJiirvi. uimnyu

comes when people

have had enough, when

their lives reach an in-

tolerable situation,

when the only option is

to fight back. The world we live in today is slowly reaching that point.

In some countries it already has. Take heart and strength from the

Zapatistas in Mexico, of the peasants in Haiti who work for 8py4C an

hour in sweatshops making Mickey Mouse and Pocohontas pajamas

for Disney subcontractors, of 1 in 5 women workers in Cite Soleil, also

in Haiti, forced to have sex with their bosses on penalty of dismissal,

of Liverpool dockers in England. These are just some of the many

people of the world who are fighting back. We, you and me, can

observe from afar these people being exploited, beaten down and

controlled, and still be free enough to criticize, but for how long? When

will it be our turn?

If you de-socialize yourself from society, if you’re too busy being

“punk”, then what impact are you going to have? Who’s going to see

that a punk like you does have an opinion, can organize and be active,

isn’t just a stereotypical punk who looks weird but does do something.

You’ll be amazed at how many people will come and talk to you. Ask

bellion affected more

people than the back-

lash againsttotal chaos

ever will. You see AK

Press exists in the

REAL world and while their organization is very “grassroots” they

shouldn’t be held to the same, often juvenilia excessive, standards as

let’s say a band or zine.

2. I’ve given NEIL (NEIL ROBINSON) ROBINSON a truck load of effluvia

over it but now I support his investing so much of TW into the

CASUALTIES. If the kids want it that bad and we can keep ’em honest

and DIY and let them join in the usual raindeer games, let's do it. Oh,

and I want to go on record as saying the Casual Ties are pretty nice

people.

3 I was sitting in Tompkins Square Park a few days ago with my friend

H.
,
drinking Soy milk and reading the Voice. We got to talking about the

younger people we knew and how they came to NYC and became real

fuck-ups. The usual drugs, hanging with a really destructive crowd and

generally dropping out of life or the scene or anything supportive. H.

and I traded stories of tragedies and our own miserable lives.

“Because we just don’t belong anywhere."

rruviuc lUUU IUI INC llUliyiy. r iuviuc nnuiuauic Iiuuoiny,

and job-training. Stop military overspending. Tax the rich more.

Provide jobs or at least sufficient support. Unionize. Decrease

addiction. Decrease greed. Support wage fairness. Use money

charitably.

RESPECT LIFE-AND-EARTH MORE:

All living beings are sacred, especially all people (equally). All earth

is sacred. Let go of hatred. Let yourself love life-and-earth.

Appreciate life-and-earth.

TREAT LIFE-AND-EARTH BETTER:

Treat living beings better, especially people. Protect earth’s beauty

and the health of life-and-earth. Decrease violence, poverty, and

species extinction. Increase democracy in all parts of life. Act

localer; increase area independence. Increase cultural richness.

Think long term.

ENJOY LIFE-AND-EARTH MORE:

Indulge in the mysteries of life-and-earth! Eat a fruit! Pet a dog!

Small a flower! Hold hands! Look at and touch a tree! Feel and

smell dirt! Experience the ecosystem you are! Imitate animal

sounds and movements! Celebrate life-and-earth!

Copy and spread this, changing it or not. Write a leaflet. Organize.

LOGIMt# NONSENSE
@ Twisters, Richmond VA

Punkers are dumb.

Punkers hate change.

Punkers like shit.

like 309 chorus

.

Punkers like

1 inch record

by :

alS° haVe records

animal farm, damitol

,

junk, up in arms,
hope for us (comp), and
one day away
$3 n. america $5 world

payable to andy yeager

SlapA Ham Records ® @
“Making Power Violence a cheesy catch phrase since 1989 ’

HELLNATION
“At War With Emo”

8 song 5”

V HI

[MELT BANANA
“Eleventh”

8 song V

UArll ALIol

CASUALTIES
‘Dope and War*

9 song 7”

biting the hand that feeds)
since 1993

^- OTHER NEWJiTUFFl
[TpHOBIA "Enslaved” 7” -SPAZZ" Sweatin’ To The Old.es CD

.CAPITALIST CASUALTIES CP .Slap AHamishiPt -L orXL

|

All prices postpaid / US currency only li^ji
US/Canada Surface Airmail •

7”/ 5” = $3.50 4 6 k
1

CP / shirt = $10 n 13 \V^

i Di,

KT£ TIPD KM LOCO
3-EP set from Puerto Rico Golpe Justo.

Sham Pain. & HDN 57 (us)/ $9 (world)

T(7£ INJCCTIONS
“The kids aren’t right “EP

xmwmn “365 seconds of...” EP

Km %m<& “We’ll let you live “ EPm COAST PANIC
“Nowhere city” EP

mQ£ mmv-os/Kmzma
split EP

I CAN!W ANYTHING WITH

so cem comp EP w/ Kitty Badass,

BOA. Broken, Fudge Daddy-os, &. Ugly Truth.

All EPs are $3 (us)/ $5 (world)

except indicated

List alternatives DAMMIT !!! Will

trade with other labels. Distributors

WRITE !!! Send SASE for catalog.

Make MO’s out to Jeff Coleman

Each order will get a

FREE PRIZE INSIDE !!!!

COMPUTER CRIME RECORDS

P. 0. gox MWM, a
069S2-%2(t USA

I
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INFORMATION...
• DIO YOU SEND SOMETHING AND HAVE IT RETURNED? In a small mix up

I with the post office our box was closed for approximately 2 weeks. During this

I time everything was returned with a Box Closed stamp on it. The problem has
I been resolved and everything is back to normal. EG Smith Distributiorv'PO Box
82026/Columbus OH 43202. (614) 268-5779.
• DIY HARDCORE AND PUNK BANDS-LABELS-ZINES: Send your stuff for a

I review in Life's Hault zine. Life’s Hault/P0 Box 893/Philomont NY 12565.
I •• WAR AGAINST RIP-OFF ORGANIZATION: Are you tired of all those big labels

I who use their famous status to rip off every individual they can? Join our team!

I Togetherwe ll get rid of those greedy bastards once and for all: Simon Pare/827

I GoldbounV Greenfield Park, Quebec/J4V 3H4 Canada.

I
•• CHANGE OF ADDRESS: Bri & Random Access have moved to P0 Box

I 382454/Cambridge MA 02238. The distro has slowed down for awhile, but I'm

I kicking things back into operation again. If you wrote and got no response,

I please write back. I don’t want to rip anyone off.

•• THE LIL RHINO GAZETTE HAS MOVED! PO Box 535668/Grand Prarie TX
I 75053-5668. Our new phone number is: (817) 608-0965. Contact Kelly, KR
I North. You can also reach us at: Lilrhino@computek.net and Http/
I www.computek.neH)ublic4ilrhino. The latest issue of the Lil' Rhino Gazette

I fanzine contains interviews with The Samples, 7 Day Diary,. Ruby, Melvins,

I Australia’s Clouds and Mike Watt and is out NOW!
•• THANX A LOT TO ALL THE BANDS, FANS AND OTHER THAT MADE SCUM

I FEST 97 A GREAT SUCCESS. Now planning for Scumfest 98. Bands or fans

I write Andy 2326 Sheffield Rd/Raleigh NC 27610 or call between 6:00-10:00

|
pm Mon-Thurs (919) 833-6520.
• BRAM! ! This is Kim of Square Suckers zine. I'm sorry that I never answered

I your letter. My mother decided to confiscate some of my mail. Please write

back to me at PO Box 3701/Johnson City TN 37601-3701

.

I
•• FREE! FREE! FREE! RECORD(S). John Bendei/Praparation-H split... I got a

I bunch of 7"ers left and it’s really pissing me off. Send me postage money and
I I’ll send you as many records as it will cover. Distros get in touch! Ken
I Hellnation sez it’s better than AODCH Write Jim F/3350 S. Dixie Hwy. #52/
I Lima OH 45804. I got 200 or so left... so get in touch fool!

I
•• MISSING PERSON: Crust (Tim): If you’re still out there, let me know! I lost

I a lot of addresses, and yours was one. I miss hearing from you. Please get in

I touch! Bri/P0 Box 382454/Cambridge MA 02238.

PUBLICATIONS...
I

•• DWELLING PORTABLY tells how to build a comfortable shelter in a week for

almost nothing. + tips on places, vehicles, bicycles & more. "Very helpful and
useful info" - S&L. “An amazing resource" - Factsheet 5. $ Vlssue. 6$7. P0

|
Box 1 90-SLA/Philomath OR 97370.
• SEND $1 FOR THE LATEST ISSUE OF PASSIVE LOBOTOMY PRESS to 2500

I NW Regency # 1 06/Bend OR 97701 . I don’t know what’ll be in it, but it'll focus

|

on art, music and anti-politics.

•• US AGAINST THEM #6 OUT NOW. Get the zine plus radical propaganda for

|

a stamp and/or cash donation. Also to get Food Not Bombs benefit comp, tape

“From Chaos to Peace: with Fleas & Lice, Aus Rotten, etc. Send a 90 min. blank

I tape and $2 (all money goes to FNB) Write: Mark/PO Box 624/ Norwich CT
06360.

I
•• WENDY SAYS ZINE. A music, sex and alternative lifestyle zine from the

Philippines. $24rade. Write to BJ/23-A Azucena St/Roxas District/Quezon City

I 1103 Philippines.

I
•• CORPORATE RESISTANCE IS A DIY ZINE that will be coming out soon. It will

I high light bands who do it their way and do it themselves. Please send ziries,

I vinyl, demos, or CDs... but not too glossy. I like street punk, oi, 77 style and
I traditional ska (ska punk too). James ThompsorV816 Woods Pl/Exeter CA
93221.

•NEWSKASTER ZINE #1 OUT NOW! World: $1 or more c/o Jerry Cruz/38
I Ilangx2 St. Michael Meycauayan Bulacan 3020 Philippines. A 28 pg. ska^unk
zine featuring interviews with Peptos (ska) and Disliked (punk) both from

I California, punky and hate cops comics, ads, scene reports, music and zine

I reviews, ska photos, articles, Food Not Bombs, news, clippings, and more.

I Trades are welcome. Issue #2 in the making. Anypunk.ska, oi, HC people out

|
there who can contribute something nice - I’ll guarantee a free copy for you.

I •• NOT FOR SALE ZINE #1 #2 (double issue) 72 full pages is already out since

I Dec '96. Includes intv. v/Phil. Anarchy, Alahadupaks, Idiotic Approach, Battle

I of Disarm, Peaceful Protest, Result, Valse Triste, Cause For Effect, Juggling

I Juggulars, Agathocles and Garage Lopez. Plus more. Send a fair trade or $3
I to Not For Sale/ c/o Ben Quinacman Jr/ No. 26 Marang St/ Proj. 2, QC/

|
Philippines 1102.

• NOT FOR SALE #3/REM0RA#1 (split zine) out now! Includes intv. v/Human
I Disaster, Problem, Improvisation 26, Indignation, Total Control, Silmaosasto,

I and Excrement of War, plus more. Send your trade to: Not For Sal©/c4) Ben
Quinacman Jr/No. 26 Marang St/Proj. 2, QC/ Philippines 1 102.

peace punk shit from CT. Send shit to review! Small ad space is free for anarchist-

related shit. To all those who sent money for music distro - get in touch! My shit

got fucked up and lost when moving. Anyway - the zine is available for a stamp
and/or cash donation... Send to: Mark/ 13 Spring St.. Apt. IB/ Willimantic CT
06226. Cheers!

•• $2 GETS YOU AN A4 SIZE AD and a copy of the zine your ad appears in. Postpaid!

This ad zine appears once a year only . Write to: Bob/Block&^oon Keng Rd.
,

#08-
64/Singapore 330006/Singapore.
" MY CHILD MADE THIS FANZINE #2 out now! Interviews with Jade Tree

Records, Promise Ring, Atom and His Package, Rigid, and more. Also, writings,

ads, poems, games and tons more. Please send anything to be reviewed or a

contribution. Free classifieds. Get in touch for ads. $2.00 send cash to Sal Giorg/

8 Britton Pl/Wilmington DE 1805. Free stuff with every order.
•• STRESS FACTOR #6 IS OUT NOW! #7 out in November. #6 is 24 pgs, has
2 color cover, a great new layout and has an interview w/Troma Films, articles,

reviewed, comics, columns and a lot more!! Factsheet 5 calls SF "A wandering

punk zine that contains a lot more than the genre norm." Submissions wanted!
Distros’ get in touch! Send $1 + 2 stamps to Stress Factof/3 1 37 N. 1 2th St/Coeur
d’ Alene ID 83814. Some of the money goes to ABC No Rio.

•• PUNK TV RULES OK? Zine dedicated to punk-related public access TV needs
submissions. If you produce a show, send us info on your show for our directory.

Articles about your experiences, technical tips and tapes of your show for review

are also greatly appreciated! Send everything to Media Blitz Zine/c/o Neal/63

Purdue St/ Staten Island NY 10314.

-A WORLD FULL OF HATE #1 (A.W.F.O.H)zine. Punxzine. Interviews with Final

Conflict, Drop Dead, Uncurbed, Hellnation, and State of Fear. Also interview with

Singapore band Hatred Jackals. Includes labels/distros addresses around the

globe. US$2ppd. world. Singapore $3ppd. lrfaan/Blk227TampinesSt.23,#01-

178/Singapore 520227.
" RADICAL ZINE #1 OUT NOW. Intvs v/ Unknown Heroes, Paraconflict, Red
Coalition, Anarchism articles, boycott Pepsi propaganda, the greatest crime of US
imperialism, plus more. We also need your contribution, also send your stuff (7",

demos, zines, etc) for sure review. Anarchists syndicalist movement wanted, free

ads, donation $1 + IRC or trade. If you want to distro it write: Humar Tarranco/

938 Mindoro St/Sampaloc, Manila Philippines.

trade. Please write orcall. DanlngersorVI 27 North Main St/Shakopee MN 55379
(612) 496-1791.

•• LOOKING FOR: Any A-Team, Mr T and Oscar the Grouch toys, stickers or

collectibles. Also wanted vegan "cheese” recipes and dog biscuits or dog treat

recipes. Jeremy Clasen/690 Penfield St/Long Boat Key FL 34228

LOOKING FOR...
•• LOOKING FOR CITADEL MINIATURES AND GAMES WORKSHOP BOOKS! I’m

searching for Old Citadel Miniatures, esp. Talisman, Warhammer and early non-

plastic base stuff. Send me a list w/ prices and we can make a deal okay?
Warhamsters unite! Cheers. Sean GobliryPO Box 3635 Oakland CA 94609. Oh
and if anyone has the second Reality of Chaos Book - “The Lost & the Damned"
-

1 want that and old White Dwarfs (issues 90-120) too.

•• LEFT LIBERTY LINK? Wanted: a zine for discussing how to repeal or avoid laws,

such as the FICA tax and the criminalization of cheap housing, that hurt low earners

including most youth. If you know of, or can provide this link, send publishable

note to: Living Free/Box 29/Hiler Brancf/Buffalo NY 14223.
•• AVAR. We are looking for the current address of the Association of Veterinarians

for Animal Rights, formerly located at 1 5th Dutch Street, New York. If you have any

info on this, write us and you will receive a free copy of our punk zine for animal

awareness. Contact: Gani & Adi©/ 146 A. Dela Cruz St/Tayabas 4327 Quezon/
Philippines.

- LOOKING FOR PEOPLE WHO WANT TO TRADE off old Peace Punk vinyl

Looking for Amebix, Peni, Antisect, Conflict, Crass, etc. Send lists to: Jordan/

2503 Ozark Circle'Baftimore MD 21209.
•• ANARCHO-VEGAN GRINDCORE? I'm looking for people who are vegan,

interested in anarchism, environmentalism, animal liberation, and playing extreme

grind/deatfvhardcore. I play guitar and vocals. Need bassist and drummer. Maybe
2nd guitarist. Must live in or near Tucson or be willing to move here. Please get

in touch! Mike/PO Box 2741/Tucson AZ 85702.
•• WANTED: “WELCOME TO 1984” COMP. LP (need to replace cover, and need
insert or photocopy of), DoonvSelfish split LP 2nd pressing (replace cover),

MasskontrolFHeartline 7“ (replace cover, need insert or photocopy, or list of songs
on 7"), PEACE/War comp. LP (need insert or photocopy of, or list of songs). I'm

willing to buy whole record to replace any of these things. Send price in US $ or

info to Chris Kane/104 Martin St/Douglas MA 01516-2318.
••

I SEEK SOME ARTICLES OR DOCUMENTS OF RON AND SCOTT ASHETON. If

anyone knows how I can get a hold of these articles please write Frank/90 Rue des

Saules/76610 Le Havre/France.

- SEEING CONTACT WITH OTHER COLORADO ANARCHOS and radical activists

for correspondence, organizing and collaboration on networkingfesource Zine for

us. Love & LiberatiorVc/o TM/POB 1032/Colorado Springs CO 80901.
•• GRRLS! GURLS! GIRLS! I’m looking for your stuff (esp. anarcho-feminist

oriented) to spread in Italy.. . Send me your DIY 7", demo, zine, patch, pin, catalog

or just write! Giulia VallicelIZVia Cassia 901 A/001 89 Rome Italy.

" WE ARE LOOKING FOR LABELS/DISTROS that would like to trade with us.
Rprnrrfc USP'i/O rpIpacpH' Hiclrnritn "KAnra Dnmar ”7'

I 7k

CONTRIBUTIONS/SUBMISSIONS..
•• WANTED: SPEEDCOREfAST HARDCORE BANDS for comp, tape from 2

seconds to 30 seconds. Pis. send 1 0-20 songs w/lyrics translated in English plus

photos and artwork. To Not For Sale/o/o Ben Quinacman Jr/No. 26 Marang St/
Proj. 2, QG/Philippines 1102. “2 second is enough, 30 seconds is too much. 1

minute is abuse”. Thanx in advance. No rip-off.

• LOOKING FOR BANDS TO APPEAR ON AN ANARCHIST BLACK CROSS
BENEFIT TAPE. Send songs & lyric sheet for booklet. Also people who want their

material to be spread in my distro: tapes, vinyl, zines, books. Write to Peaceful RioZ
Martyr/Heirstraat 72/3630 MaasmechlerV Belgium.
•• EX POST FACTO ZINE needs your help. Looking for bands to interview, scene
reports, articles, artwork, etc. Ads are free. Bands, distros. zinemakers, pis. get

in touch. Free copy to all contributors. EPF c/o Ericksor/1 1 3 Jasmin St/Zaballero

SubcJ/4301 Lucena City Philippines.

•• CHICKEN COMPS. Chicken Lonnga Records putting out tape comps needs
bands from all around (anarcho. crust, oi, pogo, chaos, etc.). Send recording to:

John Kaos/27 Sherwood Rd/Newport Rl 02840.
•• THE ANARCHIST LIBERTY UNION wants your leftist pamphlets to distribute all

over this dying earth. Bands also wanted to appear on our benefit tape. Send for

one of ourfirst two booklets. Send $2 to receive a huge envelope full of leftist info.

Write: The Anarchist Liberty UnioiZPO Box 1 209/Kennebunkport ME 04046
•• ASSASSINATION POLITICAL GRINDT’UNK ZINE looking for anything. So, send
your ads, columns, records, zines, etc. Anything sent guaranteed a free copy of

the zine it is put in. Cheers. Send stuff to Jeff Roberts/ 1414 Fair Dr/Angleton TX
77515.

••
I .ED CONTRIBUTIONS FOR MY ZINE. Anything is welcomed, but I’d like non-

music stuff (artwork, photos, poems, stories...). Thanks PetarPavlic/1 . Zajca 2P/
40000 Cakovec, Croatia/Europe.

" LOOKING FOR CONTRIBUTIONS FOR A ZINE COMP ON GROWING UP AND
HOW BAD IT SUCKS. Any stories, art, etc., on the subject of growing up, going

to HS, etc. will e accepted. Contributors get free copy of finished zine. Send to

Lewis Houston RR#1 Box 1 168/Nescopeck PA 18635.
•• BANDS NEEDED: A compilation is being put together of bands doing covers of

The Pist. Send anything unless you’re a sexist, homophobic andbr racist band.

Why are you listening to the Pist anyway? For more info or to send original

recordings: Mitch/24 Three Rod Rd/Windsor CT 06095.
•• SUPPRESSION 77 - New zine starting up in Delaware. If you have any ads,

articles, artwork, etc, or are a band or zinester just wanting some free publicity,

write us. A response is guaranteed whether we decide to use it or now. Write to:

Suppression 77/ob BJDK, Rd 1 Box 441 6/Ellendale DE 19941.
•• LOOKING FOR PUNK BANDS TO DO COMP. Send a song on cassette or

whatever and lyrics and song title to: Neil Strickland 61 16 W. Karen Lee Ln/
Glendale AZ 85306.
•’ help NEEDED FOR GRITA!! PUNK ZINE #1 Info, articles, recipes, stories,

comics, thoughts, records, etc. will be appreciated and thankful. Send your

contribution and you will get a copy. In issue #1 ads and classifieds are free.

Gabriel CC 41/CP 1708/Moron BsAs Argentina.

TRADE...
•• BARGAIN CITIZEN 4 SALE - Philippine compilation (Phil - Anarchy, ABCC,
Parental Guidance, Not For Sale, and BAHO), Alahadupaks - Third World Contami-

nation (P/HC from Phil), Battle of Disarm - Chaos City (crust he from Japan),

Juggling Jugulars - So Fucking Fed Up (@ HC from Fin ), Garage Lopez - En

Conceit (French RnR punk), Svartsmalt - Slaughter To Save..., Malefaction -

Please Do Not Resist (metal he from Canada). How Much? Trade to: Not For Sale

Recorddcb Ben Quinachman Jr/No. 26 Marang St/Proj. 2, QC/Philippines 1 102.
•• DIY STUFF FROM POOR COUNTRY. Philippines underground DIY materials

such as zines, newsletters, demo tapes, and comps only. No vinyl, CD or video.

Write us if you are interested to read and to hear the creative stuff of 3rd world punk

scene. Send your trade to: MY0 Zine & Distro c/o Gani & Adie/146 A. Dela Cruz

St/Tayabas 4327 Quezon/Philippines.

CORRESPONDENCE
" BORED COMPUTER WIZARD seeks new friends. Hacketbnarchist serving a

sentence in federal prison wishes to correspond with people on the scene. 7 mos.
to freedom and I need letters! Native American half-breed (Cherokee), 5'1 1 ”, black

hair, brown eyes and heartbroken. John Smal,wood04399-01(yPO Box 1 450(K
Lexington KY 40512-4500.
•• YOUNG HOT GORGEOUS TRANSSEXUAL punkerinto the Exploited, Bikini Kill,

•• 24 YR. DARK HAIRED HANDSOME, could use mail. Folks into the Pist,

Casualties. Hitmen 3, etc. Glen L. Parey/4978 Co. Rd. 304/Fulton M0 65251

.

•• GIMEE, GIMEE, GIMEE!! Please send me anything you want Anything at all

except mail bombs and mutilated cats. Waldo'Box 8984/Alamo TX 78516.
•• FUCK THE 90S! Merrydown cider worshipping, tattooed, pierced, mohawked,
boots n' braces, bondage wearing. 27 year old male pogo cunt forever trapped

in 82 (Macc Lads. Ejected, Uproar, Defecrts, Chaotic Dischord. 1st Offense,

etc.) Moving to Boston at the end of Aug. will be in NY all the time . desperately

seeking punx in Boston, CT. NY and NJ to hang out, cider it up with and show
me around NY. Cheers!! Jeff Vomit/PO Box 4792/Rockford IL 61 1 10-4792.
" LONELY FREAK -

1 need somebody who’ll write and keep me occupied so I

don’t realize my life sucks. Hawaiian shirts, bondage, writing, travel, kinky sex,

werewolves and a whole lot more that I’m ridiculed for. I’m 1 9 and male - if that

matters. DacfYPO Box 1331/Aztec NM 87410.
• HEY NYC, FEED MY HEAD. I need you! Serving 5 years upstate NY. I'll be

back summer of 2000. Lookin' for sincere and twisted people to correspond

with. I’m 30 years young. I hate labels. I love music. I’m decent looking and
bright. I'mlristvGerman. Born in Brooklyn. John FarrelZ96A3058/P0 Box 500/

Elmira NY 14902-0500.
•• I’M A 21 YR. OLD VEGETARIAN ANARCHO PUNK looking for people from

anywhere to correspond with, share ideas, trade stuff, exchange thoughts, etc.

Fascist people of any kind (sexist, homophobic, nationalist, etc) don’t even
think of writing. GabrieZCC 41 CP 1708/ Moron Bs AS Argentina.

80S STYLE ANARCHO-PEACE PUNK former sharp skin, seeks socially and
politically conscious penmates. I’m into: creative resistance, Emma Goldman,

Kafka, dark beer, situationist thought, the Revolution of Everyday Life, tattoos,

existentialist philosophy, and touching myself! Of course I’m into sick humor
at the expense of the pope and his jeweled toilet, and also the Protestant fetus

worshippers. Viva Diablo! Fave bands include: Icons of Filth, Dirt, and
Extinction of Mankind. Cheers Patches/1 207 Highland Ave. #8/

Knoxville TN
37916.

•• 23 YR. OLD TRADITIONAL SKINHEAD looking to correspond with an oibka

skin or oi punk females. I am into ska-Hepcat, Judge Dredd, Oi-the Bruisers,

Anti Heroes, Tough skins. I’ve been down a year and have lost contact with the

scene so please drop me a line. I will respond to all. (No nazi’s so don't waste

your time). Send responses to Sonny J. Cortez TDC # 762999/Connally Unit/

HC 67 Box 1 15/Kennedy TX 781 19.

•• WIZARD, WHO IS A POW OF SOCIETY AND A MIA FROM NYC is slowly

going insane. Want to correspond with techno, ska, gothic, reggae, and old

punk females out there. Also, looking to start a seekers circle, so anyone

interested in joining the Wizard’s circle or just to talk about the lack of politics,

sex, philosophy or whatever write to: Al"Bear "to V Sanabria/92A3536 Pouch
# 1/Woodbourne NY 1 2788. (Only serious orcuriousand no racists, assholes,

etc.)

•• BORED GUY IN REDNECK TOWN seeking some pals into old school punk
ska, non-racist oi and hardcore or any others who are willing to write. Richard

Hall/ 255 Corene PI. Waskom TX 75692.
•• VEGAN GRINDHEACTPUNK looking for friends. Into Agathocles, Unholy

Grave, Exit 13, Cripple Bastards, etc. Wanna trade tapes? Send letters and

trade lists to Jeff Roberts/1414 Fair Dr/Angleton TX 77515.
•• 29 YR. OLD SKINHEAD - Serving 14 yr. for trafficking LSD. I was a

professional tattoo artisfbody piercer on e streets. Into reading Plato, Cervantes

and Dante: Celtic, Mayan and Aztec art: Monet and Vargas: Music -from the

Business to Strife, Stark Raving Mad to ADF, Blasters to NYHC and Negative

Approach. I'm trying to keep abreast of the scene from the inside of a 6' x 9'

concrete box. All letters answered. Joseph McVeigh #52186d3A-685 MCC
/PO Box 7/Moberly MO 65270.

• CHEERS... VERY LONELY TATTOOED, CIDER LOVIN, mochican male chaos
punk 26. into Discharge, Broken Bones, Exploited, 1 st Offense, Anti-Pasti, etc.

Is Punk Dead? I’m so tired of plastic friends and penpals who don't write back.

Your picture gets mine. Jeff/PO Box 4792/Rockford IL 61 110-4792.
•• LA GRAFFITI WRITER would like to hook up with other writers in any city to

trade photos of pieces. I have hundreds of photos from 1990-97. Write to:

Strych-9/70 10 Albatross Dr/Buena Park CA 90620.
•• GREETINGS FROM THE ASS END OF THE WORLD! 22 yr old male punker

wants to correspond with others from any place, any race, any sex. etc. Write

and tell me what's happening in your part of the world. Onwards & upwards.

Kerry Skilton/43 Chester Ave/Westmere Auckland/New Zealand.

” 2 TRAVELING ANARCHO-ACTIVISTS W/BABY + DOG, seeking contacts,

crash pads and tour guides for our winter/bpring travels. Prefer vegan, drug-

free folks who are community minded and also are anarcho and active. We’ll

probably we leaving Colorado is early November. Main areas we intend to hit

are Southeastern (NC, GA, FL, TN, and Southwestern (AZ, CA, TX, NM, OK, LA).

US and maybe Mexico. Particularly with a young unvaccinated baby. Please

respond ASAP. TIVKPOB 1032/ Colorado Springs CO 80901
•• SEEKING LIGHT FRIENDLY LETTER WRITERS anywhere for conversation

about anvthina at all. Been caaed uo for seven vears and tntallv innnranf nf 1



Trades are welcome. Issue #2 in the making. Any punk, ska, oi, HC people out

there who can contribute something nice - I’ll guarantee a free copy for you.
•• NOT FOR SALE ZINE #1 #2 (double issue) 72 full pages is already out since

Dec ’96. Includes intv. w/Phil. Anarchy, Alahadupaks, Idiotic Approach, Battle

of Disarm, Peaceful Protest, Result, Valse Triste, Cause For Effect, Juggling

Juggulars, Agathocles and Garage Lopez. Plus more. Send a fair trade or $3
to Not For Sale'' c/o Ben Quinacman Jr/ No. 26 Marang St/ Proj. 2, QC/
Philippines 1102.

•• NOT FOR SALE #3HEM0RA#1 (split zine) out now! Includes intv. w/Human
Disaster, Problem, Improvisation 26, Indignation, Total Control, Silmaosasto,

and Excrement of War, plus more. Send your trade to: Not For Sal©' oft Ben
Quinacman Jr/No. 26 Marang St/Proj. 2, QG' Philippines 1102.
•• BAD ASS NATION #4 IS OUT NOW! Interviews v/Choking Victim (NYC), and

Limecell (PA). Also tons of fun(ny) shit and free poster! All this for only $1 +
stamp ppd or fair zine trade to: Anthony Chi/1 032/Goodwin Ln/West Chester

PA 19382.

•• ODDLING IS A ZINE out of Reston VA. It has writings, lots of artwork, zine

and music reviews and band info. It is free, but if you could send us as many
stamps as it takes to get to you, we would appreciate it. To get a copy write:

Oddling'1312 Deep Run Ln/Reston VA 20190.

INSURGENT PRESS #2 OUT NOW: Rants, reviews, comix, and more. $1

ortrade. For #3 we need contributors, more feminist stuff, more vegarvVeggie

stufPhiore artwork. All contributors receive a free zine! Write: Insurgent Press'

P0 Box 1331/Aztec NM 87410. Cheers!-

•• US AGAINST THEM#7 IS OUT NOW and has a new address! More anarcho-

wiiimy iu uuy wiiuic ICOUIU IU dliy Ul IIICSC Ullligs. OCI1U price in UO $ Or

info to Chris Kane'104 Martin St/Douglas MA 01516-2318.

I SEEK SOME ARTICLES OR DOCUMENTS OF RON AND SCOTT ASHETON. If

anyone knows how I can get a hold of these articles please write Franl/90 Rue des

Saules^76610 Le Havre/France.

" SEEING CONTACT WITH OTHER COLORADO ANARCHOS and radical activists

for correspondence, organizing and collaboration on networkingtesource Zine for

us. Love & UberatiorVc/o TM/POB 1032/Colorado Springs CO 80901.
•• GRRLS! GURLS! GIRLS! I’m looking for your stuff (esp. anarcho-feminist

oriented) to spread in Italy.. . Send me your DIY 7", demo, zine, patch, pin, catalog

or just write! Giulia Vallicell/Via Cassia 901 A/00189 Rome Italy.

•• WE ARE LOOKING FOR LABELS' DISTROS that would like to trade with us.

Records we’ve released: Diskonto “More Power... ”7’, Red Light 7", Detestation

“Inhuman" 7", Bombraid “Destinations" LP/CD, Krzycz “Novuum" 7" and many
more. Our label is Malarie/ Gladiolowa 22/60-175 Poznan Poland. We don’t

promise to trade with everyone.

•• WANTED FOR A NEW ZINE TO COME OUT: Anything for review, columns,

stories, ads. Everything will be printed unless it is racist, homophobic or sexist -

so don’t even bother. Demos would be great cause we want a section dedicated

to just demos. If your piece gets printed you will receive a free zine. Chad and

Lesley/29 Gloucester #1 15/ Cornwall 0ntario/K6H 3V7 Canada.
•* IS SOMEONE WANTS TO SELL THE FOLLOWING: Final Conflict - American

Scream 7", Pushead Fan Club 7", Face Extinction 7", Institutionalized 7", Ministry

- The Mind is Terrible LP, Killing Joke - Extremities double LP, and Pandemonium
LP. Write to: Alice Alatalo/Nurmitie 1 1/95420 Tomio Finland.

RECORD WANTED: CASUALTIES "A Fucking Way of Life” - 7 inch. Will buy or

FOR LOW PRICES FROM BANOS LIKE:

THE ADICTS, THE DICKIES, MISFITS, CONFLICT,
THE PARTISANS, AGENT ORANGE, SOCIAL UNREST,

SUBHUMANS. X RAY SPEX AND THOUSANDS
. MORE. ALSO A BIG SELECTION OF SHIRTS.

PATCHES. STICKERS. BUTTONS AND MORE.

ONE OF THE BIGGEST AND BEST PUNK ROCK
MAILORDER CATALOGS IN THE WORLD.

(REALLY). SINCE 1088

FOR CATALOG SIND $1 TO:

DOCTOR STRANGE RECORDS
P.O.BOX 7000-117

ALTA LOMA.CA 91701

mv.moivuv/ivi, uvmu emu uuuipo umy. itu vinyl, \ju Ul VIUUU.

Write us if you are interested to read and to hear the creative stuff of 3rd world punk

scene. Send your trade to: MY0 Zine & Distro Gani & Adis' 146 A. Dela Cruz

St/Tayabas 4327 Quezor/Philippines.

CORRESPONDENCE
•• BORED COMPUTER WIZARD seeks new friends: Hackei^narchist serving a

sentence in federal prison wishes to correspond with people on the scene. 7 mos.

to freedom and I need letters! Native American half-breed (Cherokee), 5’1 1
", black

hair, brown eyes and heartbroken. John Smal.wood/04 399-0 1Q/P0 Box 14500/

Lexington KY 40512-4500.
•• YOUNG HOT GORGEOUS TRANSSEXUAL punker into the Exploited, Bikini Kill,

etc. is being held captive by the state government officials totally anti-government.

Wishes to meet young open minded punker for a hot wild lasting relationship. No
posers or inmates need write. J. Bowden 94A3653/Elmira Corr. Facility/PO Box
500/Elmira NY 14902-0500.
•• TAMBANERONG PILOSOPO. 1 7 yr. old looking for penpals and tape traders. I’m

into punkt>G^fcrusvyrind/hois©4ndustrial stuff. I do a lot of projects. I review and

distribute stuff here in a trade way. If anyone is interested in our scene and the

situation here, please get in touch. Erickson AcyataiV 1 1 3 Jasmin St/Zaballero

Subd/4301 Lucena City Philippines.

•• MR STRANGER: LOCKED DOWN. I represent suicidal family. Need to get in

touch with my homeboys in Venice, CA and Suies worldwide. Punk rock girls, I

am young and extremely hardcore. Would love correspondence. Suicidal 4 life!

Michael Jones #94R7582/Clinton Corr. Facility/PO Box 2001/Dannesmora NY
12929.

wants to correspond with others from any place, any race, any sex. etc. Write

and tell me what’s happening in your part of the world. Onwards & upwards.

Kerry Skiltor/ 43 Chester Ave/Westmere Aucklanr/New Zealand.

• 2 TRAVELING ANARCHO-ACTIVISTS W/BABY + DOG, seeking contacts,

crash pads and tour guides for our wintei^pring travels. Prefer vegan, drug-

free folks who are community minded and also are anarcho and active. We’ll

probably we leaving Colorado is early November. Main areas we intend to hit

are Southeastern (NC, GA, FL, TN, and Southwestern (AZ, CA, TX, NM, OK, LA).

US and maybe Mexico. Particularly with a young unvaccinated baby. Please

respond ASAP. TM/POB 1032/Colorado Springs CO 80901

.

•• SEEKING LIGHT FRIENDLY LETTER WRITERS anywhere for conversation

about anything at all Been caged up for seven years and totally ignorant of

current punlvhardcore scenes Would appreciate photographs of yourself,

bands or not for it’s not required. Open-minded, intelligent people. Send to:

David John Pudney #91 A4797/Sullivan Corr. Facility/POB AG/Fallsburg NY
12733-0116.

• 1 8 YR. OLD MALE ANARCHIST CRUST/OI-STREETPUNK/77/POGO/GRIND
/OLD-SCHOOLER looking for like-minded punx to correspond with. Last of a

dying breed (at least out here). Into Disrupt, the Varukers, Despise You,

Slobber, Piss Poor, Capitalist Casualties, the Casualties, Blitz, Decry, Blanks

77, Red Alert, the Exploited, Slight Slappers, Aus Rotten, Chaos UK, Vice

Squad, GBH, Doom, Disorder, Anti-Pasti, the Misfits, etc. Also into Bondage

gear, leather n’ spikes and tape trading. All like-minded punx write! ! Spit 7267/

Bellspring Dr/Mechanicsville VA 23111.
•• 1 4 YEAR OLD PUNK, ANARCHO-COMMUNIST. Very interested in activism,

Emma Goldman, vegetarianism. Wants to trade tapes and thoughts. We have

EAST BAY MENACE RECORDS!!
For The PUNX / By The PUNX

\

OJOROJO Can You Keep Your Sanity EBM#008 CD/LP
One Common Voice freedom NotFascism EBM#00r 7” E.P.

eidopa 1332 s/t EBM#006 CD/LP ,

The Workin’ Stiffs Dog 77r«/EBM#005 CD/LP

Strychnine Dead Rats d^kland DogsEBM#004 CD/LP
Grimple Up Your Ass EBM#003 LP Only!

Grimple/ Logical Nonsense Split EBM#002 CD/LP

Shit Gets Smashed 10 Band Bay Area Comp, EBM#001 CD Only!

Prices: USA CANADA WORLD
S3 S4

LF^s !>7.50 $9

M
00 $12.00

Cite k9.oq sip.qo sih.nn

Send a Stamp For Catalog

EBM: P.0. BOX 3313 OAKLAND, CA 94609 USA
Thanx to EVERYONE who Helped All the Bands on TOUR! CHEERS!
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a great punk scene here.

Kennebrunk ME 04043.

•• GAY WHITE AMEL, FEM, GOTHIC, animale-holacost awair, mideval dresser

wants same. Me small framed, soft skinny, wants very tall, big long framed,

soft-skinny or half faV'skinney, puntekin or long hair sluts, drugs bums

welcome. No sun tans. Hunga/9801 S. 157th PI/ Gilbert AZ 85234.

•• AGE IS ONLY A MILES MARKER. Punk womyn trying vegan and starting

minor zine distro. Diner, smoker, open minded, pist off. Will answer all so

please write and not care what you're writing. Rachel Ruthless/ 1 61 7 3rd Ave.

So/Moorhead MN 56560.

•• NYC SPIKEY HAIRED PUNK looking for penpals to trade tapes and talk about

scenes. Into Aus Rotten, Casualties, Unseen, Oi Polloi, Conflict. 1 6 yr. old cider

punk. Sammy Tofi/30 Portsmouth Ave/ Staten Island NY 10301

.

• HELLO DRUNX. 22 yr. old punk guy from Tijuana Mexico. I like punk HC crust

and I'm into bands Like Crass, Conflict, Amen, Subhumans, Homomilitia, Mob

47, Diskonto, Disrupt, and lots of Finnish, Swedish, European, Brazilian, punk

HC bands of the 80s and 90s. I need friends anywhere. Please write and send

photos. Francisco Jose Delia Loaiza/Calle 1 rd #1 446 - FXfrTijuana BC Mexico/

CP 22000

22 YR. OLD DEATH ROW ANARCHIST. I’m into Misfits, DK, Crass,

Subhumans, Spitboy
,
Bauhaus, Evil Mothers, etc. I used to skate. I would really

enjoy any photos or letters from the punk-industrial scene. All will be answered.

Jonathan Mooro/99-21 6/EHfc One/ Huntsville TX 77343

•• LOOKIN FOR LUV. 21 yr. old gay boy with farout belly. Into drinking, big dicks

2 input male sex, hairy bodies, music, etc. I need help! How do I tell my wife

I’m gay?!! Hope to hearfrom you soon! John Shaefe/450 Ave. /Columbia PA

17512.

•• 22 YR. OLD PUNK GIRL looking for people to correspond and trade tapes with.

Into, zines, photography, and piercing. Bands: Discharge, MITB, Skaven,

Starkweather, Harvest, etc. Carey/POB 21587/Seattle WA 981 11-3587.

•• INTELLIGENT 16 YR. 09LD PUNK looking for people 16-21 to correspond

with I like art films, reading, writing and pranks. I like lots of shit band wise:

Icons of Filth, Rudi P, Hiatus, Gism, Amebix, Disorder, Crass, etc. Hacker and

phreaks get in touch also! Tommy/PO Box 261/Forest Grove OR 97116.

DISTRIBUTION
•• MY HEART DISTRO sells records and CDs for the following bands: Blueprint,

Sharks Kill, Sore Loser, Things I Hate... Cedar of Lebanon, Death Wish Kids and

many more! For a complete list send a stamp to: Larry y2736SE27thAv^

.. NOISE FREAKS UNITE! A Defiant Nation carries and releases crust, noise, gnnd,

thrash, and your generic punk rawk. If you want to be distroed please send us your

stuff to A Defiant Natior/PC Box 4501 Crofton MD 21 1 14.

•• LOVE & LIBERATION INFO DISTRO IS IN FULL SWING AGAIN. Info on animal

lib., veganism, class struggle, anarchism, squatting, political prisoners and POWs

and more. Most info is in form of easily reproducible info sheets and pamphlets

(most of which we only ask a small donation for). But we have an ever changing

variety of zines, patches, books, records, etc. Prices vary. Write for current list.

Always looking for new items. Send sample and bulk rates. L&Lc/oTM/P0B1032/

Colorado Springs CO 80901.

•• TONS OF CHEAP DIY SHIT IN OUR SMALL LIST-CATALOG. Everything from

zines to records and videos to used punk shirts and gear. Send a SASE or email

achu@haverford.pvt.k12.pa.us Anthony Chi/ 1032/Goodwin Ln/West Chester

PA 19382.

•• NEW DISTRO STARTING OUT. Bands send demos. Distro's get in touch. No

catalogs yet. Sorry. No Name Distro/PO Box 261/Forest Grove OR 97116.

•• BREAK THE CHAINS. Formerly Subversion Alliance - we do distro (t-shirts,

music, books), workshops, benefits, radio. We will do correspondence and distro

your stuff as well. Educate! Organize! Liberate! Send SASE to Break the Chains/

PO Box 5144/San Luis Obispo CA 93403.

•• AMIGOS DISTRIBUTION of Lithuanian punMic tapes, etc. Write for info: Rolis

Ycas/Asanavicintes 8-235/2050 Vilnius/Lithuania, email: toks@pub.osf.it

•• RANDOM ACCESS IS STARTING BACK UP & I know I owe some people money/

letters. If you need to hear from me or I owe you money - let me know. I'm not

trying to rip anyone off. And I’d like to set things straight. Br/PO Box 382454/

Cambridge MA 02238.

•• ANARCHISTS! YOU HAVE LEFTISTS PAMPHLETS and we want them for our

mass pamphlet distro. Please sknd pamphlets on any revolutionary issues (not

just anarchism). Bands - our benefit CD is in the words - send us your stuff! Send

$1 for one of our first booklets or $2 for a big packet of info. The Anarchist Libe'

Unior/PO Box 1209/Kennebunkport ME 04046.

•• FREE THOUGHTS DISTRO. Shirts, patches & info. For catalog SPr

to: Free Thoughts/ 1329 Bake/ Wichita KS 67212. Other distro- _

•• WANTED: Zines of all kinds for possible distribution. Send bulk rates &

consignment info. Music, politic & personal I’m interested in it all. Care/GPC

Distrc/PO Box 2 1587/ Seattle WA 98111-3587.

.. PASSIVE RESISTANCE DISTRO has lots of new patch designs available as well

as tape and zines. include Autonomy, Negative Outlook, various political^narcho

designs. 500 ppd. Send stamp for list or more info. We’d like to get more items!

ob Ryan Bel/2804 Glen Elyn Way/Baldwin MD 21013. riot@the pentagon.com

All letters answered! John Charpentie/26 Balsam Ln/ Portland OR 97202.

agathocles-di st trust & abuse 7” 4.00
agathocles-agacchy-use your anger cd 15.00
agathocles/excruciating terror-split 7" 3.50

apeface-s/t lp 9.00
anaicunt/eyehategod: tribute to sabbath 7" 4.00

brutaitruth/rupture-split pic 7" q QQ
brutaltruth-kill trend suicide 10"/cd 9.50/10.00
blackflag-louie louie 7" 4.00

MERCHANDISE
•• PUNK GEAR. Leopard print wrist-bands in black & white or brown leopard print.

Made with elastic stretch canvas. Custom made - specify fabric and tell me your

wrist size (measure with string in inches). $3ppd in US (add $1 overseas) to: S&t/

PO Box 26632/Richmond VA 23261-6632.

FINNISH HARDCORE RECORDS: Kuoueect Kukat - Live ep, Positive Negative

- Cut The Crap ep, Turun Tauti - ep. Europe $5/USA & World $6ppd. The End/

Jakke Jarvensivuntie 19B/33100 Tampere Finland.

•• COLONNAINFARESKINHEAD: CDoutnow. 9 tracks of old school oil^unk. Mix

old Nabat Music, the Voice of Condemned 84, 3/4 attitude of '88 Youth Crew and

a bit of Lenin!! Get it for a mere $1 2 ppd from: Banda Bonno/SR/Via Pacchiarotti

129/131/00139 Roma Italy. Write for a catalog, trades, distribution, etc.

•• NEW ORLEANS PUNK COMP CD. With Second Hand, Billy Club, the Smooths,

Big Wig, One Command Voice, Backwash, Supaflies, Santa’s Dead, Welt, Link 80

and so on. 25 songs comp for$5ppd to Dumb Ass Records/681 0 Bellaire Dr/New

Orleans LA 70124.

•• BAD INFLUENCE - AFTERBIRTH LP/CD only $1 0 300BFR ppd, Europe 1 5 world.

Yet another release of their haunting tribal pagan he with a massive groove. LP

comes in gatefold sleeve and booklet, CD nice eco-friendly handmade digipack

and booklet and free poster if you hurry up. Order at: PO Box 590/2000 Antwerp

1/ Belgium Distributors get in touch for wholesale offer. No consignment, but

willing to trade. Peace.

•• RIPCORD HARDCORE” CD, Go! “Existence’’ LP/CD, Recharge “Hamburg” LP/

CD, Zygote “Wind of Knives” CD, Skin Limit Show 7
M
/CD. MSO 7

M
. Released by

fOX WCOXD
P.O. Boh ,51039, 316 St-Joseph esl,

Quebec, PQ .Canada, 61 K 8Z7

Split /"SHITF.T/HflRSH

Epistrophy/PO Box 312/30003 Hannove/ Germany. $2 return post gets list.

Distributed by Tribal War, Rhetoric, Vacuum in the US.

•• PATCHES ($1 PPD) of Aus Rotten, Destroy, Filth, Nausea, State of Fear, and lots

more. Over 120 designs. Also shirtebackpatches ($&$3) of Nausea, Oi Polloi,

Doom, Amebix, and tons more. Bands, send in demos. Send a stamp for a catalog.

Write to: Government Seizure ob Sean lngran/2595 Chandler Ave/Simi Valley CA

93065. Blank money orders or well concealed cash.

•• ABSURD ATTITUDE - Modem Lobotomy ep (Finnish crus/hc), Tampere SS -

Sotaa ep (Finnish classic he thrash), Turun Tauti - new ep (Finnish he). All eps $5

eactvbpd world. Tomppa/Fight Records/Turtolanmaenl/6D31/33710 Tampere

Finland. Trades OK too!

.. “SAYIN’ BYE, BYE TO LABEL SLAVERY” 15 band, 31 song, punk comp. CD

with. US Chaos, Piss Shivers, Basic Skills, Youth Gone Mad, Astro Zombies, Bomb

Squadron, Banner of Hope ($3ppd) payable to Cedric Crouch cb Spine Punch

Distribution 46 Oberholtzer Rd/Bechtelsville PA 19505.

•• LIVE TAPES 4 TRAD&SALE! $5 for 90 min. audio’s, $10 for 120 m. videos.

Huge variety! Over 1 ,000 shows to choose from. Audios are mostly masters.

Send $1 for big list. Too many bands to name them. Guaranteed to have

something you’re looking for. Send to Steven Severir/PO Box 23203/Seattle WA

98102 or http/www.meltdown43.com4apes.htm.

•• PATCHES #1 - Negative Approach, Threats, Antisocial, Potential Threat. Reagan

Youth, Violators, Oi Polloi, One Way System and more. For a catalog please send

a stamp. I also have t-shirts and some demo tapes. If you are in a band and have

a tape, 7“s, t-shirts, patches etc. Please get in touch. PO Box 1508/Cranford NJ

07016.

•• NON-PROFIT T-SHIRTS: Septic Death, Misfits, Spazz, Circle Jerks. $6ppd

each. Specify size. Sabrina/1103 14th St. 31 A/Tuscaloosa AL 35401.

•• “HEPPED UP ON GOOF8ALLS”, The new Piss Shivers CD is out now! 8 drunk

punk gems for a mere $5 (ppd). Includes the hits: “Anarchy Baby” and “Nice

Shoes, Let’s Fuck". Payable to Cedric Croucf/46 Oberholtzer Rd/Bechtelsville

PA 19505.

•• RARE AUDICWIDEO. Rare, uncut, hard to find, out of print horror movies and

pro-wrestling. 3 stamps or $1 for list. Free Search Service/Send want list.

James Wrigh/PO Box 79yVinemont AL 35179

•• HIGH QUALITY CHEAP T-SHIRTS & PATCHES for you or your band.

Reasonable prices. 1 to 4 color prints for shirts. Some of the patches I have

are Aus Rotten. Los Crudos, Doom, Choking Victim, Filth and many more. Over

1 50 designs. For a 1 6 page catalog send 2 stamps to: FTB Inc. c/o Cheeze/1 1

9

Chesterfield Rd/Pittsburgh PA 15213 or call (412) 682-4120.

•• CRASS, CONFLICT, THE APOSTLES, HIATUS, THE MOB, ZOUNDS, Acad-

emy 23, Unit, Bristles, Culture Shock, Flux, Rudi Peni, Shrapnel, Anti System,

Toxic waste, Liberty, Amebix, Broken Bones, Mau Maus, Anti Pasti, Chaos UK,

Poison Girls, Anthrax, Alternative, Antisect, Dirt, Icons of Filth, Lost Cherrees,

The Ex, Subhumans, and 100s more tapes both studio and live with nice

packaging are in our new catalog for $2 or an SASE in the UK from BBP/3 Read

St/ Swindor/Wiltshire SN1 5HJ UK.

•• CIVILIZACION VIOLENTA IS A PUNK ZINE4.ABEL/DISTR0 from Argentina.

Bands - send your demos or 7" for reviews, zines, write fortrades, send demos,

columns, scene reports, etc. to PichorVCC 1 768/1 000 Bs As Argentina. Punks

que hablen Espanol escriben. Homophobes, sexists, nazis - fuck you! Up the

Punx!

•• PATCHES AND TAPES OF BANDS like Aus Rotten, Crass, Crucifix, Casual-

ties, Blatz, Filth, Grimple, Disorder, Discocks, the Pist, Propagandhi, etc. Send

a stamp for a catalog. Crusty Distrc/270 E. 1 2th Ave. Apt. B2/Columbu$ OH

43201.

•• TUOMIOPAIVAN LAPSET t-shirt available for $10 (only size XL). White

printing on black and good quality. What else you want? From: Altse Alatak/

nurmime 1 1/95420 To9rnio Finland.

-EVIL STICKERS for sale ortrade. $1 + SASE or trade item. Best trades: Pee

Wee Herman products, Nipsy Russel photos, etc. Also available: Your Mother

Smokes comic zine - $1 . Please send contributions for a new zine I’m working

on too. All the goods to: MCA/PO Box 84yWinchester MA 01890.

•• BRINE “LEARNING PROCESS” 8 song 7”, cassette available. Choppy,

pissed, heavy, socio-political speedcore, topics include: death penalty, main-

taining relationships, community contribution, societal contradictions, politics

of smoking, corporations vs. employees. $3: Tyler GAIIoway/6736 West 74th

St/Overland Park KS 66204.

•• WE RE TOO POOR-PUNK TO DO A REAL AD!! We’ve got Reagan Youth,

Swingin’ Utters and Anti-Flag for punks; Samiam and Two Line Filler for emo-

tional kids, KUFAN for skaters and much more! Send two stamps for a catalog.

New Red Archives/POB 21050VSF CA 94121 www.newredarchives.com

•• WE NEED DISTRO FUCKERS! Kosher is a punk band from Missouri who

needs distro and tour help. We have a 1 6 song CD for 5 bux, punk! Already been

on 1 st mid-west tour this summer. Next summer going to west coast from

north. Send ideas to Koshe/53 NW 35(/Warrensburg MO 64093.

.. ETSETERA “LA ULTIMA VIDA” industrial noise made by one person. $4.

“We Have the Right to Refuse Work” zine “Tenemos Derecho A No Trabajar”

mini libro - in Spanish (and some English) on xerox (not about music). Essays,

art, interviews and a lot of work. All in 60 pgs. $4ppd, trade or less. Send stuff

to review, distribute and all your want. For more info, other stuff to distro, or just

to be my friend. Samuel Torres/Calle 25 Z-1 # VCiudad Universitaria/Trujillo

Alto PR 00976.

VIDEOS: Punk, HC, Metal, Death, Cult flicks, banded flicks. Lowest prices,

quickest service. $1 or 2 IRC: JPV/POB 896/Tobyhanna PA 18466.

•• HIGH QUALITY PATCHES! Filth, Crass, Chaos UK, Doom, Oi Polloi,

Rudimentary, Conflict, Nausea, Omega Tribe, Anti-NazkFascisnvRacism. $1 ppd

each to Rob Wrigh/9548 Ave NW Edmonton AB T6C 0K2 Canada.

SERVICES OFFERED...
•• HARDCORE, PUNK AND OI! Bands - need patches? Cheap! DIY punk who

wants to silkscreen some for you. No racist, sexist, fascist or homophobic shit!

Isaac Excremen/ 1 965 Canyon Dr/ LA CA 90068

•• DIY AS FUCK VINYL QUALITY STICKERS! Fit your design onto a 8.5"x1
1"

sheet of paper and send it to us along with $2 and we’ll give you a sheet of vinyl

stickers w/your design on it! Cheap rates for bulk. Great bang for the buck.

Anthony/ 1 032 Goodwin Ln/West Chester PA 1 9382.

thug life records

trepan nation SXE 7" $3.00ppd.

pretentious assholes/dangermouse

split 7" $2.00ppd

POISON ONE BY ONE- D.I.Y.IK IT FOB LIFE C-60
BUCEYED- LIVE ’93 C-60
SVART SNO- NEMESIS DIVINA C-30
SVART SNO- BESSERVISSER C-30
SELFISH- ANARCHY 6 DESTRUCTION C-30
FORCA MACABRA- THRASH ’TIL DEATH LIVE C-90
FORCA MACABRA- PARA ATACAR C-30
BASTARD- WIND OF PAIN C-30
ACID- GREY EARTH C-A5
LIFE SENTENCE- PUNKS FOR PROFIT C-60
MASSKONTROLL- WILL YOU EVER LEARN? C-60
AMNESTY- VILE PERSPECTIVE C-30
NO SECURITY- BEST OF ‘85-93 C-90
S.O.B.- RAGINC IN HELL C-90



PLUS"
A FREE JACKk!

Apesplit 7" f^OOTyS

JESUIT - 3 SONG 7"

Pulverizing H.C. from Virginia Beach. "Watching Jesuit is

like watching your best friend get hit by a car."

3ppd 5ppd world

Monkeybit^^H
Apezine #2 - OUT NOW! 3ppd world

Interviews with: 4^
Capitalist Casualties Gob IPff

Timojhen of Vacuum Charles Bronson am Ai

Assiick Kiss it Goodbye wBr>
Dystopia
Disassociate

Grief

Kiss it Goodbye
Agents of Satan

In/Humanity
Monster X

BLACK AttMY
JACKET

sylvain vilette

48 RUE DU POTAGER
91270 VK3NEUX SUR SEINE

FRANCE

Sa\lD AN IRC FOR FRHe LIST

asTmeuTORSAAeas getiim touch >.

coche bomba/eimola gay
LOST INTHE FOG p.o.box 48061 bedford n.s. Canada B4A 3Z2
ph/fax (902 1832-1553, email lost.£og$ns.6ympatico.ca
send for a free catalog, grind/crust/hcpunk/blackmetal ...

.

postage: 1.50 1st lp/.75 ea. additional, 1.00 1st 7"/cd MS. ea. additional

.

U/^CA^VX/'fY\ o;^

24 SONGS SPOT LP. RAQ,\jG HC/PUNK/CRUST

PRICES :

KT & LP $ 10 / FF 50 EUROPE. $ 12 WDRLD-AiR
7” S> $ 5 / FF 20 RJROPE $ 6 WORLD. AtR

CASH OR AN IMO TO:

agathocles-distiust 6 abuse 7" 4.00
agathocles-agarchy-use your anger cd 15.00
agathocles/excruciating terror-split 7" 3.50
apeface-s/t lp 9.00
anaicunt/eyehategod: tribute to sabbath 7" 4.00
brutaitruth/rupture-split pic 7" Q.QQ
brutaltruth-kill trend suicide 10"/cd 9.50/10.00
blackflag-louie louie 7" 4.00
c.s.s.o. /blast of silence-split 7" 4.00

crimson curse-both feet in the grave 12" 7.50
capitalist casualties-s/t cd 12.00
cripplebastards/suppression-split lp 7.00
cripplebastards/senselessapocalypse-split 7" 5.00
chaos u.k./e n t-split lp 10.00
chaos u.k. -making half a killing 12" 9.00
disrupt-smash divisions 7" 5.00
dystopia-backstabber 7" 3.75
dead infecti.on-surgi.ca3 disembowl . . lp 10.00
discordance axis-necropolitan 7" 5.00
doom-the greatest invention lp/cd 9.00/12.00
disabuse-disrupt/e n t 12" 8.00
discharge-never again lp 10.00
discharge-hear nothing.. lp 10.00
ebola/jeniger-split 7" 4.00
ebola-imprecation 7" 3.50
ebola-s/t lp 9.50
enemy soil-casualties of progress 7" 4.00
exit 13/multiplex-split 7" 5.00
eyehategod-dopesick lp 13.00
f .o.d./ninef inger-split 7" 4.00
final warning-eyes of a child 7" 3.75
grief/corrupted-split 7" 5.00
hellnation/sink-split 7" 3.00
hemdale-14 track demo cass 5.00
in/humanity/bonescratch-split 7" 5.00
jesuit-s/t 7" 3.50
jenny piccolo-information. . .lp 8.00
locust/jenny piccolo-split pic 5" 5.00
melvins-honky lp 8.50
melvins-prick lp 8.50
m d c-i don't want to hurt you 7" 3.50
man is the basta/d-d. i .y.cd 11.00
man is the bastard/aunt mary-split 7"

monster x-demo '93 7 "4. 00
monster x-will to die 7" 3.50
manfat/hard to swallow-split 7" 3.50
malicious hate-in the name of hate cd 11.00
misfits-return of the fly 7" 5.50
nasum-industrislaven mcd 10.00
neurosis-through silver in blood dbl lp 16.00
noothgrush/agents of satan-split 7" 3.50
possessed to skate comp lp 8.00 (w/spazz, despise you + .)

phobia-enslaved 7" 4.00
plutocracy/phobia-split lp 7.50
reality comp 7" 3.75 (w/spazz, m. i .t.b. ++)

reality part 2 comp 12" 7.00 (w/spazz, dystopia, infest ++

seized/ire-split lp 7.00
spazz/lack of interest-split 7" 3.75
spazz/monster x-split 7" 3.50
spazz/hirax-split 7" 4.00
slapshot-olde tyme he lp 13.00
uncurbed/societygangrape-split 7" 4.00
ultimorausea/chickenshit-split cd 9.00
worst case scenario-checkin out 7" 50

•• RIPCORD ‘ HARDCORE" CD, Go! “Existence" LP/CD, Recharge “Hamburg" LP/

CD, Zygote “Wind of Knives" CD, Skin Limit Show 7’VCD, MS0 7
M

. Released by
each. Specify size. Sabrina^ 103 14th St. 3WTuscaloosa AL 35401.

•• “HEPPED UP ON G00F8ALLS", The new Piss Shivers CD is out now! 8 drunk

SuCKers W'your aesiyn un in uueap mips iui uuir.

Anthony/ 1032 Goodwin Ln/West Chester PA 19382.

UNHINGED LP

Canada/USfl

1- 10$

TOX %'ECO'KD
P.0. Boh ,51039, 316 St-Joseph esl,

Quebec, PQ .Canada, 61 K 8Z7
Split 7” SH1TF IT/HHRSH

Canada/USfl World (surface)

1
=4$ 1

=4$ 1
= 4,50

5= 15 $ 5= 13 $ 5= 17 $

10=27$ 10=22 $ 10= 26 $

20 = 50$ 20 =42 $ 20=45 $

30=69 $ 30 =60 $ 30=69 $

Rll prices are in US money eHcept for Canada.

Make payment to Martin flilard (Payable in American,Except

Canada.)

T-Shirts : SissafBct Msh 47. E-MIX, Infest S mars

tIO, Pinas at bands. psBQcs massages + pitches

Send IS fir big list.

thug life records

trepan nation SXE 7" $3.00ppd.

pretentious assholes/dangermouse

split 7" $2.00ppd

a.p.b./the killers split
7^ oQppd .

thug life compilation 7" $3.00pP^

pretentious assholes, dangermouse , a.p.b.,
the killers, christmess, streetcleaner , the
homewreckers , trepan nation, and dischrist

PLANET
TAPES

thug life records
429 circle ave.
forest park, il 60130
708-366-3477

C/0 TY SMITH
549 FAIRHAVEN WAY
VALLEJO, CA. 94591
# 707-649-2535

SEND A SASE/IRC FOR A CATALOG FULL OF LOTS
OF ANARCHO PUNK/HC/GRINd GOODIES INCLUDING
OVER 250 CASSETTE TITLES AS WELL AS PATCHES,
SHIRTS, ZINES, VINYL, CD’S, ETC... I’M ALWAYS
OPEN FOR TRADES SO GET IN TOUCH & LET’S WORK
SOMETHING OUT! PEACE/EQUALITY/ANARCHY IN ’97

coche bomba
”POCO O NADA" 10"

16 IMB/V SONGS f RAGING S BRUTAL, FRCM FRANCE

!

rupture
"HATE MAKES THE WORLD GO ROUND” 7" EP

0US7RAMA IOW UXX i

REGURGITATION
COMPtLAT.ON 7" EP WlTR:

manfat/qenoqqe/rupture/disclose/
SWJNA/EXQTBMasiT OF WAR & RAJOUITUS

coche bomba
"MVA LA DERaiOdON’ 10 SONG 7" EP

S0H0D3H RESERVOIR RECORDS
P.O. BOX 790366

Middle Village, NY 11379-0366

USA

No Checks!
Cash or M.O. Made out

to Andrew Orlando.
Send a stamp for a

catalog. Thanks.
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zincs zincs zincs zincs
* CRYPTIC SLAUGHTER #7t? ($1 + 2 stamps' POB 178V Spokane WA
99210) This is an awesome zine in long format. Tiny type. Good layouts.

Balance of music, thoughts, stories and tales. Intv. v/Behead the Prophet and

the IWW Workers. A cool story about punk patches and how they have traveled

around Spokane. A cool map of Spokane’s action and hang out spots. All

around good time.

* DAMYATA #4 (c/b Sera BilezikiaiYBox 4056, MSC 3001 Broadway/NY NY

10027-6598) I really like this zine a lot because of the way Sera writes. It's a

personal style - she tells stories about her life and things she doesin and around

NYC and the suburbs she is from. My favorite pails were the enthusiastic bliss

she wrote about feeling at some shows. It’s a thing that I totally relate to and

feel myself - and I love to read that kind of impassioned feelings from others too

- you know that punk rock passion for life. Weli Sera is an interesting girl with

some good stuff to say that incorporates the personal and political activism and

punk rock life she lives. Recommended!
* HOT ROD SUICIDE #1 ($3ppd/P0B 4909/ Richmond VA 23220) A really

good first issue covering the local Richmond scene. Andrew is very opinionated

and has the ability to anger people with his words - and while I found things in

his rants that I disagreed with -
1 also thought it was well written. It seems that

the local gossip and news has a cynical tone which stems from personal

exclusion or problems which is an unfortunate unproductive angle - nit picking

and shit talking. A lengthy interview with Gary from 500$Fine with a lot of

•political ideology; an excellent interview with Scott Bieben from Bloodlink.

Scott’s a genius and he has much to say on politics, ethics, culture and the HC

sXe community -
1 enjoyed his words a lot. Also short interview vVAvail. The

2nd half of the zine is reviews.

*V REJECT (S2/POB 104CKLA MESA CA 91 944-1 040) An awesome zine that

stands out among all the others cause it's so weli done. The writing is good with

a challenging and thoughtful approach. It’s somewhat introspective as Anna

looks within herself over the issues of race and gender and privilege and then

asks a lot of other people what they think - which makes for an interesting variety

of approaches. My favorite section is called “Is Punk Dead” which looks into

the history of punk by interviewing 6 long involved scenesters (Excene, Ian

McKaye Al Quint, Penelope Houston) and considers how punk has affected our

culture and changed over the years. Then she shares her own thoughts and

asks a bunch of other people what they think as well. An awesome read - really

well done and totally worthwhile!!
*
ZIPS & CHAINS #10 (January) ($4ppt^ Dario Adamic/CP 15319^00143

Roma Laurentino Italy) An excellent zine. Dario's done a ton of interviews - with

Decadence Within, Avail, Permanent Scar, CIV. Slug & Lettuce, Peace of Mind,

NOFX, White Frogs, NO Means NO, Fugazi, Dave Smalley, Lagwagon, and lots

of reviews. And while there’s a lot of popular bands - this zine sticks to a DIY

approach and feels like a zine not a mimicking magazine. The layouts are great,

as are the interviews - which make tor a good quality zine!!

»* CANDLES FOR GIRLS #3 ($1 + 2 STAMPS PC Box 2695/ Madison Wl

53703) This is an awesome zine! It's got a strong women's power healthy

positive attitude. Jennifer talks about sex and sexua! abuse - honestly and

bluntly. She also talks about self-empowerment and health issues - including

embracing menstruation and understanding your body. Recommended books

for herbal healing and alternative birth control. I really like the attitude which is

very open and honest. Sharing thoughts while dealing with issues - confronting

them and moving beyond at the same time. This is rad!!

»» GOBLIN’S ARMPIT #2.4 (Spring) ($2/ POB 3635/ Oakland CA 94609)

"Medieval punk rot spirit - a land where the system does not prevail and the

chaotic earth power pulses through your veins.
''

That is the world that Sean

Goblin creates and writes about in this zine. I love this zine! It’s filled with

amazing art (I’ve printed a lot here in S&L) and a continual dialog from Sean with

his critiques of the punk scene as well as his dreams tor it. This is a great read

and falls right into my own personal perspective and genre of eco-punk. From

an account of Resist and Exist, thoughts on the scene, vegan and veggie food

and cider -it’s all good!!

AB INSPECTOR #2 ($1 ,5(yBox6856^360A BloorSt. Toronto Ontario M5S

IXI/Canada) This is a well done and drawn mini-comic by Patti Kim. Some

strips about being younger in school, friends, and more.

ALL THE PRETTY HOUSES #2 ($1ppd US'$3 world/POB 46092/Escondido

CA 92046-0692) In a square format this is a like a typographic exercise when

little facts about this person’s life are shared in a blunt manner It’s all about the

spacing between the words and letters.

AM I PUNK YET? #3 ($2ppd world/ Joakim BergmaiYFabriksgatan 9/745 32

Enkoping/Sweden) A good anarcho-punk zine following the traditional format with

interviewSWGIobal Holocaust (Canada), Freak Show (Spain, Intervenzio (Portu-

gal) and the zine Aversion from the UK. Also reviews and a couple articles - one

which is about support DIY punk and what happened with bands like the Blaggers

and Chumbawamba signed to majors in order to “spread their message.
"

AMUSING YOURSELF TO DEATH #6 (Aug) ($2US/P0B 91934/Santa Barbara

CA 93190-1934) This is a zine review zine that stems out a bitto include zine news

and all around support for the zine network. I like the attitude and style - the layouts

are clean and orderly and conducive to finding what you want. AMUSilT

YOURSELF TO DEATH #7 (Sept) Following the same format as the last issue -

I’m glad to see that not only does this have good info, but it's also consistent and

comes out regularly. A good way to fill in between Factsheet 5.

ANTITHISESTABLISHMENTARIANISM (S^Greg Neate/POB 2181 1/Roanoke VA

24018) This zine is thick. Long interview vV Suppression, Young Pioneers,

Piebald with a mixture of activist politics. Articles on vegetarianism, US drug

trafficking and conspiracies. Lots more.

ASK WHY? #1 (c/o Chad McManiV710 Montclaire NE/Albuquerque NM 87110)

Decent first issue full of anger and defiance for the system . As a High School senior

he talks about why he hates school, why he thinks anarchy is good, why he follows

the DIY ethic and remains idealistic. Half half-written, half typed. It's basic and

simple - and yet honest and pure at the same time.

AUNT FRANNE #5 (S2/P0B 523/Stratford NJ 08084) This is a great zine! It has

all of the traditional zine elements with an old-school approach and what makes

it really stand out is that it is really well done and not easily categorized cause they

cover a broad spectrum of ppnk and hardcore. There’s a band intv w/Teen Idols,

music reviews, thoughtful articles (race, sex, gender issues) and a lot more It’s

a thick zine and covers a lot of stuff and makes for a great read.

AUSCAR MORBID (Tara/POB 134/Greensboro NC 27402) This is a great comic

cause Tara has an awesome drawing style. The stories revolve around the Auscar

character who gets his last name for chopping off body parts.

AVERSION #6 (Summer) ($2ppd/P0B 22/Bradford BD2 4YVEngland) Always

a consistent excellent zine exemplifying the anarcho punk scene with an emphasis

on the heavy realm of punk bands, intv. v/Extinction of Mankind, Cluster Bomb

Unit, Battle of Disarm, a Greece squat report, article on anarchist’s view of

pornography plus reviews. Always good. Excellent graphic layouts - total old style

anafcho-peace punk.

BASURAZ1NE #11 ($1 00?, POB 501 3 Woodridge, IL) I have been reading this

zine for a while now and while it is still DIY, this particular issue reveals a notable

improvement. It is now printed in a much better paper quality and has grown to a

standard (8.5 x 1 1) size. It also has more relevant and worthwhile articles which

definitely earns being “branded” as "political” with article after another filled with

rage and rad perspective from various contributors. Also the music reviews

section shows quite an improvement. An interesting note is that there is only one

band interview and it features today’s most controversial band Chumbawamba.

(-Gary)

BRIEFS #6 ($l/Jerem/759 Batelle Ave/Morgantown WV 26505} This issue

has a theme of anti-religion with a atheist stance. Interesting thoughts and articles.

Also stuff about government freedom, dogma and anarchism, reviews and more.

Good read.

CATCH 22 PHANZINE #5 ($1 to 491 5 Woodbury Dr. Erie, PA 1 65 1 0-64 1 3 USA)

is a collection writings and interviews that cover an assortment of topics . ATM and

phone scams
,
computer viruses . and drug laws mixed in with a few interviews that

include a graffiti artist and an ex-con named Tim. What I did like about Catch 22

is that they do touch on some interesting topics. For example, there is an

interesting article about the stranglehold Microsoft has over the computer indus-

try. Why not set up an issue where the writers explore that problem. The same

could be said for the essay on current drug laws and their effect on society. What

I didn’t like was the one page devoted to making explosives. The author of this

article believes that "several well placed charges can literally bring a city to its

knees.” Seems like bold talk considering the last time I checked the news all major

and minor cities were still intact. The problem being that all of these recipes are

written by a moron. You do not tell some one how to make Fertilizer Explosives

in two sentences. The same can be said for a Pipe Bomb. The best part is the of

the article is this statement. “I share this knowledge knowing that it will someday

separate us punks from our enemies.” You bet it will. The punks will be the ones

frs'fo/t
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with their hands blown off or better yet a big ugly hole where a face used to be.

What a Dip Shit! (-Ryan)

CHUMPIRE #89 (stamp/ POB 68(yConneaut Lake PA 16315-0680) One pager

with reviews, news bits and Greg’s sharp-witted opinions. It’s good. The

randomness is more cohesive and I'm getting used to his tone (I should be after

89 issues!).

CIMABUE #3 (6 Kings Crossing Court Apt. D/Cockeysviile MD 21030) I've had

this zine for months and I've liked it cause it has a lot of text and an appealing layout

style. But in reading it (finally) I was unable to focus on concentrate on the personal

momento style. CIMABUE #5 A personal zine with stories about Jamie’s life
-

about work, court and road trips. Really didn’t hold my interest.

CIVILIZACION VIOLENTA #6 (C.C. 1768 (1000) Bs. As. Argentina) If you can

read and understand Spanish, grab this one. This is a punWC with a political flavor

Argentinean style, I would say. It has a few columns ala HeartattaCk style I assume,

that I wish I could read. A lot of ads, reviews and there's also stuff about the Animal

Liberation Front. Also there are interviews with local bands and other Spanish

speaking bands, but it seems the interview with Makia Subersiva is among the

most interesting. (-Gary)

CLAUSTROPHOBIA #8 ($1.00, POB 1721 Baltimore, MD 21203) If you are

familiar with publications such as “Love and Rage”, “The Blast", "The Shadow”

from NYC, “Turning the Tide” from CA, etc. Well, I wouldn’t say this is exactly like

one of those but it sure would come to mind when reading this and seeing it from

Baltimore’s perspective. Very informative. “Rebuilding the Tower of Babel; The

International News of resistance" is one of this issue’s outstanding article. (-Gary)

DOKKEN #1 (stamps 403 Belleville Ave/Maryville TN 37803) This is a short zine

that is a few pages of short rants. I found one about punk rock consumerism with

re-issue CDs interesting. Strong opinions, but brief.

DWELLING PORTABLY (May) ($VP0B 1 90-SL/Philomath OR 97370) Always a

favorite and excellent open forum discussion board for alternative lifestyles -

specifically living simply and in mobile vehicles. Recounts shared info and

experiences of living in buses and cars in rural and urban settings. Also includes

tips and tidbits on alternative energy sources, showering in your vehicle and other

helpful bits. Also classifieds and reviews of similar recommended literature.

EN DEPIT DE TOUT (Stephane/Rad Party get address) A French translation of

a selection of Cometbus. Cometbus rocks - so for those who read French - get your

hands on this and read Aaron’s stories about Berkeley and traveling.

ESSENCE #14 ($2/PO Box 5311 ^Ottawa Ontario, KIN 1 C5/Canada) Picked this

up from Erin in Ottawa. I enjoyed the zine a lot and all the more for having met her,

albiet briefly. This is a personal zine with writing by Erin directly to you - like a letter

from a friend about her life, thoughts and feelings. It’s very emotional. It’s folded

in a long format. I liked it.

FLOUR POWER #8 ($2/Rejoice/P0B 78068^2606 Commercial Dr/Vancouver

BCV5N5W1 Canada) This issue’s gone to newsprint. Always an excellent source

for networking with in the anarcho-peace punk scene. There are lots of reviews,

contacts and info on animal research, vaccinations, rape, scene reports. One thing

that I like is the way there are lots of letters in the form of announcements and

information which create an international billboard.

GROUNDSWELL ($1to P 0. BOX 174 Prospect Park, PA 19076-1307 USA) is a

collection well written commentaries from an “anti-authoritarian" perspective.

Each issue is eleven pages of well written articles and thought out opinions. I had

a chance to read three issues; Volume II Issue 12 and Volume III Issues I and II

Subjects varied between issues. The examination of the use of poorfor slave labor

in the capitalist system. From the 16th century England use of poor “beyond the

seas" to the modem day privately run prisons using the incarcerated as a form of

cheap labor (Vol. II, # 1 2). The further trampling of indigenous rights under NAFTA

and GATT in Vol. III. #1 . And an interview in Issue #2 with Tom Wheeler, who

brought to the attention of the national media that Contributions Watch, a supposed

campaign funding “watchdog group", is actually an organization backed by Phillip

Morris. Recommended! (-Ryan)

GULLIBLE #11 (2 stamps or $1 for 7/ Chris Terry/ POB 4909/ Richmond VA

23220) This is a (readable) hand written personal zine. Chris writes about going

to shows, skateboarding around Richmond and school. Also some reviews. I

didn’t find anything especially interesting, though I did like reading about places in

Richmond that I’m getting to know.

HTM #1 (CC2iySuc. 12B/(1412) Buenos Aires/ Argentina) (email;

minuchin@satlink.com) In Spanish. Intv. W J Church, BDI, Wallride, plus

columns, and reviews on newsprint.

I HATE VALENTINES DAY #7 (Jesse 0ldharr/79 Union boulevard, Suite G, Box

124/Totowa NJ 0751 1-1017) A personal zine where Jesse writes about various

things on her mind - in a paragraph per paragraph rant style Much of this deals

with gender issues and questioning hetero relationships while considering

trans-gender and same sex situations.

I STAND ALONE #7 (Winter) ($2'Adele/P0 Box 32 VBuderer KY 4001 0) I like

this zine cause it has a strong personal agenda Adele tells a lot about herself

through her rants from a female involved in the sXe hardcore scene. I like her

angle and way of writing Not all that many females write about straight edge

- so it's a fresh perspective. The interview style is good too - taking the approach

of trying to find out more about the band members as people. Talks with

Brothers Keeper, Earth Crisis. Chalkline, Neurosis and more. Good emo and

thoughtful approach.

INFILTRATION #5 ($2/P0B 66069'Town Centre PC/Pickering 0ntario/L1V

6PT/Canada) The zine about going places you're not supposed to - takes you

on an adventure in the subway tunnels of Toronto. This gives a tour as well as

a bit of know-how on just how to get inside these tunnels. Real interesting.

Reminds me of the book Mole People without the personal contact.

INTERNATIONAL STRAIGHT EDGE BULLETIN #2 ($yY BoiSlevi/BP 7523/

35075 Rennes Cedex 3/ France) This is a really good international sXe

networking communication encouraging zine. It covers a wide range - with

band interviews, scene reports, reviews, contacts - all encouraging the positive

aspects of sXe - rather than the idiotic. Really good established means of

contacting a lot of people.

JULIE’S MULTI-RESPONSE (S2/POB 1 90/Philomath OR 97370) Some of you

may be familiar with Dwelling Portably or the Abapa Freer which I've mentioned

in here before... this follows a similar format - creating a bulletin inwhich to

share thoughts and create dialog. This includes reviews and comments about

things like natural health and eating, weight control and health, psychotherapy,

depression, guides to finding a path of happiness and satisfaction, stress

reduction and an over all positive attitude. There's a wealth of info all of which

I found helpful and interesting. I like the holistic freedom seeking approach and

the non-traditional format works to get into out to people.

KEEPYER KITTY WET #1 (c/o Wynde Dyei/PO Box 299/Hanford CA 93232-

0299) A decent first issue which is mostly on the personal size - contains

stories and tid-bits about things in her life that she likes and dislikes (music,

school uniforms, prozac).

KER-BLOOM! #7 (5337 College Ave. #55y0akland CA 94618) This little gem

is printed on an old press with type setting in done in the traditional hand-set way

- where it even grooves the paper. It makes this zine a piece of art, of which only

246 were made. I first found this cause they have the same address that a friend

of mine used to have. This is a little story about Critical Mass in SF. Very cool.

KILL BOREDUMB #1 (250 + 2 stamps/ 103 S. Laurel St/ Richmond VA

never mind the melody...

...here's Sound Pollution

GAIA
"777 (1991-1997) CD $8

Collection of hard to find, long gone, and

songs I’m sure you never heard before

* spanning '9 1 -‘97. 1 7 in all! Includes the

V/A Women's Liberation tracks and alot

jlmore! It is why they are one of the best.

^SPAMTHOLOGY^WHS
STIKKY
"Spamthology" CD $8

Includes the revamped "Where's My

Lunchpail?" LP, "Cuddle" 7", "I & I &

That Guy Over There" 7", compilation

tracks, and 5 unreleased songs ! !

!

49 tracks in 72 minutes!

STIKKY

_ "Where's My Lunchpail" LP $7

^ /^2 The classic sounds of SF’s fast-and-

5s r*. funny spastic HC legends available

again! Re mastered and now includes

COT1
SKATEBOARDS
A D.I.Y COMPANY

WE MAKE
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SKATEBOARDS
A D.I.Y COMPANY

WE MAKE
DECKS.WHEELS,

GRIPTAPE & HARDWARE
WE ALSO DISTRIBUTE
OTHER SKATEBOARD

STUFF
SEND $1 .00 FOR CATALOG & STICKER

Beer City

p.o. box 26035/Milwaukee,wi 53226-
0035U.S.A.

phone(414)257-151 1 fax(414)257-1517
http://www.beercity.com

DEPRESSOR

P.O. BOX 472007.

S.F., CA 94147

U.S.A.

HELLN6TION

^ IX That Guy Over There" 7", compilation

tracks, and 5 unreleased songs!!!

Wmi 49 tracks in 72 minutes!

STIKKY
"Where's My Lunchpail" LP $7

The classic sounds of SF's fast-and-

funny spastic HC legends available

again! Re mastered and now includes

all the crazy banter between songs.

t-shirt $8
size L and a few XL so be flexible black ink on quality shirt thats either white or natural

protesting the current biggest disgrace to the HC sound in years.

ASSUCK ''Misiirv Index" 1 ?"/Cn S7

HELLNATION/SINK 7” $3

PAINDRIVER "The Truth...” 7" $3

DESTROY "Necropolis" CD $8 repressed!!!

ASSUCK "Anticapital"LP $7

ASSUCK "Anticapital/Blindspotl +3" CD $8

HELLNATION "A Sound Like Shit" CD $7

SPAZZ "LaRevancha" LP $7 CD $8

SPAZZ/ROMANTIC GORILLA CD $8

GAIA "This One" LP S7 CD $8

3 WAY CUM "Killing The Life" CD $8

SOCIETY GANG RAPE "No Fate" CD $8

V/A KAMIKAZE ATTACKS AMERICA... CD $8

MCR Co. Japan list alts on MCR stuff

THE GRIFFIN ’We Stand Firm" CD $11

Fucking awesome street punk!! !, probably one of the most underated bands there is.

You won’t be disappointed! One of the best releases of the year.

GLOOM Recomendation Of Perdition" LP $10

Awesome raw as fuck HC punk from Osaka. Raging vocals over chaotic thrash.

V/A THIS IS THE LIFE VOL. 2 CD $11

tons of bands from Japan, from street punk to gnndcore and everything between.

SUN OWL/UNCLEAN 7" $4

SLIGHT SLAPPERS/CAPITALIST CASUALTIES 7" $4
Repress of the classic!

send a stamp for a complete list of available titles & info,

overseas send $1 or 2 IRC’s

no checks! use a money order

All prices ppd. in U.S.

surface world/air Canada & Mexico add $1 per 7"/CD & $2 per LP

Air Europe add $2 per 7
H
|CD & $5 per LP

Air Asia add $3 per 7"/CD & $7 per LP

e-mail address: pollute@fuse.net

SOUND POLLUTION
P.O.Box 17742/Covington,KY.410I7/USA
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23220) I read a few pages about jaunts around town and making due with little

(money and food) and then realized that the places he was hanging out were

familiar in Richmond. Hand-written in a legible manner with an appealing

amount to read - which is basically youthful stories about wandering around

town.

LOSERDOM #9 (35 Mapas Rd., Dalkey, Co. Dublin, Ireland) I haven't heard

much aboutthe scene in Ireland aside from a few bands, and this is also the first

time I’ve read a zine from Ireland. This is a DIY zine and a lot times, the articles

seem to come from a very personal perspective. There are rants about

homophobia, Croatia, etc. There is also an article about East Timor. It also have

reviews, cool cartoons and interviews of bands I am totally unfamiliar with. (-

Gary)

MENTAL MASTURBATION #1 ($VPOB II^Duxbury MA 02331) A great

first issue on newsprint where they clearly put the work in and got what they

wanted, there are intv.’s-w/H20 and Ensign, plus reviews, various thoughts on

religion, sXe and a guide to Boston HC.

MISANTHROPE #6 (Aug.) ($1/1059 6th Lane N/Naples FL 34102) This is a

news and political zine that has info and news - concerning the NASA Cassini

mission (which we lived through), Mumia, McDonalds, police stations, and

loads of other issues with commentary and opinions too.

MONTAGE #4 ($1 .5CKP0B 254CKN. Babylon NY 1 1 703) Covering the LI HC
scene with show reviews, demo reviews and a good, long interview with

Cleanser plus shorter ones with Isolate, Perception, Left Unsaid, Grudge Holder

and Gapgun.

MOTION SICKNESS #4 (Spring) ($2/6221 DelmarBlvd. #202 Reai/St. Louis

MO 63130) A good thick newsprint zine - intv. w/ Dillinger 4, Motorhead,

Descendents, Bouncing Souls. Volatiles, Swingin Utters. Violent Society,

Screw 32, SNFU, and Aaron from Probe. Quite a diverse and big selection of

bands - good interviews and all around well done. Also columns and reviews

to round it out.

MUDDLE #10 ($2/P0B 621-0621/Ithaca NY 1 4851 )
A good, well-done, pro-

style newsprint zine. Good layouts, lots of packed pages. Intv.'s w'Descen-

dents, Propagandhi, Screeching Weasel, J. Church, Snapcase, Hellbender,

Discount, CR, Sweetbelly Freakdown and Frodus. And a lot more to boot. Good

cross-section and selection. They have a very pro-zine attitude - meaning that

they come from the angle of working on their zine as a very serious endeavor.

MY WORLD IS... #7 ($3/ Yves Prigent/ BP07/ 781 10 Le Vesinet France)

There’s actually very little I could read, as half is in French and some in Spanish

and English. There is a huge section of reviews and contacts, Croatia theater

group, Latin America, Nunca Mas. This is a good zine and it’s well done, but

this time around, I didn’t get much out of it.

NEW BREED ZINE (234 Cliff Rd/ Wading River NY 11792) Most of this is

individual statement flyer posters with a graphic single lined message.

NO COMPROMISE #7 ($2.75, OO Animal Liberation League, POB 204655

Apple Valley, MN, 55124) This is a totally excellent zine that is of an enormous

important to the animal rightsiiberation movement (both the aboveground and

otherwise). As always, it contains tons of relevant information, news updates

and many more. This is a must read for anyone who is involved anckbr interested

to learn more about the movement. It also serves as a reliable source about one

of the most radical group the Animal Liberation Front and it’s activities. (-Gary)

NO DIE #2 ($1/Jaser/1508 Third St/Duarte CA 91010) A 1/4 sized mini zine

with critical observations of the punk scene and other misc. bits. Consumerism,

classifieds, reviews. Good.

NOR I #1 ($1/Ron A/POB 2505/LA CA 90078) This zine is so scattered that

it has an incomplete feeling that leaves me disinterested. Some good info on

basic mailorder info and postage scams. And I got into a heroin OD story that

didn’t finish when the page turned. There’s a story about wisdom teeth and

watching a helpless homeless man. It lacks continuity.

OFF (CO SUNY Binghamton, Binghamton, N Y. 3902-6000) Off is an off

campus publication of the State University of New York. And while this zine is

obviously a zine for the students and community of SUNY Binghamton, I find it

very interesting. (-Gary)

OLD GOAT ZINE ($1/c/o Keyin' 1 1 17 Purcell Ave/ Cincinnati OH 45205) An

interesting zine from the perspective of an “older" average fella who maintains

an active interest in the punk scene even though he has kids old enough to be

punks themselves (and I only mention this perspective cause he mentions It

several times in the zine). Intv. w/Xiola’s the store in Cinn, and the band

Morticite. Plus reviews (zines and music) and a good dose of opinion and

personality.

PLEBEIAN JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! #2 ($2.50 to P.0. BOX 220 Fori Collins, CO
80522-0220 USA) is a zine who’s name sums it pretty well. A collection of tales

describing “the horror, the horror” of working shit jobs for shit pay. I find it odd

that so many people who hate their jobs would be so willing to share that misery

with others. Perhaps it is a form of sadism that often goes unrecognized. I found

the stories amusing but their were times it felt like repetition. Their has to be

more to life than shitty jobs. (-Ryan)

POISON PEN #4 ($2/ 1870 Schieffelin #5E/ Bronx NY 10466) This is a

survivalist zine with info on outside survival ranging from knowledge on plants

and cool fonts. Mostly opinions on the punk scene, passing time at Denny's,

talking about work - that sorta thing.

PUBLIK ENEMA #12 (Winter) ($1 US/$2 worlc^25686 Nugget/El Toro CA 92630)

Skot's a crazy dude. He travels around a lot and does a lot of non-traditional things

- like figure out how to get in at a college radio station half way across the country.

This issue is about his experiences in New Orleans and basically updates on his

life in the past year as he traveled and moved from Montana to New Orleans.

RABBLE REVIEW #1 ($4 to P.0. BOX 4710 Arlington. VA 471 0 USA) is a 48 page

quarterly zine championing the dissident worker. Or as the editor put it, “the many

David's out there battling Goliath." This is a really good first issue. There are a

lot of well written articles. One being the editors own experience of blowing the

whistle on Contributions Watch. (Yes. this is Tom Wheeler's project... the same

guy interviewed in Groundswell). There is also a more in-depth article on exactly

what Contributions Watch was up to reprinted from CounterPunch. Other items

of interest include an interview with Chuck Collins and Felice Yeskell of Share the

Wealth (a group that working to educate people about the realities of corporate

welfare), an article on how corporations are using new computer technologies to

mobilize their workers in the fight against legislation, and a description of ways

companies are working to modify the behavior of their workers. Its worth your time

and attention. (-Ryan)

RABBLE REVIEW #1 ($4.00, POB 4710 Arlington, VA 22204) This is not bad for

a first issue. I wouldn’t describe it as “political" though it is quite a political zine.

But apart from the generic "political” approach, Rabble's is a very good one. It has

lots of informative essays, an interview and a few other interesting stuff. It is nicely

done and put together (newsprint standard size), I would say it has a nice layout

but I find the lack of pictures antKir artworks missing. But hey, it is the first issue.

Hope to see more of this. One last note, the price is quite very intriguing. (-Gary)

SCUMFEAST #4 ($2/P0B 12702/Raleigh NC 27605-2702) While the general

coverage of this zine is not my thing -
1 can still acknowledge that it’s well done

and is still not offensive to my PC sensibilities In fact the interview with Merele Allin

from the Murder Junkies was interesting and well done. There is a twisted

sensibility - a vulgar sex twist and other potentially offensive subjects - but it didn't

bother me - it’s just not my personal cup of tea. Good intv. w/Molotov Cocktail,

Unabombers and Janies at 1 5 a phone pranker. There’s lots of reviews and more.

Well done and assembled with plenty of thoughtful intention.

SELF-DEFENSE #2 ($1 or 3 stamps/ Marissa Johnsor/135 N. Terrace Wichita

KS 67208) There are a lot of interesting bits in here - there’s also not a lot of

continuity. There are band interviews w/ Karate, Intact, Free Verse. Random

misprints, columns, letters and reviews. I couldn't really focus, but there’s some
interesting bits.

SHADOW (S1/P0B 20298/NY NY 1 0009) Always a good source of activist news

from New York’s Lower East Side. Starting with local struggles and branching out

from there. Anarchist radical coverage and squat news.

SHOELACE #10 ($1 ,75pp(J/P0B 7%2/\N. Trenton NJ 08628) It s funny that 2

people who helped me with advice to start Slug & Lettuce are now covering a

version of the scene so very different - but they are still active in zine land. This

has interviews w/Kerosene 454, Bluetip, Ether Park, lots of show reviews, regular

reviews and some personal opinion touch.

SNIP #1 ($1/Chris Bickel/91 9 Sumter St/Columbia SC 29201 )
Chris is known

through his band IrvHumanity - and if you’ve ever seen them or talked with Chris

- then this zine will feel right at home. With a serious sarcastic humor he talks

serious political issues with a light-hearted angle. Southern redneck confederacy,

Victory Records, Warzone (the band), the Cassini mission, IrvHumanity and so

much more critical observations and reflection on our cultural society.

SOAP N’ SPIKES #2 ((/o Derek DykemarY 431/ Burlington Ave #2/ Burlington

Ontario L7S 1R3 Canada) Combining UK punk and old hardcore-thrash this has

interviews w/0ne Way System, N0TA, Demies, Special Duties, Doom and the US
Bombs. Basic layout with emphasis on punk music.

SOFTKILL #8 ($1.00 POB 1875 Pawtucket, Rl 02862) Apparently this zine is

available for free through e-mail and it comes out only quarterly. And I find it quite

a rip off being that this is a very interesting zine that is apart from the generic DIY

political zines, but it is very thin and you would end up wanting to read more, but

have to wait a while to get another issue, plus, I think most of the stuff in it is taken

from another source. Nevertheless, it is not a total waste, a good read for a buck.

(-Gary)

SOFTKILL (July-Dee 96) ($1 + 2 stamps/c/o Chris/P0 Box 4032/Attleboro MA
02703) This is a compilation of the first 6 issues of Softkill, although not all of the

6 issues were titled “Softkill". It has interesting tid-bits on bomb making, and

making homemade explosives from random corner store bought items. This zine

has an overall theme of total economic collapse. (-Tim)

SOMETHING FOR NOTHING #36 (516 Third St. NE/Massillon OH 44646) This

is only a few pages - utilizing small tape - it’s got a random collection of stuff, which

in the past I’ve not focused on that much but still liked. With this issue I realize that

there is a Christian slant because of some of the dialog. However the columns

don’t deal with religion - more music and random thoughts. So I’m not sure how
much the Christian angle has to do with the philosophy of the zine.

SPUNK #9 ($1/Clair©/P0B 27032/1980 Ogilvie Rd/ Ottawa Ontario K1J 9L9/

Canada) I was originally attracted to this zine cause Claire is a great comic artists

and this has a lot of her comics as well as a good layout and design. She was a

neat girl, so I bought her zine from her and enjoyed reading it at the Avail show in

popular breed of punk - intv. w/Less Than Jake, Voodoo Glow Skulls, Bouncing

Souls, and No Empathy. Also columns, reviews, articles on censorship and

racism - these elements make all the difference.

SUPERFLY #7 (Vixen Press' P0 Box 4108' Vancouver BC V6B 326 Canada)

Long-format. Much of this deals with body image and being fat. Also other

personal type shared thoughts. I enjoyed this cause I bought it from Tess when

I was in Ottawa. SUPERFLY #8 A new installment of Tess’s life as she moves

across the country. It is of a personal note cause Tess writes from the heart. She

talks about the apartment building she lives in and her neighbors. Contains some

poetry and anecdotes and an obsession with Jeopardy categories.

TENNIS ANDVIOLINS ($.50 to P.0. BOX 1 791 Ft. Myers, FL 33902 USA) is a loose

collection of personal opinions, interviews, art, and stones. It is one of the better

personal zines that I have read. While there are certain points in the writing that

couldn’t hold my interest, I always found myself pulled back by the next paragraph.

A lot of attention is given to relationships. From the specific relationship between

a father and daughter to the more broad relationship between an individual and

society. There are some interesting points on racism, but not the blatant racism

that is easy to spot. Instead, the articles focus on a more insidious form. A really

good effort and worth some attention. (-Ryan)

THE CAPITALIST SYSTEM ($1.25 to Libertarian Labor Review BOX 2824,

Champaign, IL 61825 USA) is not a zine; its a reprint of an essay by anarchist

Michael Bakunin. In short, Bakunin describes the relationship between the

capitalist and the worker. For those untamiliar with Bakunin's writing, his most

prominent being God and State, this might work as a good introduction. (Keep in

mind that he wrote around the same time as Mao<. The essay is short and to the

point. (-Ryan)

THE FIRE FLY #37 ($10 for 6 issues/(7b Jane Kirby/Tilsner Artists Cooperative/

#107 300 Broadway Street'St. Paul MN 55101) It's been a longtime since I've

seen one of these newsletters - it's one that is always a favorite. The Kirby's have

moved around an awful lot - and so lately each issue is an update into their life -

and that is my favorite part of it. This issue finds them back in Minnesota. Contains

an account of a trip across the Mexican border when they lived in Texas, and an

article about control units and political prisoners.
T
HE PLOT THICKENS #1 ($3. 50ppd/Armchair Comics/34 Lincoln St/Brighton

BN2 2UB/UK) I've been following Simon Gane and his Arnie comics from some
time and one of the cool things is that the comics are always about punks or

anarchist stereotypes. This new comic is professionally done with a nice color

printed cover and wrap design. It's got the comics of 4 people - Gavin Burrows,

Simon Gane, Adrian Stapelton and Pete Doree.

THE STRUGGLE #6 ($1.00 CS Productions POB 29556 Chicago. IL 60629) It

says under the title of the zine: “Chicago ‘Zine made by, for, and because of the

People and friends of this city" Go figure! Nevertheless, the bands featured in it

Social

Infestation EP
Grindcore

Mayhem with
Male/Female

Vocals!

Ltd. White Vinyl

Das
Kriminal

Er
Brutal & Heavy

HC/Crust

Heretical

Response EP
Fast & Furious
Hardcore with

Politically

Charired L,vrics

is really interesting (Crudos and Youth against Fascism). Though I really

wouldn't recommend this one if you want to learn more about that City’s scene.

But its cool to check this one out if you like the bands featured. (-Gary)

TIM HORTON HEARS A WHO? #4 ($1 US^$2 world'2504 Raven Craft Ct/

Virginia Beach. VA 23454) This mini zine is done by Kate Cooties. It's basically

traveling stories about escaping Virginia along with the explanation of why she

really needed to escape in the first place. She travels to Canada and tells us

about it. A personable good read.

UNDERGROUND ZINE SCENE #8 ($2ppd US/$3 world/ (yo John Ridge/7300

N. Mona Lisa #11 IG&'Tucson AZ 85741) As the title suggests this is a zine

review zine with these categories: alternative, blues, deatlvblack metal, glam,

heavy metal, rap. punKtic. and branching out to include interviews with

Immortality, Gryn, Treasure Land, Crushed - and more. Plus a good amount of

demo reviews. The focus and personal interest seems to be mostly metal.

VIOLENT DANCES FADE ($6 sui/$8 aii/Stefano Los/Via Don Morazzone 7hy
22053 Lecco Italy) This is an artistic publication printed on really thick paper

stock. Half in English half in Italian - it looks at social issues and culture from

religion to social role models and world peoples.

WAR CRIME #5 ($2/ P0B 2741/ Tucson AZ 85702) This zine continues to

come right along - improve and maintain a good consistency. It's got a strong

political stance - covering news, direct actions and updates on Mumia, Polish

Anarchist Black Cross, how to deal with the FBI, how to make tofu and an

interview W Detestation and Adrienne Droogas.

WAR CRIME #6 ($2, POB 274 1 Tucson. AZ 8502) War Crime is filled with lots

of very important read such as an info (reprint) about what to do if an FBI come
to see you There’s news and updates, a feature about the arrest of Lorenzo

Kom’boa Ervin in Australia. “Notes from Remand Hearing before Judge Sabo"

(Mumia Jamal's case). Food Not Bomb's co-founder's arrest, and many more

which also includes reviews. My only problem is the layout of the articles. I find

it very boring to read articles that spans the entire page. Except for the reviews

which is in two columns, everything else is like reading the original copy as if

written from a good ole typewriter. (-Gary)

WHAT HE DID (2 stamps/Casey/New Vrindabai/RD # 1 Box 31 9/Hare Krishna

Ridge WV 26041) This is about sexual domestic abuse and an attempt for

Casey to come to terms with her own experiences by sharing them.

WHAT THE @*@ ARE YOU LOOKING AT #4 (ET/ 34 Blackstone Ave/

Birmingham NY 1 3903) Much ot this is airing gripes about the High School she

attends. But it goes a bit further by critiquing education and commentary on

socio-political issues.
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several times in the zine). Intv. w/Xiola’s the store in Cinn, and the band

Morticite. Plus reviews (zines and music) and a good dose of opinion and

personality.

PLEBEIAN JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! #2 ($2.50 to P.0. BOX 220 Fort Collins, CO

80522-0220 USA) is a zine who's name sums it pretty well. A collection of tales

describing "the horror, the horror” of working shit jobs for shit pay. I find it odd

that so many people who hate their jobs would be so willing to share that misery

with others. Perhaps it is a form of sadism that often goes unrecognized. I found

the stories amusing but their were times it felt like repetition. Their has to be

more to life than shitty jobs. (-Ryan)

POISON PEN #4 ($2/1870 Schieffelin #5E/ Bronx NY 10466) This is a

survivalist zine with info on outside survival ranging from knowledge on plants

and building a well-concealed hut into the side of the mountain. There’s also

a lot of self-defense type stuff with guns and explosives and a bunch of stuff that

goes over my head and my interest. I don’t like one-sided copies cause there

wasteful. Some of this stuff I can relate to and support, while some of it is like

anarchist cookbook info.

PRISSURLE VIF (June) ($2ppd/c/o Vincent TroplairV29 Rue Le Nostre/76000

RouerYFrance) This is a French photo zine that is really much more than a photo

zine cause it contains info on the bands as well as loads of contacts (zines,

labels, distros, etc) in each area a banc is from. Contains Merel, Rhythm

Activism, Rhythm Collision, Los Crudos and Drop Dead. The contacts and

photos can be utilized if you don't read French, though the additional info (plus

a couple vegan recipes) are in French.

PTBH #2 (Sum) ($1/2440 E. Tudor Rd. #41 Anchorage Alaska 99507-

1 1 85) The coolest thing about this is that it’s from Alaska. It has nice layouts

making homemade explosives from random corner store bought items. This zine

has an overall theme of total economic collapse. (-Tim)

SOMETHING FOR NOTHING #36 (516 Third St. NE/Massillon OH 44646) This

is only a few pages - utilizing small tape - it’s got a random collection of stuff, which

in the past I’ve not focused on that much but still liked. With this issue I realize that

there is a Christian slant because of some of the dialog. However the columns

don't deal with religion - more music and random thoughts. So I’m not sure how

much the Christian angle has to do with the philosophy of the zine.

SPUNK #9 ($VCIaire/POB 27032/1980 Ogilvie Rd/Ottawa Ontario K1J 9L9/

Canada) I was originally attracted to this zine cause Claire is a great comic artists

and this has a lot of her comics as well as a good layout and design. She was a

neat girl, so I bought her zine from her and enjoyed reading it at the Avail show in

Ottawa. In addition to the art, there’s some writing that reveal more about the girl

Claire and some reviews. A good solid zine with a lot of character.

STOVEPIPE ($2/ Troy Teegarden/POB 1076/ Georgetown KY 40324) This is a

nicely printed joumalbf poetry and writing - focusing on being a literary magazine.

Mostly poetry with some short stories too. Not my cup of tea, but very well done.

STRIFE #3 ($1/P0 Box 660881/Birmingham AL 35266) This little political zine

is now a year old - so likely there’s a new issue already. It talks of some historical

injustices of fall holidays, breaks down the national taxes we pay (which are mostly

toward military) and the democrat party. Good info.

STUCK ($1/ Lewis Houston RR#V Box 1 1 6^ Nescopeck PA 1 8635) Nice

layouts. Basically a comic zine. I didn’t get totally enamored with them - but it has

a good look and all.

SUB PULSE #3 ($1.50ppcK2412 Slayback St/Urbana IL 61802) A well-done

newsprint pro-like zine v/ith a good balance of music and more. Covers a more

Jabbal I was on my way to

pay you, right after
!
picked up

a few records.

A Disturbed Force In The. Universe

.Throbbing Grisfle-Merzbow infl.

/ powerelectronics from Steve
(Apt. 2*1 3) & Dwid

* (Integrity/Psy-Warfare.h

LOCKWEtD
'Maihines of War' 7" (TP-09)

Also available: BRUjERIA - Marijuana 7".(Chupacabra Discos CH-01)

for a catalog full of other releases send a SASE to the address below. g>

send well concealed cash (U.S. currency) or a money order payable to:

TeePee Records P.O. Box 20307. NY, NY 1 0069-9991 $

Upcoming Releases: Atomkinder/Sistema Neryioso split LP • Una de Gato II (feat. Grief, Black Army Jacket, Hemlock (NY), Noothgrush, No Less, Isore and more)

U.S. Canada Europe Asia/Aus

7" $4 $5 $6 $7

LP/12" $7 $8 $9 $10
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Assfactor 4 LP $6

HoseGotCable LP/CD $6

Policy of 3 “Amer. Wood” EP $3

Abyss / Iconoclast 2xEP $4.50

Avail “Live at Kings Head” 1 0” $6

Iconoclast ‘^Greatest Hits” CD $6

Policy of 3 LP $6

Avail “Satiate” LP $6

Assfactor 4 “Smoked Out* EP $3

Merel / Iconoclast EP $3

Gods Chosen People comp. LP $6

Groove EP $3

Elizabeth Herz EP $3
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Acao Direta - Entre A Bencao E 0 Caos CD This band from Brasil is

phenomenal!! They play heavy tight raging hardcore that draws on a lot of old

roots. They have an urgency and power in their energetic bursts, and best of

all they mix up straight-forward hardcore with a metallic power and occasional

parts of more traditional folk music - which all creates a totally unique sound that

totally rocks! They’ve been around for 10 years and have risen beyond the

cliche niche of categories - they have enough different elements to hold their

own without sounding like anything else. Check these guys out if you like fast

raging hardcore!! (Peculio Discos/Caixa Postal.99y Santos SP/CEP 11001-

970 Brasil)

* East Coast Panic - Nowhere City 7" This is great! Stripped .down, raw punk

rock with a strong pogo Oi beat with male and female vocals (including Al from

the Pist’s distinct voice). The voices blend together well and it all have this

intense, high powered energy in your face relentless force - that rocks! Wow
this is good!! (Red Tape Records/394 Wolcott St/Waterbury CT 06705)
* Fall Silent - Nineteen Hundred Ninety Seven 7" Wow - this is my favorite

thing of the day!! Heavy, crunching, metallic hardcore with tons of power! Just

2 songs here - but they are long and complex and multi-layered with lots of

styles and sounds merged togetherand heavy metallic guitars backing it all. The

power and intensity are key. The dual vocals merge between distorted, raw and

screamed to sometimes funky and the lyrics are great! This rocks!! Moo Cow
Records/PO Box 61 6/Madison Wl 53701

)

* Fallout - Louder Than Words 10"
I like this one! Good hardcore from

Australia with power and punch and raw gravely vocals. Full of aggressive

power and crunching speed. It's also got a fat booklet of lyrics - which are

awesome! All around good stuff! (Spiral Objectiv&'POB 126/Oaklands Park/

South Australia 5046)
* Health Hazard - Discography LP I was really excited to see a Health Hazard

12" - but also surprised cause they broke up quite awhile ago. This is a

discography collection of everything, including the anti-automobile poster that

first came with the 1 0". Health Hazard was a rad band. They're a cross between

brutal heavy HC and grind-punk fronted by discordant brutal female vocals

which is the key to it all for me. A favorite in the harsh and brutal HC-Punk world.

(Flat Earth Records/Bradford Music/PO Box 169/Bradford BD7 1YS UK)(

* Heretical Response - Envision 7" There is a popular trend now for metal-

hardcore bands to take a strong vegan sXe stance. But here is a very distinctly

punktiardcore band with a strong animal rights message. They’ve got an

awesome sound which merges a good hardcore style with chorus vocals along

with a feeling of old UK peace punk. Reminds me a bit of Dead Silence. They’ve

got an aggressive energy and strong message with a good booklet about animal

liberation. I really love this! They’ve got a unique sound - that combines a lot

of elements that I like and creates something really good!! (Goat Lord Records/

PO Box 14230/Atlanta GA 30324-1230)
* Insania - Woodoo Astrology 7" This band is incredible - so I was happy to

see a new 7". They have a unique sound - heavy and powerful with a thunderous

double bass and hard rockin’ sound and vocals that create an eerie oddness.

All the elements seem that much more direct - and I bet they take some influence

from 70s acid rock - but don’t let that scare you. They describe their sound as

“mystical hc/crossover”. Totally weird. Drawing on some Pink Floyd and some
Ministry. Totally unique and I love it. (Malarie Rec/Gladiolowa 22/60-175

Poznan Poland)

* Paindriver-The Truth 7“ “Not crust, Not grind, Just Hardcore” is what they

say— and extreme hardcore straight-forward and powerful just like days of old

is what I say. Influenced by Japanese hardcore, this band plays with full

aggressive fast thrashing power and rips shit up. The vocals kinda roll outta the

singers mouth and the music pounds and trashes. I think I saw this band and

they were awesome! And this record is true to that form as well— really good

shit!! (Sound Pollutiorv'PO Box 1774V Covington KY 41017)
* The Bloodclots - Chaos Day is Almost Here 7" Wowie! This is a good one!

Tight, fast, and heavy - punk rock of the spikey variety. Good and catchy with

a driving power and intensity and ferocious energy. They have their sound

totally together with an excellent recording! This rocks!! ($4ppd/ Outcast

Records/2508 5th Ave, Ste 158/Seattle WA 98121-1516)
* The Deqenerics 7" This was one of the few bands that I saw lately and went:

"Wow, who's this? They're really good." They’ve got a great style of upbeat

urgent punk rock that mixes up a little bit of ska-style upbeat tempo. The vocals

are prominent and really clear to understand - and they lyrics are good. All

around good energy and good vibe from this band. Comes with a list of contacts

for various activist groups and book distros and stuff - which is cool too.

Awesome! ($3.50ppd/34 Carriage Ln/Englishtown NJ 07726)
* The Loudmouths - Gone Prinkin’ 7" As I’ve said before -

1 like this band. Four

short rockin’ tunes of snotty punk fronted by female vocals . They’ve got a really

catchy sound that’s got a clean garage style guitar and a touch of Oi-Streetpunk

- and it's super catchy and just rocks!! It’s got more of a punk sound than some
of the raunchy girl rock of this realm. This is awesome!! (New Red Archives)

* Up Against - War Will Never End 7" This is awesome powerful crust punk

from the French Canadians. With a strong crushing power, galloping speed,

of stuff I like that has the bouncing beat of pogo punk but the deep throated voice

and heavy urgency of a harder style. The mix is rad and this rocks! (Finn Records/

c/b J. Lehtcy'Norrgatan 43/703 56 Orebro Sweden)
** NCA - More Beer For the Punk! 7" French Oi-Punk with a deep One Way
System style of vocals with chorus back-ups. And an all around crunch on the

guitar which is contrasted with a slower pogo beat. Good Oi-Punk that draws on

the era of UK punk that I like. It’s got the catch and the crunch at the same time

For all of the Oi-Punk lovers - this one is a total stand out!!

* * Pay Neuter - Dead Inside LP This is awesome! Total full power and aggressive

grinding thrashing mayhem. The vocals are deep, gravely and distorted. The

music has a relentless intensity with a driving beat and occasional discordant

beats. It rocks all around! Awesome crust-rnetal-punk! ! With that hot baked desert

form. Fuck yeah!! (Tee Pee Records'POB 20307/NY NY 10009-9991)
** Render Useless - s4 7" Chris Jensen and Mountain Records continue to give

us the most beautifully printed and conscientious heartfelt hardcore the scene has

to offer. Render Useless are from Canada - they’re great! They have a lot of soul

and play a diverse style of power and melody and intensity. I love these bands that

include booklets which talk about the emo connection to their band and ideas and

make the effort to have more than just (good thoughtful) lyrics - but also

explanations and expansions of their thoughts and ideas. This is something that

is continually inspiring to me - especially when it comes on top of a good band’s

music. Beautiful printing and all around inspiring. ($3 US/$4 CarYMex/$5 worlcK

MountairvTO Box 220320/ Greenpoint Stn/Brooklyn NY 11222)
** The Shit Split featuring Blatz and Filth 2xCD This is one of the all-time classic

releases representing the best time of East Bay Punk. My favorite thing about this

re-issue is the stories that members from each band tell about remembering their

time with the bands. I'm a sentimental sap and I’m proud to say that I remember

too. I got to see both of these bands when they were in their prime - when punk

rock was When I see flyers for the shows that I attended and lived and was part

of, I am amazed even myself. This split LP is the only record that Lookout has kept

in print and was also the only thing never put to CD, until now. And the main reason

why they did it was the realization that “the kids" don’t have turntables anymore

and could likely think that East Bay Punk is the mainstream representation the MTV
has shown it to be and so Filth and Blatz decided it was time to show those kids

“the slimy, puss-filled underbelly of east bay punk." Filth was my favorite - and

in my eyes they are quintessential punk raw in it’s rawest and truest form. And they

remain one of my all time favorites! I'm glad that I got to see Filth several times.

And though I never rode the Blatz band-wagon -
1 like them cause they were a major

part of that era and listening to them again I realize how much they did seep into

my bloodstream. I saw them at Gilman early in 1990 on my first time there - and

it was one of those moments that made my punk rock experience complete. So

- if you are an old-timer - this is cool cause it's got not just the split LP, but also

the 7"s and some misc. comp, tracks. And if you are a youngster who didn’t see

these bands and god forbid haven’t even heard them - then you gotta experience

East Bay Punk at it’s finest. (Do I sound like I’m writing a press release or what?)

(Lookout)

** The Unseen - Lower Class Crucifixion CD Having seen the Unseen several

times this year, I've grown quite fond of their Oi-Punk sound. And this full length

is awesome! It’s Oi-Streetpunk with the catch, hook and all out rock (and great

recording) needed to deliver the goods. All four of them sing and they switch

around instruments a bit - and they’re totally tight and punchy. All in all they’re a

mix of No Future Punk and Disorderly “Streetpunk” and some anarcho-punk too.

Good old punk that is fucking awesome!! (VMI/P0B 1 283/Franklin Park IL 60131)
*** Bov Sets Fire -The Day the Sun Went Out CD This band is awesome! I saw

them this summer and took an instant liking to them and this new recording is the

best I’ve heard. They’ve got a really good sound that draws on a lot of emo roots

and totally rocks out with an all powerful burst as well. The vocals are really

melodic - and man does he sing! But what makes this really rock my world is that

the melodic singing voice also screams and gets intense with the music and that

works for me. So take the emo, the melody, the power and explosive intensity and

you have an amazing band. Words and lyrics are good and meaningful and they

elaborate on that when they play live. (Initial Recordings)
*** Melmor - Punk Noz 7“ This is awesome!! Drawing on UK punk of both the

heavy crunchy Varukers style metal punk and The Levellers and their fiddle - this

creates a powerful and intense sound with a chugging guitar that is broken up and

enhanced by the violin. Awesome! I love the mix of Heavy powerful punk with the

Celtic folk vfolin! It’s like a mixture of two of my favorite styles of music in a way

that I have never heard before and it totally works and puts a big smile on my face!

This rocks!! It’s a new favorite!! I wrote the band and got an older demo tape

recording which further proved to me that this band is amazing and phenomenal

and hits a style that makes me exuberant! Great artwork too!! Yeah!!! (Mass Prod/

BP 287/35005 Rennes Cedex BRE TZH France)
*** Scrotum Grinder - s4 7” Holy shit! I wasn’t expecting to find myself a new

spine-chilling favorite band! This absolutely rocks my world!! Awesome metal-

punk with an absolutely amazing female vocalist!! Like a combination of a

Sacrilege, Damad and Nausea - this combines all of my favorite elements - a peace

punk gone metal grind kinda music with evil vocals (mostly a harsh female voice

(Sound Pollutiorv'PO Box 1774W Covington KY 41017)
*** The 4-Souares and Toucan Slam split CD When I was in Florida on New
Years Eve - these two bands played a house show with Kilara. It was such an

awkward weird night that I didn’t fully appreciate these two bands. But a lasting

impression formed and I’ve since sought out the 4 Squares 7" that I didn't think to

buy then and there. The 4-Squares in particular rock my world cause they play this

awesome super fast high energy style of punk that makes me really happy. It’s old-

style straight-forward pure punk. Just the kind of thing that gets under my skin with

an endearing quality that makes me obsessively and receptively listen. I love it!!

Toucan Slam blend well - with a similar old straight punk style - but with more

bubbling bass, a totally different style of vocals, and a less polished sound. And

while it’s real good -
1 still want to go back and listen to the 4-Squares some more.

(CD-$9aP-$7/Quincy Shanks/PO Box WWayne IL 60184-184)
*** The Weak Link Breaks/Jonah split 7"

It never ceases to amaze and impress

me the extent that some will go with their record design. I realize how much time

it takes to insert the little cards and glue individual contact photos onto the back

-
I appreciate those little parts. I also enjoy how the bands write these little

introductions about their emotional attachment to their band and their experiences.

And once I'm drawn in by these things— it’s only fitting that the bands are good

too. The Weak Link Breaks are a good emo hardcore band with a powerful energy

and a abrasive sound. The multiple vocals overtap and it all rocks my world -
1 really

like them!! Jonah, from Canada, are a bursting explosion of raw energy and

rasping screaming vocals with a powerful manic intensity and lots of ambient

traveling guitar. This is awesome, and not at all what I was expecting. There seems

to be this common link between a lot of bands from Quebec and Montreal (One

Eyed God Prophecy comes to mind) with this kind of abrasive raw sound. Three

thumbs up for this little gem!!! (Bug Records/9609 Pampas Dr/Chesterfield VA

23832) *** check address in Richmond
*** Wardance Orange/Ex-Members Of... 7" This split record was released with

the intention of a tour between these two bands. That tour was an utter disaster

with only one show happening - but I was a lucky one cause that one show was

at ABC No Rio and for all the 10 people that were there - it was awesome.

Wardance Orange are a great band from Richmond that I love. Their sound is a

good mix of melodic and aggressive hardcore with catchiness and harmonies

through the 3 vocals overlapping. These two songs sound a little bit rawer than

their other 7". Ex Members Of... (that's the name of the band) are from Atlanta and

they rock. I love Rob. And seeing them (and their buddies) reminded me of the

two times I’ve been down to the deep South this year. But this band rocks because

they have a great cross of ultra-melodic singing with aggressive rock-out hardcore.

The melody is really sing-songey - but something about the way Rob sings makes

me go “Man can he sing!" and just love it. A length explanation, yes... but

sometimes I just gotta go on and on. These two bands are awesome and I highly

recommend this - especially if you like your hardcore melodic and powerful with

a bit of emo! (Standfast Records/P0 Box 973/ Lilburn GA 30048)
**** Catharsis - Samsara CD I don’t think that there is any other band of late that

I have raved about as much as Catharsis. When I went on the road with Kilara there

were a bunch of shows with Catharsis - something I was excited about and

increasingly stoked about. They fucking rocked! They play the heavy hardcore

with a heavy metal fury with crunching chunky guitar and double bass drumming

that melted me. After seeing them like 5 times I just wanted to hear the new stuff

recorded - and then finally I got a tape of this and I listened to it diligently daily raving

and screaming about it. On my first listen I said they sounded like Iron Maiden (but

I never ever listen to Iron Maiden)... What I mean by that is that they have a serious

metal (and it’s old-school metal) fury. This is the kinda thing that makes me want

to throw my fists in the air and makes me think I might just go absolutely nuts.

Instead I usually feel the frenzy with a big smile on my face. They are still a furiously

heavy hardcore band with a lot of metal crunch and power. God damn - this is

fucking hot!! I love this more than words!! Three cheers, fuck yeahs - and all of

it to Catharsis for rocking my world!! ($1Q/Crimethlnc/2695 Rangewood dr/

Atlanta GA 30345)

4th Class - s4 7" Good straight-forward old styled punk rock! With a bit of pogo

beat, oi crossed with hardcore - musically energetic with distinct vocals. It’s good

old punk and one of the better ones Beer City has churned out. (Beer City/P0 Box

26036/Milw. Wl 53226-0035)

Abuso Sonoro - Revolte-Se!! 7" Heavy dual vocaled crust punk from Brasil with

a galloping charging beat, heavy distortion and deep gruff vocals. This is a

collection of tracks from various comps. Good powerful crust punk, which is a

genre I love! (Sin Fronteras Records/PO Box 8722/Mpls MN 55408)

Against -No Arms CD Though I've never heard of Against - they're a good tight

hardcore band from So. Cal of old. They have vocal patterns and music tonations

and patterns that remind me of Discharge. It’s got those leads that rise at the end

of a line and a general repetition likened to Discharge and Swedish HC. Since they

never released anything when they were together this contains the “lost LP" plus

a variety of other misc. recordings. (Grand Theft Audio/501 West Glen OaksBIvd.,

Suite 31y Glendale CA91202)

Anomie /Peu Eire split 7" Two bands from France. .. Anomie have a really

melodic clean sound, but they maintain a strong intensity and have a screaming

voice. Reminiscent of the DC Rites of Spring. Peu Etre are pretty emo - with a

similar style. They have a melodic base which gets rather chaotic and intense with

Armed & Hammered - More Punk Rock Than You 7" As far as I'm aware, this

must be an old recording cause Armed & Hammered haven't been for quite

awhile now. This has an old 77 style with a clean rockin’ style and oddly distinct

vocals. It’s good and catchy. (Subvert & Deny Records/PO Box 13381/

Chicago IL 60613)

Black Fork - Rock For Loot CD East Bay punk rock fronted by a female singer.

I’ve loved this band since the first 7"
I heard. It’s catchy, snotty, and in-your-

face with mustard with some of that raunchy rock n’ roll style behind it. I love

the galloping punchy beat and her vocals! This rocks! It also gives me hope

that Lookout is putting out some good stuff and once again looking to their East

Bay homefront. (Lookout Records)

Blood Sucking Freaks - s4 7" With that monotonous basic Discharge style

beat and gruff deep Doom style distorted vocals these guys are sticking with

the classic dis-punk style sounding very akin to Doom. While I do like this

style a lot - it’s also nothing new and the recording is thin and distorted.

They're from England and this is of the authentic members of this genre.

(SOA'Via Oderisi da Gubbio 6769/00146 Roma Italy)

Blue Meanies - Full Throttle CD This is awesome ska-punk! It’s full energy

with the full band deal with horns and all. It’s also got some reggae flair and the

vocals are especially good. It’s got a 50s flair too - kinda like a Batman theme

style underlying. Great listening! (Thick Records)

Bomb Squadron - Another Generation Lost 7" Oi!-Punk with a strong pogo-

punk beat, sing-a-long back-up vocals, rockin’ guitar leads and snotty nosed

vocals. Reminds me a bit of the Blanks, but the vocals aren’t that snotty. UK

influenced punk with songs about drinking every day and killing trendy punks.

(Black Hole Records/ 12 W. Willow Grove Ave/Phila PA 19118)
*

Borceoazo - tape A 6 band DIY compilation with really cool artwork and good

recordings, in Spanish . . La Nueva Ley is a good 80s punk sound, El Supelcro

Punk is a slower 77 style, Cadavers are really good metal punk, Argies is kind

of an old mid tempo sort, and I was just thinking of the Clash and lo and behold

“Police on My Back" come son in Spanish! Confusion Mental is pogo like the

Toy Dolls, with good sing-a-longs and Subversion is a melodic 77 style band...

that's just my half-assed descriptions, see what you think. (It says pay no more

than $6 from BA Underground Records/CC59 (CP 1613KRolvorines/Buenos

Aires Argentina) (-Gabe)

Bouncing Souls- stCD This is the Soulz Epitaph debut, and while I was heart-

wrenched for awhile, I got over it and realized that it was a logical step for them.

This new recording came as a bit of a surprise - it’s fast! Much faster than their

last stuff and picking up on more of their old hardcore roots, rather than

following along in the pop-punk trend. Of course, it's the Soulz, so it’s still

catchy and full of their fun-loving high-packed energy. I’ll always love them!

(Epitaph)

Christian Science A.D. - Speed Freaks CD This is one of the most under

appreciated bands that I can think of. They are really good and I’ve always

enjoyed them - both on their last 7" and when I see them live. They hold onto

their roots from the mid-80s when hardcore crossed with some speed-metal

influence and made bands like the Accused and DRI. But what makes these

guys really great is that they have a totally unique sound that mixed up fast

raging speed and metal guitars with a really catchy upbeat punk style and stand

out vocals that roll with the music. I like the blend of styles - especially since

it’s of the sort that I don't see much of. (MotherBox Records/60 Denton Ave/

East Rockaway NY 11518)

Coche Bomba - Via La Dereliccion 7" Rotating between clear sing-speak

French with melodic emo music and manic bursts of chaotic thrash. The

chaotic thrash is a bit much for me, yet the diversity is nice. Really nice hand-

done cover printing! (Bad Card Records/48, me du Potagei/91 270 Vigneux Sur

Seine/France)

Combat Wounded Veteran - 11 song 7" Abrasive and totally brutal! Fast

thrashing with raw vocaled screaming and agonizing. This is fast noisy stuff

with some discordant mayhem too. (SSppd^O Box 898/ Largo FL 33779-

0898)

Curbside - s4 7" Based on the flyers inside, I’d say this is an old So-Cal band

from the skate-rock era. Good up-front hardcore punk with punch, power and

speed. And a little bit of funk too. This label has some good stuff. This one has

some crazy colored splatter vinyl. (Mass Prod/BP 287/35005 Rennes Cedex

BRE 1ZH France)

D.D.I. - Pazzi da Asporto 10" This Italian band is really cool cause they go

beyond just being a band. They’re really into supporting the DIY scene and do

a lot of active stuff. The booklet that comes with this is cool - it’s big (half English

half Italian) and gives some info on their views. Musically this is good as well

- fast hardcore punk. Cool. (Agipunx c4) Milani Giampierc/CP 63/27100 Pavia

Italy)

Dancing French Liberals of ’48 - Ain’t Got A Prayer 7" I’m familiar with this

band by name, but I don't really know why. Unfortunately this comes with no

additional info, so I don’t even know where the band is from. They play a real

rock-n-roll style with a classic guitar sound and an energetic upbeat style.

(Panic/Via Delgi Ausoni, 84/00185 Roma/Italy)

Danger Mouse/ Pretentious Assholes split 7" Danger Mouse are a crust-

punk band with fast speed and held-together structure. Pretentious Assholes



around good energy and good vibe from this band. Comes with a list of contacts

for various activist groups and book distros and stuff - which is 'cool too.

Awesome! ($3.50ppc/34 Carriage Ln/Englishtown NJ 07726)
* The Loudmouths - Gone Prinkin’ 7" As I’ve said before -

1 like this band. Four

short rockin' tunes of snotty punk fronted by female vocals. They’ve got a really

catchy sound that’s got a clean garage style guitar and a touch of Oi-Streetpunk

- and it's super catchy and just rocks!! It’s got more of a punk sound than some
of the raunchy girl rock of this realm. This is awesome!! (New Red Archives)

* Up Against - War Will Never End 7" This is awesome powerful crust punk

from the French Canadians. With a strong crushing power, galloping speed,

slightly metallic guitars and good throaty gruff vocals that roll with it. It’ s got the

right dose of all these elements and has a catchiness as well -
1 really like this.

They’ve got a strong drinking attitude with pictures of them passed out all over.

($4ppc/Drunk Records/P0 Box 47642/Montreal, QC H2H 258/Canada)
**

El Oopa - 1332 LP There's been a lot of talking and raving about this East

Bay band - and there’s also been a name change. The first time I listened to this

I was in emo-turmoil and this was so depressing I couldn’t stand it (but I

acknowledge the power to affect a mood to strongly). But now, with a better

state of mind and more listens -
1
quite like it. I associate El Dopa with the

Neurosislogical Nonsense family of heavy crust-metal punk-core. El Dopa

seem to retain a lot of the punk rooted East Bay hardcore style. Vocally this

sounds identical to Kirk from Buzzoven and slower parts musically as well. It’s

got some slow heavy ominous metallic moodiness to it and a strong dose of (old

good) Buzzoven. (East Bay Menace/PO Box 331 3/ Oakland CA 94609)

Hoist A Few - No Serious Shit CD This is awesome heavy punk!! The sort

that I have never heard before and it totally works and puts a big smile on my face!

This rocks!! It’s a new favorite!! I wrote the band and got an older demo tape

recording which further proved to me that this band is amazing and phenomenal

and hits a style that makes me exuberant! Great artwork too!! Yeah!!! (Mass Prod/

BP 287/35005 Rennes Gedex BRE 1 ZH France)
*** Scrotum Grinder -s4 7" Holy shit! I wasn’t expecting to find myself a new

spine-chilling favorite band! This absolutely rocks my world!! Awesome metal-

punk with an absolutely amazing female vocalist!! Like a combination of a

Sacrilege, Damad and Nausea - this combines all of my favorite elements - a peace

punk gone metal grind kinda music with evil vocals (mostly a harsh female voice

- but it mixes up dual vocals too). Heavy powerful complex chunky crust-metal

punk. God i love this! ! They’re from Florida and this is the first time I 've ever heard

of them - and I’m totally captivated and hooked and I want to hear more! Good

artwork and lyrics and this absolutely rocks!!!! ($3ppd US/$4 sui/$5 airmail world/

Burrito Records/PO Box 3209/ Brandon FL 33509-3204)
*** Sink/Hellnation split 7" There’s been a lot of raving about SINK for good

reason— this is awesome powerful brutal dual vocaled punk rock! Whew -
1 love

it! ! Reminds me of the earlier influx of ENT and (crust-core) UK bands who created

a whole new genre with dual vocaled mayhem and heavy powerful grinding guitars.

It's a vaguely familiar sound and style and it absolutely rocks!! And while Sink are

right up my alley, Hellnation are a blast beat of brutal trashing mayhem, which

would normally go over my head - however - they create such a whirlwind, that

even I am swept up in it. There are just enough hooks to lure me in. And they are

amazingly fast and bom of pure thrashing power sure to knock you back a few

steps. Live, I think I’d be completely captivated. Wow - this whole record rocks!

hardcore band from So. Cal of old. They have vocal patterns and music tonations

and patterns that remind me of Discharge. It’s got those leads that rise at the end

of a line and a general repetition likened to Discharge and Swedish HC. Since they

never released anything when they were together this contains the “lost LP" plus

a variety of other misc. recordings. (Grand Theft Audic/501 West Glen Oaks Blvd.,

Suite 313/Glendale CA91202)

Anomie /Peu Etre split 7" Two bands from France.... Anomie have a really

melodic clean sound, but they maintain a strong intensity and have a screaming

voice. Reminiscent of the DC Rites of Spring. Peu Etre are pretty emo - with a

similar style. They have a melodic base which gets rather chaotic and intense with

manic outbursts and raw vocals. A good mix of bands for a split - both in the

melodic emo extreme style. ($5 ppd/Ape Records/Gilles & Kathleen Simonneai/

80 Rue des Chaises/45140 St. Jean de la Ruelle/France)

Anti-Flaq/The Dread split LP pic, disk This is a live recording - done before Anti-

Flag’s full length CD came out. This has songs that are on the CD as well as a

couple other ones. If you like Anti-Flag - well then - here you go - eat it up. They're

an awesome band. They play catchy punk rock with sing-a-long snotty vocals and

a rockin’ tempo! The Dread are good upbeat energetic straight-forward punk. This

is the best stuff that I’ve heard from them! (Clearview Records/2157 Pueblo Dr/

Garland TX 75040 and Six Weeks/225 Lincoln Ave/Cotati CA 94931)

Apartment 213/Gehenna split 7" Apartment 21 3 have a fast thrashy grindcore

style mixing blast beats with slow grungey parts. Not really my thing. Gehenna

however, have a much fuller sound that is heavy with more metal. With evil

sounding vocals and a manic intensity — I like Gehenna. (Crimethlnc/ 2695

Rangewood Dr/Atlanta GA 30345)

half Italian) and gives some info on their views. Musically this is good as well

- fast hardcore punk. Cool. (Agipunx of) Milani Giampierc/CP 63^27 1 00 Pavia

Italy)

Dancing French Liberals of ’48 - Ain’t Got A Prayer 7“ I’m familiar with this

band by name, but I don’t really know why. Unfortunately this comes with no

additional info, so I don’t even know where the band is from. They play a real

rock-n-roll style with a classic guitar sound and an energetic upbeat style.

(Panic/ Via Delgi Ausoni, 84/00185 Roma^ltaly)

Danger Mouse/ Pretentious Assholes split 7“ Danger Mouse are a crust-

punk band with fast speed and held-together structure. Pretentious Assholes

have a heavy throbbing fuzzed out distortion that plays on speed vs. sludge.

Both bands have a good heart - while neither really do too much for me. (Thug

Lif©/429 Circle Ave/Forest Park IL 60130)

Dead Patriot -s4 7" This Florida band got brought to my attention by Shant from

Mass Media (who also released this record). They’re a political thrash punk

band. The vocal styles are dominant with one voice that mushes along like

Crucifix - in a way that you can't really understand while the other voice is really

deep and throaty. Musically it’s got a metal crunch and a grinding pace with

lighter airy guitar leads spicing it up. (Penske Materia/ P0 Box 2692/ Costa

Mesa CA 92626)

Deface - Government Denies Knowledge 7" This is great: tight, fast, in your

face hardcore. With a galloping drum beat, deep vocals and a straight-forward

old-school sound - this rocks! (Beer City Records)

Difekto-Detrimentotape South-American punk-core of the heavy crust-punk

sort. While the tape recording is raw - it’s okay and gets the music across. It's
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okay. Nothing great - but I listened to the whole thing and found it to be a decent

listen cause it’s the type of stuff that I like. ($3ppd/Sin Fronteras Record^PO

Box 8722/Mpls MN 55408)

Dimestore Haloes - Thrill City Crime Control CD Snotty vocaled rock n' roll

post punk style like Social Distortion with a little bit of Rancid. With a classic

clean rock n’ roll guitar sound and snotty vocals. While it’s not something I 'd

probably listen to, it’s not bad. (VMl/POB 183/Pranklin Park IL 60131)

Disaaree/Unqovern-Mental split 7“ Since the side with Ungovern-Mental is

so hard to read due to the extreme spiney letters, I wonder how many people

think this is just a 7" by Disagree. Prior to this, I’d never heard of either of these

Montreal bands. Disagree have dual vocals and a fast and heavy sound with

strong bubbling bass. Ungovern-Mental have a more thrashy and distorted

style with fast short songs. A good one for those who like political thrashing

hardcore. (Profane Existence/PO Box 8722/Mpls MN 55408)

Disco Crisis /The Cancerous Reagans split 7" This has been out for quite

awhile now and I should have gotten it reviewed long ago - especially since both

these bands are good old punk rock from Pennsylvania (not something I’d

usually overlook). The Cancerous Reagans are good basic punk rock with a

catchy beat and clearly understood vocals. Disco Crisis are a little bit more

notable for me - straight-up punk with female vocals and boys on back-up

vocals. Basically a catchy style with enough power and intensity to really get

me. (Cl Records/739 Manor Street Lancaster PA 17603)

Disenchanted/The Twenty-Twos split 7" The Disenchanted are from upstate

NY, I saw them and thought they were good. They play a catchy "fuck-you”

snotty nosed styled punk. The Twenty-Twos are from the DC area, they’ve got

an old hardcore style with back-up chorus, a fast driving beat and a good straight

ahead sound. Both are old straight styled hardcore and punk. (MotherBox

Records/60 Denton Ave/E. Rockaway NY 11518)

Dog On A Rope - Rope Raae 7“ We’ve had some of these records for sale with

Tribal War for awhile now, and I had no idea that this was so good. It reminds

me of old UK punk of a political anarcho-peace punk nature - the more melodic

sung stuff - like the Mob or Zounds. Strong messages and really good catchy

songs that have a song-a-long style and strong English accent which is loud and

clear. It all has a skin-tingling power. Wow - great stuff I can't believe I over-

looked it for so long. (Whisper Records distributed by Active/AM Active/London

WC1N3XX/ England)

East Coast Panic/The Severed split 7“ On the last 7“
I was really impressed

with East Coast Panic - and once again they've got a couple of really good dual

(male and female) vocaled punk rock with a strong driving pogo beat. The

Severed are a new one for me to hear - they’re a straight-forward high energy

punk band with a strong driving beat. ($3ppcf/Noxious Released Maplecrest

Dr/Danbury CT 06811)

Endeavor/Envv split 7" This is one that I didn’t even realize was a split 7" until

I had it open and saw that Envy is from Japan. They’ve got strong rasping vocals

and a heavy complex and powerful hardcore sound Endeavor are a good heavy

hardcore band from New Jersey -
1 really like them so I’m kinda surprised that

I’ve never seen them. A good split here! (HG Fact)0

Enemy Soil - The Ruins of Eden CD This is Enemy Soil with a full band and

drummer. Good heavy hardcore with blaring thrashing speed for most of it.

Following in the footsteps of Assuck. This is more thrashy than I like - but I like

it more than I expected. There’s a live set on the end of the new recordings.

(Clean Plate'POB 709/Hampshire College/Amherst MA 01002)

Eternafnocencia-tape 1 5 or 20 minutes of some pretty damn good melodic

old hardcore kinda music from Argentina. Can I even use that “melodic" word

anymore without making everyone run screaming for the hills from some
hideously syrupy frat boy power punk pop trio? But this is a Social Unrest or

old 7 Seconds kinda melodic, lots of speed changes, good variety of songs,

good music. Lyrics on social sorts of issues in Spanish & English. (La Union

Records'CC 3288 (CP 1000KBuenos Aires/ Argentina) (-Gabe)

Everything Went Black - demo tape This is a great demo tape. Tight crunchy

metallic punk-hardcore. It’s well recorded, has a good sound and it’s of a style

- heavy and powerful - that I like. A Motorhead cover will give you an idea of

where they’re coming from. (1705 Summit Ave. #205/Seattle Wa 98122)

Extreme Noise Terror - Damage 381 CD As long as I ’ve been a follower of ENT,

hearing this new stuff, which is quite a departure from their punk roots is odd

and makes me feel like they shouldn’t even use the same name cause it’s just

not the same band. This has Barney from Napalm Death on vocals and has

turned into a full death metal sound. Don’t get me wrong - it is good - and I like

it. It’s got a heavy full sound with blast beats as well as slow and heavy parts

and guttural vocals - all of which mixes well. But... as far as ENT goes - this is

way different. I think this is a case of old fans saying “What the fuck”, while a

whole new audience takes note. And that was probably the idea. (Earache)

Fat Day - Smell Me Silly! 7" This is spastic and quirky, with short bursts of

craziness. It sort of has it’s own sound and style - and all I can really say is that

it’s odd. (HG Fact)

Five By Nine -s4 7" Melodic hardcore that is really poppy. I like the vocals and

the wav thev harmonize and roll alnnn with the music and he reallv sinns

Argentina, (oti Frost Bite Terrero 2217 (1416) Bs As Argentina) (-Gabe)

FYM - Free Your Mind 7" High energy galloping beat pop punk with semi-snotty

vocals and back-up chorus. They’re from Nova Scotia. This comes with a booklet,

patch and sticker and has 6 songs. (Subprofit Records/POB 34029/Scotia Sq/

RPQ/Halifax, Nova Scotia/B3J 3S1 Canada)

Gondolier - yt 7" This is so melodic and down beat that it doesn’t do a thing for

me. The little guitar ditties do finally burst out, but it still doesn’t move me, but it

does get very emo. (Makoto Recordings/P0 Box 50403/Kalamazoo Ml 49005)

Halokrone - Celestial Sphere 7" This got recommended to me as being

comparable to Uranus - that French Canadian abrasive discordant sound. And yes,

this follows suit. With a spastic and raw manic grating style - they explode. It’s

always a fine line for me with this extreme discordant complex stuff for me and

while it’s good - it’s a bit more grating and spastic and technical than my ta. ss

dig. (Winter Records/P0 Box 43022/London Ontario N6C 6A2/ Canada'

Harsh /Shitfit split 7" Two anarcho-punk thrash bands from French Canada.

Harsh play slow and heavy and fast and thrashy with deep vocals. Shitfit are all

about the blast-beat mayhem style thrash. It’s manic yet has a solid structure

underlying Vocals are

deep and growling.

($4ppd/Fox Record/PO

Box 51039/316 St. Jo-

seph Est/ Quebec PQ

G1K8Z7 Canada)

Hickey -First album re-

releasedonCD There’s

some pretty interesting

comic type artwork in

here, plus the great line

“Gods are mean... but

people are worse.” They

walk a pretty good line

between humor and sin-

cerity. Some heavy,

some fast; fucked up

samples, and some end-

less heavy Butthole Surf-

ers sort of instrumental

jams at the end that I

liked , some pretty louse

weirdness that maybe a

HuskerDu “Zen Arcade"

kindofmishmosh. Chris

couldn’t hack it, but I

kinda liked it. And hope-

fully their sense of cult

collective destiny will indeed land them on the high road that connects Valhalla to

the crappy alleys and street corners of degenerated modern vapid America. (Probe

Records/PO Box 506&'' Pleasanton CA 94566) (-Gabe)

Hoodrat - Fuck Corporate Punk 7
M

I like this Canadian band. They have a really

neat sound which is dominated by the strong up front female vocals that have a

sing-songey half spoken rolling sound while the music is kinda in the background

with a catchy upbeat style. They cover “Til The Pigs Come Round” by the

Subhumans, and have a good attitude. ($3ppd/1 01 1 Upper Middle Rd. East/Suite

#131 4/Oakville, Ontario, L6H 5Z9 Canada)

Hot Water Music - You Can Take The Bov Out of Bradenton 7"
I think that I’ve

come around a bit on this band and realized what they're about and that they are

not only really good but they are also doing something pretty unique. With a very

melodic and harmonic sing-songey style, they mix in really heavy power and

crunch. It is heavy on the melodic emo with talent and a lot of soul in what they

do. Awesome artwork as well. (Schematics Records - no address)

I Farm - So My Kids Won’t Have To CD Really good fast high speed hardcore

punk. This is straight-forward tight stuff that I have a hard time coming up with

unique words for - but it's damn good. If you listen to this a few times, see them,

realize they’re cool and then fall in love with them. Totally solid old school punk-

hc mix. (Creep Records/Ste 220/252 E. Market St/West Chester PA 19381 and

Crap Records/POB 305/East Chester NY 10709)

Illegal Ideas - Quando La Musica Morira 10“ This reminds me of some Mexican

punk bands - the vocal style in particular reminds me of Dogma Mundista - except

that this band is Italian - so they're singing in Italian (not Spanish). Musically this

has a serious metal crunch in the ggitars that gives the speed a thrashing hardcore

sound. This was recorded in 1 988 though it has just been released and it comes

with a big fold out poster with lyrics and infcyfctories about the band - but it’s all in

Italian. (Agipunx 0/0 Milani Giampiero/CP 63/27100 Pavia Italy)

Inhumanity - Your Future Lies Smoldering at the Feet of the Robots 7" Each

one of these comes with a unique found photo attached to the front which is pretty

fun. And they’ve coined a slogan: “Emo Violence" which makes me smile. I love

Inhumanity - cause they’re crazy and sweet at the same time. They are totally

manic - playing a furious and spastic very urgent kind of mayhem. I wouldn’t

nrnhahh/ listen to them nn vinvl hv choice - hut I would definitely no well out of mv

a rockin’ poppy beat with some of that raunchy girl rock style. They do a New
Model Army cover which is awesome. This is a pretty good one that is a keeper.

(New Red Archives)

Jihad - New Testament 7
M
Discordant and blasting with an abrasive noisy edge.

The rasping and grating vocals have a really predominant part of this whole sound

which is raw and abrasive. (Makato Recordings/PO Box 50408/ Kalamazoo Ml

49005)

Jobbvkrust/Viktors Hofnarren split LP Jobbykrust are right up my alley - metallic

crust punk with dual male and female vocals. Good powerful stuff Viktors

Hofnarren are a good pair cause they play a crusty kinda hardcore as well - but

they style is more thrashy and a bit more abrasive. Both are good - but my favorite

is Jobbykrust. (Maximum Voice/ Postfach 26/04256 Leipzig/Germany)

Jouoh Dawn Baker/Vade split 1
2"

Jough Dawn Baker are following that Eastern

Canadian hardcore trend of playing really discordant and abrasive raw and noisy

thrash with a touch of emo thrown in. While Vade have this progressive post-

hardcore style with slow parts with a snotty (and irritating) spoken voice and then

the outburst pals where the discordant beats rock out. I don’t like it nearly as much
- in fact it’s really

pretty annoying. I

do like the unique

brown cardboard

package this

record comes in.

(Henry’s Finest

Recordings/
16128 NE 145th

StreeVWoodinville

WA 98072)

Kathode -We Are

Anti-Nazi, Anti-

National War 7"

This is powerful

heavy thrash with

lots of distortion

and raw vocals. I

like it, cause it’s

got plenty of raw

abrasive thrash -

but it also keeps it

all in check with

some heavy chug-

ging - and the mix

works well. The

vocals are deep

and gruff and

throaty. They're from Michigan, but this is released in Japan. ($5ppd air in US/

$6ppdCan€ur/DeniedACustonr/c4)YoshiyukiTakahash/3-5-1 2-106 HashigadaK

Narita-shi, Chiba, 286, Japan)

King For A Day 7" MELODIC and HARMONIC emo stuff. Vocals are prominent with

2 sing-songey voices. Not my thing -
1 don’t like it. (Initial Records/POB 17131/

Louisville KY 40217)

Kort Process - Svart Nott 2x7“ This is really awesome heavy hardcore with full

power and a brutal urgent intensity - and it rocks too! 1 6 new songs on this double

T in a beautiful package with nice design as I've seen before with HeartFirst

Records. Kort Process are from Norway - and play “traditional Norwegian

hardcore” . This is heavy powerful stuff, played fast and tight with a galloping beat,

and a really deep gruff voice at the forefront. This is great and it rocks too!!

(HeartFirst Records/Bockhstr.39/1 0967 Berlin/Germany. Available in the US from

Vacuurry/PO Box 40959/SF CA 94140)

Krema-1 - Utopia Unincorporated 7" These guys have revived the old days of

anarcho peace punk in the UK, and honed in on the Peni and Crass style. With a

really bouncy beat and a lot of high-end and no power distortion, with a straight raw

sound. They have a distinct sound and do it well and Stan’s voice rolls with it all

really well. They’ve got really strong lyrics which are backed up by explanations

and when they play by a lot of dialog. It’s cool to see a style brought back and

remembered that isn’t the same thing everyone else is holding onto.

Krzvcz - Novum 7“ Malarie continually brings us these Polish gems. This is good

- it’s heavy with a layer of distortion and vibrancy mixed with the vocals and horns

which have a weird ominous evil sound. (Malarie Records/ Martin Valasek/

Gladrolowa 22/60-175 Poznan Poland)

Last of the Juanitas/Shit Bastard split LP Ya gotta love a name like Shit Bastard

It sounds like the wrong speed - it is manic fast with a high end pitched guitar. The

best part is the vocals - which are deep and distorted and cool. Overall though -

I don't like it cause it sounds wrong. Last of the Juanitas play these jazzey jam

kinda ditties that in my world suck. If you skip through the record - all the parts

sound the same and there are no vocals. Yuck. (Culture & Value Records/P0 Box

1799/Flagstaff AZ 86002)

Leap Frog Society - Don’t Get Caught 7" A nice DIY effort with silkscreened cover

on a beer box. It's home recorded, but it’s Drettv rouoh and a few vears aao

care for it. It reminds me of some strange artistic poetry jam. There is some

song structure - with a slow psycho-billy Cramps style and one part reminded

me of the Suicidal Tendencies -
“I saw your mommy and your mommies

dead"... But I find that it just irritates me and I don't have the patience to listen

through it. (Pink Hippo Rec/PO Box 19896/Oklahoma OK 73144-0896)

Lockweld - Machines of War 7" Industrial machine noise with a bass deep

throb underlying to rattle your chest. The electronics, machines and samples

don't go anywhere though which leaves this totally uninteresting and taking

monotony to a new place— boring and uneventful. (Tee pee/POB 20307/NY

NY 10009-9991)

M.D.M. - Laced Up Mary ep 7“ MDM are an awesome UK punk band who are

keeping the early 80s style alive. Fronted by an awesome female singer - MDM
have been a favorite for awhile now. The layout is sparse with no lyrics or

anything, and I hate the cover with a punk girls hips and garters. Their sound

on this record is different with a more progressed mello sound and less punk

urgency. Reminds me when some of the 82 punk bands started going with the

new wave pop sound a bit. I like the older stuff more. (Weird Records/ 61

London Rd/Balderton, NewaWNotts NG24 3AG/England)

Media Blitz - Punk Ain’t Dead! 7"
I put this on to Side B first which has a song

that pretty much consists of “Fuck You, Fuck You"... said super fast with a

straight old school punk style. It's good old punk rock... the kinda thing that

sounds good but has nothing to get me really excited either. It does have a nicer

cover than most of the Beer City records. (Beer City Records)

Medium/al8 split 7" Both bands are from Ohio. Medium are abrasive with a

discordant style and sometimes spoken vocals that then burst into raw

screams. Good powerful emo-HC. al8 have a much more melodic emo style,

with sing-song and screaming vocals - but they don't forget the aggression

either. (Passacaglia/POB 3593/Cols. OH 43201)

Mexican Power Authority - Mikro Vivace ep 7" An experimental noise band

from Poland which is just bad. And while the other has a bit more song structure

- it's noisy, spastic and still not good (Malarie Records/ Martin Valasek

Gladrolowa 22/60-175 Poznan Poland)

Misanthropists/Christian Prohibition split 7" Highly distorted and muddled,

fast metallic thrashing grindcore from the Misanthropists. And dual vocaled

heavy sludgy grind from Christian Prohibition. ($3ppd/ Chris Stamm/528

School St/Fremont CA 94536)

Motive - A Doctrine of Scripted Torture 7" A good dose of powerful heavy

hardcore of the complex sort. Three long songs that weave discordant urgent

beats with high end distortion and a hard hitting power - making a full sound.

(Exit Records/PO Box 263/New York NY 10012)

Murdock - s4 CD I was immediately intrigued by the unique package - a

cardboard envelope with a booklet inside... and nice scratchy artwork on the

cover. I listened to it and liked it. It’s abrasive discordant and disjointed manic

hardcore with raw vocals and a NY feel. There’s something in the harsh vocals

that reminds me of Filth, in the same way that Halfman did. While I was on tour,

I realized that no one has heard of this band - which is too bad - cause this is

a really good extreme emo-hardcore kinda band that is worth taking note of.

(City Lights Records/176 Getz Ave/Staten Island NY 10312)

Nitrominds - s4 CD This is a good Brazilian pop-punk band. It’s melodic and

catchy with good hooks and catches and grooves. A galloping speed and

harmonic multiple vocals all make it really good. But... while acknowledging

that, it’s really not my thing. (Peculio Discos/Caixa Postal.993/Santos SP/CEP

11001-970 Brasil)

No Fraud - Babewatch V Snotty whiny vocaled upbeat punk with an

aggressive fast kickin’ hardcore style. It’s got a shameful cover and name

playing off of Bay Watch but comes with lots of recommended contacts for

social awareness and action. ($3ppcKTruth Music/475 Foxglove Rd/Venice

FL 34293)

No Reason - XXX 7" Buffalo NY-HC in the old tradition of straight forward finger

pointing. High speed galloping drum beat and chugging guitars - just like the

old days. (Immigrant Sun Records/PO Box 421/Buffalo NY 14223)

One Common Voice - Freedom Not Fascism 7" East Bay Menace branched

out and found a great band from Louisiana with a strong Oi-Streetpunk style that

incorporates the gruff heavy vocals and tonalities. Parts have a touch of

Swedish HC or a newer HC style - which makes a great mix. But for the most

part this is highly UK oi-punk influenced. (East Bay Menace PO Box 3313/

Oakland CA 94609)

Outrage - Between Brackets 7“
I reallv like this one. They’re from Belgium and

play heavy hardcore with noisy abrasive discordant guitars and harsh vocals

and a touch of emo. The recording has a hollow thin sound, but it adds to the

raw sound. Good lyrics and attitude as well, dealing a lot with animal rights and

eco stuff. Thumbs up! ($5ppcKDay One (/o Nico/Kapelstraat 56/2275 Lille

Belgium)

Pinhead Circus - Detailed Instruction for the Self-Involved CD In the world

of pop-punk this is a fine example of the good sort that I like. Pinhead Circus

remind me of a cross between the Bouncing Souls and Plow United. They've

got an invigorating energy and lots of hooks and catches which hold me. (BYO)

Positive Negative - Cut The Crap... 7" This is a new band made up of some
members from classic Finnish hands It’s hardcore nunk - and it’s nnnd hut



not the same band. This has Barney from Napalm Death on vocals and has

turned into a full death metal sound. Don’t get me wrong - it is good - and I like

it. It’s got a heavy full sound with blast beats as well as slow and heavy parts

and guttural vocals - all of which mixes well. But... as far as ENT goes - this is

way different. I think this is a case of old fans saying “What the fuck", while a

whole new audience takes note. And that was probably the idea. (Earache)

Fat Day - Smell Me Silly! 7” This is spastic and quirky, with short bursts of

craziness. It sort of has it’s own sound and style - and all I can really say is that

it’s odd. (HG Fact)

Five Bv Nine - si 7" Melodic hardcore that is really poppy. I like the vocals and

the way they harmonize and roll along with the music and he really sings .

They’re likened to The Damned and Youth Brigade and recommended for fans

of Pennywise and Strung Out. (Soda Jerk/PO Box 4056/Boulder CO 80306)

Forward - Feel the Core of Self ep 7" Only 2 songs at 45 goes by really fast.

This is good heavy Japanese hardcore with a manic urgent style that I’ve come

to expect. But there are also some really wanky guitar leads. (HG Fact)

Four Rose Society - Blueprints to Destroy the Universe CD Punk-HC with a

strong likening to old DC HC style - like early Soulside. With a melodic yet driving

force, raw sung vocals and an emotional style. I quite like it. It’s a long CD too.

($7ppd/Whitchouse Records/830 Baylor Wissman Rd/Lanesville IN 47136)

Fun People- Kim Kum CD These people are quite a lot of fun to see play, great

energy and sense of humor, and that definitely comes out on this, in a pretty wild

ride of creativity through silliness and seriousness with a lot of interesting

elements and instruments mixed in... Comes with big booklet of lyrics and

-excellent close ups of the guy picking his nose. Defies description, as original

music should; maybe like SNFU on a lot more acid - fun and good. They’re from

that this band is Italian - so they’re singing in Italian (not Spanish). Musically this

has a serious metal crunch in the gyitars that gives the speed a thrashing hardcore

sound. This was recorded in 1 988 though it has just been released and it comes

with a big fold out poster with lyrics and infoStories about the band - but it’s all in

Italian. (Agipunx c/o Milani Giampiero/CP 63^27100 Pavia Italy)

Inhumanity - Your Future Lies Smoldering at the Feet of the Robots 7" Each

one of these comes with a unique found photo attached to the front which is pretty

fun. And they've coined a slogan: “Emo Violence" which makes me smile. I love

IrvHumanity - cause they’re crazy and sweet at the same time. They are totally

manic - playing a furious and spastic very urgent kind of mayhem. I wouldn’t

probably listen to them on vinyl by choice - but I would definitely go well out of my

way to see them live. (HH c4) New Clear Days/91 9 Sumter St/Columbia SC 29201

)

Ink & Dagger -si CD I don’t understand what all the rave over this band is about.

Okay - so they dress up and paint theirfaces like vampires. Fine. Musically though

- this is irritating dis-jointed spastic discordant stuff with grating vocals. It doesn't

float my boat at all. (Initial Records/PO Box 171 31/ Louisville KY 40217)

Ire -si 7“
I last heard Ire on the split 1 2“ with Seized. They’ve got a heavy full sound

with a lot discordant guitars that’s a mix of emo and metal. They’ve got a very full

sound with complex layers mixing slow sludge with heavier rockin’ power and

mystical death metal overtones. It’s also got a beautiful printed cover (done by

Yannick). I’m continually drawn to these French Canadian bands -
1 think they’ve

got their own sound going and it’s one I like. (Schema/PO Box 1 1 61/Battle Creek

Ml 49016-1161)

Jacked Killed Jill... CD I don’t like the cover at all which mocks that old 60s style

design with “Stereo" emphasized. But moving beyond that, this is California style

snotty punk that is pretty good. Fronted by female vocals with a snotty sound and

EalftSmall

new cds from fat

write for a free catalog of records, shirts and

shit FAT Wreck Chords po box 133690 San

Francisco, CA 94119 usa

which have a weird ominous evil sound. (Malarie Records/ Martin Valasel/

Gladrolowa 22/60-175 Poznan Poland)

Last of the Juanitas/Shit Bastard split LP Ya gotta love a name like Shit Bastard.

It sounds like the wrong speed - it is manic fast with a high end pitched guitar. The

best part is the vocals - which are deep and distorted and cool. Overall though -

I don’t like it cause it sounds wrong. Last of the Juanitas play these jazzey jam

kinda ditties that in my world suck. If you skip through the record - all the parts

sound the same and there are no vocals. Yuck. (Culture & Value Records/PO Box

1799^ Flagstaff AZ 86002)

Leap Froo Society - Don’t Get Cauoht 7" A nice DIY effort with silkscreened cover

on a beer box. It’s home recorded, but it’s pretty rough and a few years ago

probably would have been a demo tape rather than a 7" record. It’s not bad,

definitely a good effort of decent punk rock with good lyrics and no frills. If they

stick with it, it’ll only get better. (Mark/Box 73034Tas Vegas NV 89170-3034)

Left For Dead/Chokehold Live split 1
2"

This is a brand new release with live sets

from these Canadian Hardcore bands. Chokehold already have a strong reputation

for their heavy punchy hardcore sound. What is cool about this live set is that you

can hear the strong views and what the singer has to say about their songs. Left

For Dead are also a really good hardcore band with a heavy distorted bass and a

bit of discordant spazzing. A good couple of bands. (Rhythm Of Sickness

Records^B Richmond St/Ontario N6A 3C7 Canada)

Lifetime - The Bov’s No Good 45 7" This comes in an old-fashioned looked 45

sleeve. It’s got 2 songs, surprisingly short for a 7". I don’t like these songs nearly

as much as theirfull length. The B side on this is really sing-songey and yucky pop

that sounds like a theme song for a John Hughes movie.. (Jade Tree)

Little Turkey - The Destruction of Hemlock tape This is weird and I don’t much

THE CHITZ
11-songLP

TTndei>two-mlxmte
songs of fast-paced
punk/Hardcore,
withpowerful

estrogen-fueledvocals,
includes a sticker

and a lyric booklet.

play heavy hardcore with noisy abrasive discordant guitars and narsn vocais

and a touch of emo. The recording has a hollow thin sound, but it adds to the

raw sound. Good lyrics and attitude as well, dealing a lot with animal rights and

eco stuff. Thumbs up! ($5ppd/Day One c/o Nicc/Kapelstraat 56/2275 Lille

Belgium)

Pinhead Circus - Detailed Instruction for the Self-Involved CD In the world

of pop-punk this is a fine example of the good sort that I like. Pinhead Circus

remind me of a cross between the Bouncing Souls and Plow United. They've

got an invigorating energy and lots of hooks and catches which hold me. (BY0)

Positive Negative - Cut The Crap... 7" This is a new band made up of some

members from classic Finnish bands. It’s hardcore punk - and it’s good, but

there isn’t anything about it that stands out or makes an impact on me. It’s the

kinda thing that is good while I’m listening to it, but I probably wouldn’t go out

of my way to track it down either. (The End/Jakke Jarvensivuntie 19R/33100

Tampere Finland)

Runt of the Litter Vol. 2 CD Oh boy, how the hell does one describe a

compilation with 34 different bands on it? All the bands are from New England.

As you can imagine, there’s a decent variety on here, which in addition to being

the spice of life truly makes a long compilation bearable and enjoyable... Mostly

in the raw 4 chord ABAB type punk realm with a little ska, pop, and political stuff

mixed in... good introduction to a lot of bands, some good stuff, but somehow

nothing really stands out so incredibly well to me... It’s kinda like a New England

“Killed By Death” for the 90s how’s that? (Fan Attic Records/PO Box 391494/

Cambridge MA 02139-0015) (-Gabe)

Rupture - Hate Makes the World Go Round 7” With an old-style rockin’ punk

sound, this has a bouncing pogo beat and a snotty vocals style with a clean yet

F.Y.M.
7-song T’

Positively charged,
high energy, fan,
personal music.

Comeswith a 20-page
politically conscious
booklet, including

hand-screened stickers
and patches.

ScreechingWeasel
meets Lifetime

LP is $10 postpaid, 7-inch is $5 postpaid

Canadian currency within Canada, US currency elsewhere

Well-conceiled cash, or money-order (no checks!)

payable to Richard Lafortune (not Subprofit!)

Distributors get in touch...write for wholesale prices

Touring bands!! Wanna play Halifax? Get in touch!

Subprofit Records

P.O.Box 34029

Scotia Square R.P.O.

Halifax, Nova Scotia

B3J3S1 CANADA
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raw guitar sound. It has a good vibrant energy that makes me like it. They're

from Australia. (Bad Card Records) (c/o Gus/Yeah Mate Records' POB 17/

Victoria Park 6100 West. Australia)

Sawn Off/Health Hazard split 7" 2 brutal bands from England. Sawn Off suffer

from a deep muddled recording - which makes their blast-beat driven dual (deep

& high) vocals and general manic mayhem not sound quite as good as it could.

It is appealing - but at the same time - enough bands sound like this and it doesn't

have new impact. Health Hazard play manic brutal hardcore and I love them.

Mandy's vocals are awesome for the deep brutal edge and urgency which they

contribute. All around discordant brutality that gets under my skin. Good mix

of manic speed with full rockin' out tempo too. A good split. (Smack In The

Moutt/POB ITA^Newcastle Upon Tyne/NE99 ITA UK)

Shoulder - si 7" This melodic emo hardcore band from Canada has gotten a

bit more intense and powerful than on their full length. Still very melodic,

harmonic and soulful this is working with building tension and explosion. A bit

of a departure for me - but I do like it. (Rhythm of Sickness/ PO Box 43022^

London Ontario N6C 6A2/Canada)

Showcase Showdown /August Spies split 7" Showcase Showdown have

gotten the attention of the pogo punks they deserve. They’re really awesome
- with a fast catchy energy crossed with an Oil sing-a-long style and really snotty

vocals. I don’t remember August Spies sounding quite like this. They've got

a really good Oi-Punk sound with gruff rolling vocals and catchy back-ups and

a slower pogo beat that reminds me of old UK punk. A good split of Boston punk.

(Tario Records^ Pomeroy St/Allston MA 02134)

Skott Free - Behold the All-Mighty 7"
I have had this record for a long time,

and I think I never really listened to it cause the record cover just never drew me
to it... which is too bad, cause it’s actually really good hardcore punk with a

super catchy style and a good recording. It’s got several layers of hooks that

draw me in and the clear vocals roll with the music in a great way and I like it

a lot! (Half Assed Records/ 26960 Beverly Dr/Shorewood MN 55331)

Snap Krackle Drop - No Love ep 7"
It sounds like a live recording, rather hollow

with a lot of hi-end sound - but otherwise, this is a basic old punk rock band from

Arizona who have recently broken up. They’ve got a good catchy beat - but the

recording really suffers for my getting too hooked. (SocialRetardanc^PO Box

25666/Tempe AZ 85285-5666)

Sons of Abraham /Indecision split 7"
I saw Sons of Abraham once and

thought they were awesome. As an all Jewish Hardcore band, they are making

a statement about Judaism and the commercialization of Christianity Musically

- this is awesome heavy crunchy powerful hardcore with a lot of technical guitar.

Indecision are notorious as being a hardcore straight edge band. They have an

old-school NYHC sound with a high spoken voice and musically chuggy heavy

hardcore, but it’s more classic than metal. They take the words for a Siouxsie

song and make a new song. (Exit Record^PO Box 263/NY NY 10012)

Stray Bullets -s4 7" The Minneapolis punks come up with a new band and new

sound. With a bit of post-punk style, at times I’d liken it to Social Distortion or

a bit of Rancid. Mostly, they keep up their punk edge but add in a bit of rockin

melody and clear vocals to blend together a neat sound. Very catchy. And I like

the mix of aggressive energy with catchy melody - a mix that rarely works that

good for me. (Do8ing It For the Kids/PO Box 128661/Mpls MN 55418)

Stretch 7" A very melodic style with heart-felt emotion in the clearly sung

vocals. This is a one sided ep with a nice stencil painting on the flip side. These

tracks were originally intended for a compilation that didn’t come together.

Following with the Refusenik style - the artwork and packaging is great and the

intentions and ideas come across really well. (Refusenil/PO Box 2016'Hove'

East Sussex BN3 3HS/England)

Tampere SS - Sotaa EP 7‘* Anyone remember those Finnish and Swedish LP

compilations that came out in the early 80s (A Country Fit For Heroes?)... well

if you liked that stuff - Tampere SS was probably on those records too. This 7"

was originally released in 1 983 and has just been re-released. This is old style

Finnish punk rock - when it was straight forward, fast, tight, and powerful

(before the metal influence)! Awesome classic stuff!! ($5ppcKFight Records'

Turtolarimaenkatu 6 D 31/FIN-33710 Tampere Finland)

The Banned - The Banned 7" The funny thing about their name is that when

you say it, it sounds like "The Band". This is another record that has been out

for awhile now and in that time they seem to have really made a name for

themselves in the local NY punk scene. Good Oi!-punk with an energetic pogo

punk beat and catchy songs. Really good! ($3ppd/Fourth Demention Records'

268 Hollywood Ave/Yonkers NY 10707)

The Chitz - Break the Cycle LP All-right Canadian punk rock fronted by a cool

female voice. I like it a lot! Musically it’s mid-paced upbeat punk - straight up.

The vocals bounce a long with the music - on a somewhat high-pitch (but not

an annoying one at all) and still have the ability to get aggressive and scream

tough too with the faster thrashier songs, G.ood stuff!! ($1Qppd'PQ Box34Q29'

Scotia Square RPtyHalifax, Nova Scotia'B3J 351 Canada)

The Criminals - Never Been Caught CD I was glad to see Lookout focusing on

the East Bay’s Punk Scene again. The Criminals in my eyes are the band with

Jesse from Blatz And while I’ve been hearing about how good they were for

awhile now -
1 have missed them when they’ve played at ABC NO RIO and my

that really stand out and give this it’s unique sound. It's not distorted nor snotty

or throaty - but it’s got an indescribable style. This is great! ($10ppd'lnsurance

Scam Records' POB 145/Northville Ml 48167)

The Hustlers - st 7" Italian punk rock with a basic pogo beat and scum rockin’

style with vocals that roll out in a blah blah snotty nosed kinda way and gruff deep

back-up vocals. Reminds me of the Blanks 77. Lyrically, it’s pretty silly with a

nihilistic kinda punk attitude. (Cristofoli Andrea/via Isonzo 6y04 1 00 Latina'ltaly)

The Kids Who Never Learned To Color Inside of the Lines - It’s Not A Partv...7
M

Old school hardcore punk with a good tempo and beat that is very reminiscent and

similar to Brother Inferior. And while this is considered a fun side-project, it’s real

good - but the name and cover for this are bad. (Sensual Underground Ministries'

PO Box 8545'Tulsa OK 74101-8545)

The Letterbombs - si 7" This is good - fast high energy punk with female vocals

and a good tight style. A good balance of fast energy and a driving intensity with

a good melodic catchy style as well. I really liked this! (Harmless Records/1 437

W. Hooy Chicago IL 60660)

The Loudmouths - Gotta Live Fast! This SF band has a full length on New Red

Archives which got them some attention. Here’s a few more songs - fronted by

tough dual female vocals. It’s got a

raunchy hard rockin' style - the kind of

thing that I have always really liked from

L7 to the Red Aunts or the DC Beggars.

They're following inthattradition (but it’s

not an all girl band either). I like it!

(Woundup PO Box 3695/ Kansas City

KS 66103)

The Process / Mickey and the Bio

Mouths split T The Process play tight

fast up beat hardcore with sing-a-long

back-up chorus. Mickey and the Big

Mouths are a good mix with a similar

style, but a bit more anger in the vocals

- reminds me of the Pist. A good split -

of straight forward old style hardcore

crossed with Oi. (Six Weeks'2262 Knolls

Hill Cr/ Santa Rosa CA 95405)

TheShitlickers-1982CD This is one of

those old Swedish hardcore bands that

the die-hards love. The recording on this

flat out sucks - and yet it sucks in a way

that is kinda cool cause it’s totally raw

and fully distorted and that is half of what

they sound is about anyway. With a

simple Discharge style and structure this

is classic stuff recorded 15 years ago.

(Distortion Records)

TheThumbs- Sweet MercifulCrapL.7"

Pop punk with catchy energy and mul-

tiple vocals layers. I don’t like it. (Soda

Jerl/PO Box 4056'Boulder CO 80306)

The Workin’ Stiffs - Dog Tired LP I was

a bit skeptical about this cause I’ve been

getting kinda tired of the Oi-Punk revival

- but I was in for a surprise and I’m glad to say that this stands out as being way

ahead of the lot - and is awesome! It is of the UK Oi-Streetpunk style - the music

is mid-paced and catchy. The vocals sound English and have a little bit of snotty

growl. And the lyrics are really good. So this stands out as really awesome old

style (Cockney Rejects and Sham 69 covers included) punk that I want to keep

listening too. Three cheers!! (East Bay Menace)

This Side Up/White Frogs split 7" This Side Up are a straightforward hardcore

band from Italy. They have a good energetic catchy style with melody too. The

first song is my favorite cause it has a driving intensity I like, while the second is

more sing-songey . White Frogs arefrom Brazil. They also have a straight-forward

mid-80s style. They mix a sing-a-long melody with a catchy intensity. They end

with a Bad Religion cover. These two bands mix together really well - and they are

both really good! Remember in the 80s when hardcore could be catchy without

being melodic pop-punk like what has become popular today - well these bands

haven’t forgotten that style. (Goodwill Records'Dario AdarnkyCP 1 531 ^OOI 42

Roma Laurentina' Italy or Alarma Records' <yb Lenin/2230 W. Belmont St. Apt.

#3F/Chicago IL 60618)

Tool Silence -tape This looked like some potentially-classic overproduced grindy

metal, with those "beautiful music" fingerpicking breakdowns, tons of double

bass, high-pitched screams and evil quiet talking parts, the whole bit., and it is a

little of that, but it’s missing the heaviness. The mix throws it off a lot, kinda

disjointed and hollow. There’s some pretty good female vocals, sometimes

rockin’ like Word Made FlestvApple - I’m guessing they're from Italy, but the

singing’s in English with translated lyrics and yes they’re quite mystical, (c/o

Facchinetti Flavio'Via Vespucci 1/241000 Bergamo ???) (-Gabe)

Unit 11:74-81 7"
Heavy hardcore with a deep throb and a manic singer with a

high abrasive voice that switches with a deep throaty one which then gives it a

crusty grind-core sound as the music only gets thrashier and more manic. Overall

- it’s too chaotic formy tastes. (Spiral Objective/PO Box 1 26'Oaklands Park'South

Australia 5046)

Unit:1 1 74/FMD split 7" Unit 1 1 74 are much the same style as the other 7", crusty

grindcore with high and deep vocals trading off and a manic thrash. This one does

have a fairamount of double bass drum though - which I like better. FMD are pretty

intolerable - with a thrashy grindcore style, they also have a pretty weak recording

where the vocals sound far away and distorted - which doesn’t work for me. (Spiral

Objective'PO Box 1 26'Oaklands Park'South Australia 5046)

URBN DK- Will E. Survive? 7" This is good! Tight and really fast straight-forward

old school hardcore. The songs are short and go by before you know it. It's the

kinda speed that comes without being thrashy and holds onto that old-school style.

And a gruff deep singer adds a lot of the sound. Good stuff! (Will E. Survive

Records'POB 2065/Northlake IL 60164)

US Bombs - A Beer City Basement 7“ There is quite a hub-bub about this band

- who are an old California punk band reactivated with old band scensters. This

is my first time hearing them. They

play slow, yet catchy old-style - ’77

style clean sounding punk with a clear

snotty vocal style. It’s okay, but doesn't

rock my world. (Beer City)

v'a 4 wav split CD I have no idea what

the actual name of this is. . but it’s a 4

way split with Divide and Conquer, Lee

Majors, Eterna Inocencia and Juggling

Jugulars. And it has artwork through-

out by Stephane Delevacque (who has

done stuff for S&L before) so it looks

great. Divide and Conquer, from North

Carolina, have the same set of 15

songs from the demo tape with a good

sized lyric booklet. While I appreciate

bringing politics and thoughtful posi-

tive attitude into pop-punk (like

Propagandhi), I don’t really care for

this (popular) style of pop-punk music

at all. Lee Majors are from France and

they have a very harmonic melodic

pop-punk style with galloping speed.

Eterna Inocencia maintain the pop-

punk theme with those energetic fast

stops, but they have a quality which I

like a bit more -
1
guess cause it re-

minds me more of melodic hardcore

of old and emo hardcore of new. The

sing-songey emo vocals stand out as

the main foundation and along with the

melody and poppy catch - it’s got a

unique form which makes it work. And

the Juggling Jugulars have always

caught my ear and made me happy.

They’ve got a straight-forward punk style that is full of high energy and is really

catchy. This is the sort of poppy catch that I wouldn't call “pop" - more like melodic

punk. All in all a good 7minutes of 4 good catchy-poppy-punk band. (San Jam

Recordings^ Rue Des Mesanges/35 650 Lerheu France)

v'a All Flags Burning (Disoppress) 7“ Capitalist Casualties have one straight-

forward hardcore song. Cease and Desist are a great band from the NW - with dual

vocaled delight they cover a Final Conflict song. Konstrukt (from Austria) are a

heavy noise band with manic blast beat and highly distorted vocals - it doesn’t

sound too good. Dead End are a noisy grind-core punk band from Ohio with a

heavy distorted sound. President’s Choice are awesome! A good tight punk-core

sound with aggressive catchiness and good lyrics. Depressor is one of my

favorites. With a heavy industrial-grind sound they are reminiscent of Spinewrench

or Deviated Instinct and with heavy anti-meat lyrics. And the drum machine is

cool. D.P.P.S. from Japan have two blasting distorted manic songs. And Abstain

(from Calif) end this with a heavy blast of powerful and discordant hardcore.

Comes with a hand-made printed cover and lyric booklet. Nice job! ($3ppd/

Disoppress' 1951 W. Burnside #1660'Portland OR 97209)

v'a America In Decline LP While the cover for this leaves a bit to be eye catching

- this compilation has a good selection with some awesome bands - Brother

Inferior, Bad Genes, Cease and Desist, Disco Crisis, Fanatics, Fuckface, the

Criminals, Pretentious Assholes, Apeface, Showcase Showdown, and a whole

bunch more. Some are known, some more unknown - which is always a good

approach for comps. They’re split the sides between Athena and Jeff - so you get

favorites from each which encompases a lot of the thrashing spastic stuff and

some of the more straight-forward hardcore and some of the catchy ones too - and

44266) (-Gabe)

v'a BYQBig Daddy Sample This! CD If you’ve been trying to figure out which

pop-punk record you want to get, or you just want to get an idea of what a bunch

of bands who’s names you’ve been hearing actually sound like - then this

collection is perfect. It’s got a great selection (which even pop-punk hating me

admits to liking most of). We’ve got the Bouncing Souls, Terrorgruppe, Pinhead

Circus, Youth Brigade, Pezz, Jon Cougar Concentration Camp, Four Letter

Word, Brand New Unit, Screw 32, SNFU, Hagfish, 7 Seconds, Aggression, 22

Jacks, Automatic 7, Jughead’s Revenge, Aztlan Underground, Blues Experi-

ment, Quinto Sol, Hepcat, and Royal Crown Revue My favorite thing aboutthis

was hearing “Walk Together Rock Together" by 7 Seconds and thinking about

how I would describe them with my current vocabulary of review-terms, /inda

throws all those meaningless words into a spin when you try to describe the old

foundation punk and hardcore bands. Well, for $5 you really can’t go wrong

with this CD. (BYCkBig Daddy Records)

v'a Chaos In Portugal CD This is a good collection of hardcore and punk bands

from Portugal. Fast and Loud has been releasing some really good stuff and I’m

glad to know I can expect really good quality stuff from them as well as of a niche

that I like. This has tracks from Crise Total, Subcaos and a whole load of other

bands that I have never heard of. But regardless of the names - this is an

awesome collection. ’

If you’re looking to discover some new bandsin the

interested in the international hardcore-punk scene then this is a good dose for

ya. (Fast N’ Loud/ Apart. 13037/1019 Lisboa Codes' Portugal)

v'a Creepy Crawl Live CD This is a NYHC live compilation that was recorded

at a big Coney Island High show with these 15 bands: Murphy’s Law, H2),

WarZone, Down Low, 25 Ta Life, Crown of Thornz, Skar Heads, Ensign, 9

Lives, Killing Time, Sub Zero, Merauder, Cold Front, Maximum Penalty and

Rejuvenate. The cover of this is absolutely horrible and it of itself post-poned

me listening to this for awhile. The live recording is decent - but live recordings

aren't always that exciting. This is NYHC - but none of it really does much for

me. (Another Planet Records)

v'a Let’s Start A Riot... In Holland 7“ Because so many countries have their

classic sounds - some folks in Holland decided that it was time to put together

a compilation of their classics. This is a selection of early hardcore punk bands

from the Netherlands. We’ve got Suspense, Amsterdamned, Noxious, Outlawz,

Hmmorhoids, Neo Punkz, Riot Punx, BGK and Pure Hate. It’s a good

compilation of straight-forward aggressive high energy old style HC-Punk. This

is a bootleg, with only 300 made on the first pressing. Don’t know where you

can get your hands on a copy either.

v'a New York Underground! Hardcore and Beyond! Vol. 1 CD This is a bad

example of NYC’s hardcore bands. There are only a few good tracks on here

- from Kill Your Idols, Day in the Life and Pacifier. . Any compilation with a band

like Ouiji Pig who are just trying to break into the rock-club circuit can not be

worthwhile - and shouldn’t be considered hardcore and gives the “under-

ground" a bad name. (Clean Recordings/PO BoxSSS/Woodmere NY 1 1 598)

v'a Possessed To Skate LP Full of abrasive raw hardcore - the short fast raw

stuff. We’ve got Charles Bronson, Spazz, Asshole Parade, Pretentious

Assholes, Unanswered, Palatka and Despise You. The bands kinda speakfor

themselves - as they're all really popular ones amongst the genre. This is like

a longer version of the comp. 7"s they've been doing. Good fast thrashing shit.

(Pessimiser • Theologian POB 107(yHermosa Beach CA 90254)

Victims - demo tape This is Swedish hardcore that is actually from Sweden.

Anyone know the band Dispense - well this is a few people from that defunct

band. Really good raging relentless speed and power done the Swedish way

with deep screaming vocals and wailing uplifting guitar leads thrown in just

where they should be. Swedish HC fans take note - this rocks. (</o Andy

Henrikssor/Sagaregatan 6(7611 32 Nykoping' Sweden)

Wackers - Tornado of Beer and Destruction 7" Philly punks (actually I guess

they're not from Philly) but they’re still making decent punk rock with a bit of

variety. Basic pogo beat with some Oi’s, girl vocals, boy vocals, love songs,

beer songs - which create a good balance and make up their own sound. They

got one side about Killing the Pope and Nazi’s and one side about Swillin and

getting drunk. (Better Day Collectiv&'PO Box 3308'Easton PA 18043-3308)

Wanker -Content 7" Good upbeat catchy punk with an endearing quality that

I really like. There’s a way in which the building music explodes in a powerful

energy, while remaining melodic and catchy that really makes this good. While

I think they draw on a lot of old hardcore punk roots - they’ve got just what it

takes to make them stand out. Sometimes you can’t put you finger on what

makes something so good, but you know that it is - and this rocks! ($3ppd/

Radio Free Suburbia/ 1 74 Meredith Ave/Garrett Hill PA 19010)

Who Cares? - s4 7" Snotty-nosed pop-ska-punk. Honestly I’m getting bored

of this genre too. The vocals are sing-songey and whiny. Uplifting “hey" ska

parts are the best. ($3ppd'Hot Sauc^POB 372 1 1 G/Satellite Beach FL 32937)

Word Salad -Specimen 7" All right! Following the tradition of the desert baked

hardcore style - akin to Logical Nonsense— with a lot of heavy powerful and

grating hardcore that rocks. Rasping raw multiple vocals, with alternating

dirgey slow and abrasive thrash and complex layers of guitars. Awesome

grindcore! (Prank Records)



The cmrc • Break the Cycle LP All-right Canadian punk rock fronted by a cool

female voice. I like it a lot! Musically it's mid-paced upbeat punk - straight up.

The vocals bounce a long with the music - on a somewhat high-pitch (but not

an annoying one at all) and still have the ability to get aggressive and scream

tough too with the faster thrashier songs . G.ood.stuff!! ($10ppd/P.0 Box 34029/

Scotia Square RPQ/ Halifax, Nova Scotia/ B3J 351 Canada)

The Criminals - Never Been Caught CD I was glad to see Lookout focusing on

the East Bay s Punk Scene again. The Criminals in my eyes are the band with

Jesse from Blatz And while I've been hearing about how good they were for

awhile now -
1 have missed them when they’ve played at ABC NO RIO and my

first time seeing them was this summer In San Francisco (and it wasn't even at

Gilman) . The C riminals are keeping a raw old style of punk rock alive in the East

Bay They sound is energetic and catchy with snotty rolling vocals from Jesse.

And I'm just glad to see this kinda thing coming back around cause it reminds

me of the old days. (Lookout)

The Disenchanted - The “Other’’ White Trash 7" These guys are really good.

They're a punk band from upstate NY with a catchy bouncing energetic sound

with an Oi-Streetpunk style. ($4ppcK Angry Young Ppoi/ 140 N. Price St/

Lancaster PA 17603)

The Dunder Heads - si 7“ Really basic punk that feels more like a demo than

a 7". It has a really simple style that includes lots of wanky leads in an Oi-Punk

fashion - it's okay - but it's pretty rough and honestly not memorable. (Outcast

Records/2508 5th Ave, Ste 158/Seattle WA 98121-1516)

The Heidies-Exit 10 CD A pleasant surprise - this was one of the best pop-

punk bands I’ve heard in awhile. Mostly because they have a unique sound -

one that is engaging and also stand out. Harmony in ttie singing and a vocal style

Roma Laurentmcx Italy or Alarma Records' c4) LenifVZZ3U w. Belmont bt. Apt.

#3F/ChicagolL 60618)

Tool Silence -tape This looked like some potentially-classic overproduced grindy

metal, with those “beautiful music” fingerpicking breakdowns, tons of double

bass, high-pitched screams and evil quiet talking parts, the whole bit. . and it is a

little of that, but it's missing the heaviness. The mix throws it off a lot, kinda

disjointed and hollow. There's some pretty good female vocals, sometimes

rockin' like Word Made FlestvApple - I'm guessing they’re from Italy, but the

singing’s in English with translated lyrics and yes they're quite mystical, (c/o

Facchinetti Flavk/Via Vespucci 1/241000 Bergamo ???) (-Gabe)

Top Dead Center - Blackballed 7" Classic Oi! punk with a slow steady beat and

gruff vocals. Mixed with some faster parts and some classic guitar lead parts.

White vinyl and lyric booklet with stickers. (Protagonist Records/001-43 Linden

St. #&/ AllstonMA 02134)

Towel - s4 7" This isn’t very good. It’s really raw with a thin sound, spastic noisy

bleeding guitars and screams. Raw industrial noise. I don’t like it. (Vermiform/

PO Box 12065/Richmond VA 23241)

Trepan Nation -SXE 7" Hardcore punk with an inkling towards power mosh core

that doesn't get too heavy or metallic. It’s more like mid-paced catchy energetic

punk-core. Eh. (Thug Lif©/429 Circle Ave/Forest Park IL 60130)

Underground of Slovenia - tape A squat benefit with 20 bands, some in English,

some in pardon my ignorance, I guess Slovenian. (?) A good looking basement

kinda tape of noisy punk, mostly live., but some of it's really good, especially

Fregatura, Pridigarjij. Funeral March., all of it has a lot of good energy, and it

sounds like they're some rowdy fun shows. Cool to see music from here. Write

to: (Zadnik Olivei/Soska 1 9.G/6100Q Ljubljana Slovenia/Europe) (-Gabe)

GRIEF *miserably ever after dr lp

. EXCRUCIATING TERROR
expression of pain CD $10

CD $10.

IP $8ebeater

SPAZZ

i with

HIM
$3.50

POSSESSED TO SKATE
(Despise You, Charles Bronson, Spazz, Palatka, Asshole Parade, Pretentious Assholes, Unanswered) LP only $8|

T*SHIRTS - GRIEF $12, 1G $12, PESSIMISER $10
All prices postpaid in the U.S./ Mex. and Can. add $ 1 per item /World add $3 per CD, 7 inch, $4 per LP

Cash checks, or m.o.s payable in U.S. funds to Theologian Records POB 1070 Hemtosa Beach. CA 90234 http://theologianrecords.com

comes with a hand-made printed cover and lyric booklet Nice job! ($3ppd/

Disoppress/1951 W. Burnside #1660/ Portland OR 97209)

\/a America In Decline LP While the cover for this leaves a bit to be eye catching

- this compilation has a good selection with some awesome bands - Brother

Inferior, Bad Genes, Cease and Desist, Disco Crisis, Fanatics, Fuckface, the

Criminals, Pretentious Assholes, Apeface, Showcase Showdown, and a whole

bunch more. Some are known, some more unknown - which is always a good

approach for comps. They're split the sides between Athena and Jeff - so you get

favorites from each which encompases a lot of the thrashing spastic stuff and

some of the more straight-forward hardcore and some of the catchy ones too - and

it's all US hardcore and punk. ($7ppd/Six Weeks/2262 Knolls Hill Cr/Santa Rosa

CA 95405)

y/aBackAsswards- CD Massive CD compilation here, mostly wandering through

the new school poppish upbeat punk with whiny wistful melodic (!) voice and the

50s big back-up vocals. If you like that, I would say this would be highly

recommended - 30 bands and good recordings, and thankfully low on the blatant

Screeching Weasel. NOFX, and Descendents rip-offs. I can't help but have this

word "cute” come to mind, though, when I hear some of this rockin’ poppy stuff

- cute like little kitty cats, nice smiling crew-cut boys, bubble gum rock for Barbie

and Ken to play on their all treble pink care stereo. .. cut just sucks! Disneyland and

teddy bears! It could be reviewed in Super Teen Machine. The 50s sounded pretty

lame to me, let’s leave 'em alone to rot in the Rock n' Roll hall of fame ... Anyway

this compilation pretty well avoids the super saccharin syrupy realm.. Including

Wynona Ryders, Showcase Showdown, Rhythm Collision, Parasites (still at it?!),

Mushugans, Boris the Sprinkler, Automatics, All You Can Eat, and too many more

to name. Rock out! ($8 Interbang Record^ 620 W. Spruce St/ Ravenna OH

makes something so good, but you know that it is - ana tnis rocks! (Jdppo'

Radio Free Suburbia 174 Meredith Ave/Garrett Hill PA 19010)

Who Cares? - si 7" Snotty-nosed pop-ska-punk. Honestly I’m getting bored

of this genre too. The vocals are sing-songey and whiny. Uplifting “hey” ska

parts are the best. ($3ppd/Hot Sauc^POB 372 1 1 6/Satellite Beach FL 32937)

Word Salad - Specimen 7" All right! Following the tradition of the desert baked

hardcore style - akin to Logical Nonsense— with a lot of heavy powerful and

grating hardcore that rocks. Rasping raw multiple vocals, with alternating

dirgey slow and abrasive thrash and complex layers of guitars. Awesome

grindcore! (Prank Records)

Worthless - The Revenge of Dr. Stanley 7" This reminds me of Rancid - even

down to the ska-punk parts. It’s not bad. It's catchy pop-punk with an upbeat

energy and a bit of ska uplift. But the Rancid similarity, even In the vocals is

strong. (AneurysnV3 Kendal Courf/Marfton NJ 08053)

WWK/Panikos split LP This suffers a bit from the difficulty in figuring out the

band names. I think WWK is correct and I think they're from Germany. I know

Panikos are from Greece. Both bands are good. WWK is heavy hardcore while

Panikos has more metal in the guitar and they also have a full triumphant and

grand style - epic I guess. Well both bands are really good and while I've listened

to this a few times -
1 haven't nearly figured it out arid I know it’s got so much

complexities that many many listens will endure quite happily. (It’s from

Germany, but I don’t know what label)

Zeoote- demo tape This is a pretty decent demo - they've got a funky bubbling

bass style and metallic guitars with aggressive bursts and raw raspy vocals.

The lyrics and ideas are the best part. ($3ppd/Zegote/231 2 Princess Ann St/

Greensboro NC 27408)

4S^X^ll3R J§>kah>bactrfrs Sc BRecarhs

All 7"s$3 nod. in the U.S.A. S5 everywhere else

All Ln's & Cd's S6 ppd. in the ITS.A. S8 everywhere else

U.S. BOMBS - Out takes from a Beer City Basement 7"

THE INFECTED - American Disaster 7"

SUBJUGATED - Up The Punx 7"

ASININE SOLUTION - My Dad’s a Goat 7"

OHEISVASARA - Vapaan Likkumisen Kirous 7"

MONSTER TRUCK DRIVER - This Germ 7"

1 0-96 - Catastrophe 7"

THE IDIOTS - s/t 7"

BEAUTIFUL BERT & THE LUSCIUOS ONES - S/T LP
OPPRESSED LOGIC - AINT A DAMN THING CHANGED LP

URBN DK - INNOCENT VICTIMS LP
NEKHEI NAATZA - HAIL THE NEW REGIME LP
THE BRISTLES - LAST YEARS YOUTH LP & CD

Send well conceiled cash or a money order. NO CHECKS!
Foreign orders send US funds only!

Send all orders to

Beer City/P.o. box 2603 5/Milwaukee, WI/5 3 2 2 6-003 5/U.S.A.
phone ( 4 1 4)-2 5 7- 1 5 1 1 Fax (414)-257-l 5 1

7

Send $1 for record catalog & sticker.We now sell other lables too...

Beer City is distributed by Profane Existence & Rhetoric Distribution
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Sound Idea Distribution
NI:Altl.Y .(,000 PUNIC AND IIARDOOIII: TITLES FROM AROUND TIIE WORLD! FAST, RELIABLE MAILORDER!

Sound Idea Distribution

PO Box 3204

Brandon, FL 33509-3204
Phone (R13) 653-2550

Fax (813) 653-2658

ORDERING INFORMATION.
MINIMIFM ORDER IS $10 or It

will be returned. I'm not Iddding.

PAYMENT IS TO BOB SUREN.
Prices are postpaid in the US only. Add S3 for

first class postage in the US if you want it.

Can. and Me*., add $! per item for surface.

Can. and Me*., add SI per item plus S3 for air.

World, add $2 per item for surface.

World, add S4 per item for airmail

PLEASE LIST ALTERNATIVES or you may
get a credit slip. Big orders get FREE STUFF!
CATAIX)GS: Send SI US, $2 world.

STORES: GET IN TOUCH FOR WHOLESALE!
And he sure to visit the Sound Idea store in Brandon.

Open every day from 12-8 PM EST

Abstain "DelV" 3" CD $7 (like Dropdetd)

Abate “I God* North” T $350
Abuse "Mordara*' 7*’ *3 (NFW)
Abuse Somto ’Prlwt!" T* tS (thrtr first)

Abtuo SoaaoroBef ? station ?*’ $3

Abuse Banoro "Revolt* Be!" 7” S3 (thrfr latest)

Arme To Reduce The Choir” LP 1750
Acme “'TO Reduce The Choir" CD S10
Ac rld/Bombs of Death 7” S3

Action Patrol "Discography** CD S10
Active Minds I'm Not A Tourist” 7” $5

Active Minds 'Freakshtsw r* 15

Active Minds Yacopsae T 15

Adrenaline OD Sttttn Pretty” CD 11

1

Affront "Punk For Sale" 7" 15

AgaChocles "Use Your Anger* Agar chy” CD 112

Agathor lei'Autos Itar 7“ 15

Agathocles "Back to l«r 7” 15

Agents Of Satan/Wo Leas 7” 13 50

Agnostic Front 'Raw UMeaahed** CD til

Ambush "Plga*
1 CD $11

Amebt* “Arise” CD III
Amen “Somewhere In Europe" 7" 15

Ames*/8bort Hate Tamper 7” S3

Anti “The Hardcore Yearr 19014“ CD 111

AotL Flag "Kill" 7** 050
Anti FIagDread LP picture disc 050
Aiattscet “to Darkness There !> No Choice” CD $13

Apartment 21 3/Thug 7” t3

Armatr on/Ai Good As Dead 7” O (Screechy, mean HC)
ArtourturesLCrisis Rehtrth 7“ 050
Asocial “Total Asocial" CD 11350 (Swedish HC)
A Soultion "Things To Come” CD $10

Asbestos "To The Memory of the War Victim" CD $11

Assfbrt “8/T” 7" 050 (on Prank))

Here are afew things in stock now:
Cold World "8o Far So Fast" CD $10
Combat Wounded Vrtrrwi T* $2 50 (FI. powervloleme)

CoTTfUse *R/T** CD $12

Conntptlan 7” $3 (A FEW BACK IN STOCK!)
Conspiracy Of Equals "Feel the Beauty” 7” $3

Cossverge "Caring and Killing* CD $9

Coprofllla 7" $3 (Ihr ash'c rust Dorn Mexico)

Corrosive 7" $5 (powerful German HC)
Corroslve/Bohrholm 7” $5

Counterblast "Balance Of Patn” LP $7 50 (New Skuld.PE)

C.R 7" O
Cracked Cop Skulls 7" $5 (Great thrash from the T

TK)
Creeping Disaster 10” $6

Cripple BastardVPatarml 10” 19

Cripple Barterd» Suppression LP $7.50

Cripple Faster ds/PTeparatfan H 7” O (Hold your ears)

Cripple BastardVSenseless Apocalypse 7" $3 (back In)

Cripple Bastards XL T Shirt SI I (Wh shirt, blk A grn Irdt)

Crucifix “Drtmrnanlxatlon" (D $13 (official repro!)

Crucifix "Detmmanfeatlon" LP $850 (official reproduction)

Crunch 7" $3

Dahmer T* 050 (From Canada)

Darnad “Rrwtnd/Maranade" 7" $5 (on Bacteria Sour)

Darned "Rise and rail" LP $850
Darnad "Rise and Fall” CD tl 1

Das KrtmtnaJ T* $3

D^r Glo Abortions "Feed Us A Fetus’* CD $12

Day Glo Abortions “Little Mhi to The Cant** CD $12

Day Olo Abortions “Corporate Whores” CD $12

Dead and Gone “TV Baby" 12“ $8

Dead and Gone "TV Baby*’ CD SlO

Dead Beat 7“ 050
Dead Patriot 7” O
Dead Rilence “A Benefit * T* O
Deceived "Smash Patriarchy” T* $350
Deface 7" O (On Detp Six, not the one on Beer City)

Default "Beyond Our Means" 7" $3

Defiance "No Time” 7- O (NEW)
Defiance 3” min! CD $5 (8 previously released songs)

Dekadent "Wart* Ehdlich Anfl" 7” $5 (German crust)

DekadentTeruutuus 7** 85

Dellamorte “Everything you Hate" CD 11 350 (Sweden)

Destroy "Necropolis" I.P 1750
Destroy "Necropolis" CD $10 (lots of extra tracks)

Destroy "Bum This Racist Systran Down" 7" O
Devoid Of Fatth/Slevd 7*' O
Devoid Of Faith "Discography” CD $850
Dicks "!9*0 1906” CD tl I (classic TX ponkfac)

Die My Will CD 19 (7 tangs. CTHO
Dirt/Mankind? 7" 13

Dlsagree/Ungovrmmental 7" 13

Disappointments "All Cranked Ujp" T* $350 (snotty punk)

Disbelief/Outcome 7" $350
Discharge "Never Again" CD $1350
Discharge Fight Back* Decontrol * 7" $5

Disclose TfomomUttl a T 15

Dlsclose/Clusterbomb Unit 7” 15

Disclose "Tradgedy” LP 1950 (exactly like Discharge)

Discount "Ataxia’s Alright Tonight" CD 110 (Fla pop punk)

Discount "Wonder Pulled Me Under" 7”

Discount "All Too Often" 7" $3

Discount /J Church 7” $3

Dlscount/My Pal Trigger 7” 13

Disengage 7“ 13 50
Dlsfear **8oul Scars" CD $13.50 (BACK IN STOCK)
Dlsgnmtled Nation 7** t3

Dltmachlne/Cumberage 7" $5 (Great!)

Disprove 7” 15 (From Japan)

Diskonto “Shattered Society" 7” $350 (Crusty thrash!)

Disrupt "8/T" 7" 13

Dlsnpt/W’arcollapse 7” $3

Disrupt “Smash Divisions'* 7" 15 (LIVE)

Disrupt ‘Unrest’* CD $12 (30 songs)

Dtsrxpt LP 1950

II 100s "Dismantle” 7" 15 (Fur ope repress of their debut)

Hall Mary "Glorious Morning” 7” $350 (New on Prtnkl)

Hand To Mouth "Your Ticket To The " LP $7 *0

Hand To Mouth "Pro Girl” 7” $3

Hank shaw "Nothing Personal" LP 1850
Haidcnses "Eedenln Pn!*taja" CD $10

Hardship G»m Pso 7“ $3 (Tnitland crust)

Harsh "" $3*0
Health Hazasd "Not .hist A Nightmare" 7" $5

Heist Pain Is Causing Life" 7" 13 (Aussie attack)

Hellnitlon "A Sound Like Shit" CD SlO

HeUnatlon CFDL 7" S3

Helloatlon Pink 7 S3

Hell No “Adtos Armageddon" CD SlO

Herbivore 7" S3

Heretical Response "Envision" ”** $t (t TREAT?)

Hesoln LP $850 (Back In print)

Herotn "Destlnadlon" CD SI I (discography)

Htastus Tofum 7" $5 (Finland)

Hiatus "Way «r Doom* T* $350
Hiatus LP $7.50 (Belgian crust legends)

His Hero Is Gone T* $3 50

Hh Hero Is Gone *13 Counts” t.P $8 50

Rli Hero Is Gone *13 Coasts” CD $1

1

Human Alert 7** $3 (Dutch HC)
Human Greed " Absolutely Greedy" CD f 1

1

Human Greed "Para Efts” 7" $350
Human Hands "Boosting to the Disc” CD $11

Hypocritical Society 7” $3

Ice Nine "Psychology and Extreme Violence” 7" $3 50

HI Repute "Positive Charged** CD *1 1 (82 85)

Immoral Majority 7“ tS (Italy)

Immoral Squad CD $6

toperlal 7" 1350
Industrial Holocmut/Noise 7" $5 (S. American grind)

Mbit "Slave" LP *7 30 (official reissue!)

Infest “Mankind** 7** $3 (official re Issue)

Inhuman Conditions "Support" 7“ $2

Inhuman Conditions "Secrets" LP $7

fast*anan Conditions "Deserve No Respect" LP 15

tohurnatilty/PrevnanHIon 7" $3

tohananfty "The Nutty Antichrist" LP 1750
tatestinal Disease 7" $5 (Grind Bom Spain)

toward 7- t5 (German HC attack!)

toward "Zeit Tran" 10" $8 50

Be T* 13

Ironside "Dam Your Blooded Eyes" 7*’ $5

.lawbreaker “UoftaiWhurk and Rllte" CD tl 1

Jawbreaker "2d Hour Revenge” CT) $12

lawbreaker “2d Hour Rrvengr” LP $850
Jawbt raker ”2d Hour Revenge” CS $8.50

.lawbreaker "Bivouac" CD $1

2

Jawbreaker "Bivouac" LP $8 50

Jawbreaker "Bivouac" CS $8 50

.lawbreaker "Busy" 7" $3 50

.Jesuit 7" $3 50 (New on Reservoir)

Jhdas Iscariot “Skeptics" 7” $5

Kataitroflahie "Olkeutettu Vlha" 11 $9

K at astroflalue 7" $.3 Onega has dcore ftrnm Finland)

Kat art roflalue/Fredc Show 7” $5

Katastroflalue XT. T ahlrt $1 1 (Nice en.^KZh to wear to dinner)

Kathode 7*’ $3

Krlxhjalters "Evllution” LP $3 (They were on "Really Fast 2”)

Larm "Extreme Noise Terrorism** 7* $3

Last Days Of Honanlty/C O O. ?” $5 (stfk grind!)

Less Thai Jake "Losers, Kings and Other Things" CD $10

Less Than Jake "Slayer” 7" $350
Lest That Jake "Losing Streak” 3” $350
Less Than Jake "Crash Course" 7** $3 30

Lewd "Discography** LP $12

Lleklty Split “Volume Won' CD $10

Ltfb's Blood "Defiance” CD $7

Lifetime "Hello Bastards" LP $8 50

Lifetime "Hello Bastards" CD $1

1

Pink Lincolns "Bark F»om The Pink Room" I P $** V)

PIt* Lincolns “Pure Swmk” LP $750
Pink Lincolns “Pure Swank" CD $10

Pissed 7" $3 (With Dan ftom Profane Evidence)

PIstyHalf Empty 7" $3

t lot or/ acy/Phssbl a LP $750
Polar Is Baby Harp Seal 7*$5

Pollul Ion Circus 7“ $3

Positive State Bullshit Initiative” CD SIO

Preparation H/.Tohn Bender 7" $3

Prnfrssor 7" f5 (Awesome grind)

Prateitl 7" $3 (New on Havoc Records)

Public Nuslanrr “Cheap Sex and Beer" T* $3.50

Purulence/Belwbu 7" $5 (Fart gT fading not te*)

Quadlllacha "Keeper of the Seven Bass Players’’ 7" $5

Rain On The Parade "Body B^f* 7" $250 (1988 style SF)

Rattus "Here Comes Death" CD $1

1

Raw Power "Burning The Factory" CD $1

1

RrfVrse "Trail Of Destruction" 7" $.3 (good rrustcore)

Religious FWks/Eco Stnwh 7" $3

Resist "Free" 7" $5 (Some songs from Ihe Hi »t I P)

Rrslst/Deprived 7*’ $3

Resist and Exist "Vultures" 7" $3

Restarts "Eruftrffion" T* $5

Retards "Baked Abu” CS $5 (Take a chwire)

Reversal Of Man'Cease 7" $250
Revolt Human Abbattolr" 7” $5

Rl£ateous Pigs "Live and Learn" LP $5

Righteous Pigs ** Stress Related** LP $5

Rostock Vampires "Transylvania Disease” LP $3

Rostock Vampires "Misery** LP $3

Rostock Vampires "Pay The Price" LP $3

Rot Infest I an! Dlseasae LP $9 (Brad! and Spain)

Rot "totense Nolle*’ CD $1 2 (Japanese band)

Rotten Sound "Loslnface” 10" picture disc $9

Rudimentary Pml "EPi of RP” CD $13

Rudimentary Pm! **EPs of RP" LP $850
Rudimentary Pro! Death Church" CD $13

Rudimentary Penl "Death Church" LP $8 30

Rndlo De Odlo DIE 7“ $3 (Brad! and Japm)
Rupture "Hate Makes The World Go Round 7" $5

Scorched Earth Policy ’’Tactics of The Lie" LP $8 50

Scream ‘This Side Up*8tlll Screaming** CD $1

1

Sri atari Grinder 7" $1 (members at Airork arid Failure Fare)

8 D S "8eqm System Kill" 7" $5 (Great .fapvtese HC»)

Search 7“ $350
Seeln Red “Marian" 7” $3

Seeln Red/Opstand 7” $5

Shitnt 7” $350 (Canada, eh?)

Shock Lore 7“ $1

Siege "Drop Dead" CD $12 (on Relipse)

Siren "Becoming Wheels’* LP $8.50 (dude, become a wheel )

Siren "Becoming Wheels" CD $850 (...It would be cool!)

Slsteema Nervi oso "Where Tyraasny Begins’’ 7" $350
Skeletal Earth "Drigi*huck" 7“ $350
Skrrqrel "No Lie” 7" $5 (posvervfofenre to the max)

Slight Slappers "Change" T* $5

Sllgfd Slappers "Over Come Pain" 7~ $3

Social Infestation 7" $3 (Great crust/HC from Georgia!)

Son Of Dog T* $350
Sons of SadismWut LP $6

Span "Sweat In to The Oldies" CD tl 2 (65 songs)

Spaa "La Revanche" LP $750
Spaa ”L« Revancha” CD SlO

Spaa/Lack Of faster eat 7" $3

Span/Lark of Interest CD $6 (with bonus tracks)

8pan/Rom atst I c Gorilla CD STO

Spaa Monster X 7” $3

Spaa "Tastln Spoon" 5" picture disc $5

Spite "A Threat To Society" 7** $5

Spite "Last Orders" 7" $5

K8 Decontrol “Ihe Kids/Get H/How We Rock" CD $12

Stack "Modrmf rvaktton" 7" $3

Stack/Carol 7*’ $3



Amen/Short Hale T>mper 7" $3

Anti "The Hardcore Years 190 *4" CD $1

1

Anti-nag iair 7- $S50
Anti-Flag/Dread L? picture disc 185

0

Antlicet "to Darkness There Ii Mo Choice" CO $13

Apartment 213/Thug 7~ $3

Armotr on/As Good As Dead 7" $3 (Screechy, meanHQ
Artmirtured. Crisis Rebirth 7“ $3.50

Asocial "Total Aroclai" CD *1350 (SwedishHQ
A Souitlon "Things To Come** CD $10

Asbestos "To The Mwnoiy ofthe War Victim" CD $1

1

Asifort ”8'T" 7" $350 (on Frank!)

Asshole Parade "Bury Yo«" 7" $3

Asshole Parade/Ansojuan 7" *3

Ascrash "Up The Praarx" LF $750

Assrash "Sate For Your Doomed Future" 7" $350

Asmcfc "Misery fade*" CD *850
Asrock "Misery fader" LF $750

Assuck "Anticapital” CD $10

Assstck "AnUcapItal" LF $750
AHak “Zombies" I.F $850
Aus Rotten 'Fuck Mail Sympathy" 7" $3

Aas Rotten “The System" LF $8

Autonomy "A Faction of Mercy" 7" $350

AntorHar/War rore 10" $850
At skiam "Re-Crucified by the System" CD $13.50

Bafcy Harp Seal LF *750
Bastard Noise "Our Earth's Blood TIT" 7" $350 (MITP)

Betnmsb/Dtikes ofHamad 7" *350

Beyond Deicrlptlon/Boot Down The Door 7" $5

Beyond Description "Fb»e Day Nostalgia" T $5

Beyond Description "Calm Loving Life" 3" CD $7

Black Army Jacket "The Path Of 7" $3

Black Fork "Quality Job One" 7" $350

Black Kronstadt "A World To Win" T $3

Bobby "Clear the Corner" T fieri *250 (Great thrash)

Bonder add "Etegies" 7" $5

Bombrald "Elegies" 3" mini-CD $5

Bora Against "Battle Hymns” 10" *750

Born Against "The Rebel Sound" CD $1

1

Born Against "Patriotic Hymns+Battle Hymns" CD $1

1

Brain Genodde/PPSH 7" $3

Bristle "System” 7" *3

Brotherhood CD *10 (classic Seattle SE)

Brother Mbrlor “Blasphemy and Treason" 7" $3

Brother Ulterior "Anthems for " LF $750

Brutal Troth "Trend Kill Suicide" CD $1350

Cancerous Growth "Ihnm" LF $6

Cancerous Growth “Late For The Grave" LF $A

Capitalist Casualties "8/T' CD $12 (semj-cnmplete dtscng)

Capitalist Casualties/Stack 7" $3 (BACK tN STOCK)
Casualties "For The Pub" LF $8

Casualties "For The Puna" CD $10

Cal-O Nine Tails "No Place" LF $8.50 (GermanHQ
Cavity "Drowning" CD $12

Cease CD $5

Channel 3 "The Skinhead YVars" CD $1350

Che 1 1oreck 4 T' $350
OHckesuhtt/Ug Man 7“ *5 (Japan)

Chit* "Break The Cycle" LF $750 (Canadian)

Christdriver 7” $350 (Ex Subvert people)

Christdriver "Everything Burns" CD $750

Christdriver "Everything Bunts" UP $750

Christ On Parade "Sorokb Of Collection" CD $9

Christian Sclem* AJ>. "Handsome" 7“ $3 (Fantastic)

Cbroo Gen "Chronic Gen*ration" LF *8.50

Chronical Dlarhoe* "Salomono Says" LF $3

Chronical Dlaihoea "The Last Aidgemerst" CD *5

Circle One "Are You Afraid" CD $11

Circle Storm "Spirit" 7" $350

Ctetl Dissident "Mamie's Crock" LF *850

Civil Disobedience "In A Ftw Hours" 7" $3

Civil Disobedience "toeesatlon Extincttan" LF $750

Clusterbomb Unit T *5 (Gorman crustthrash)

Clusterbomb Unit "Greettags Fram USA" T* *5

ClusterbondS Unlt/Dlscloxe 7" $5

Clurterbomh Unit "RealKUT 7" $350

Clusterbomb Unit 10" $9 (BACK IN STOCK)

Coalesce “8A Place" T $350

C.OJB.W. 7" $3 (Crust with ftmale vocals)

Code 13 "Doomed Society" T $350 (Their first record)

Code 13 "They Made A Wtstehnd" 7" $3

Cottiu/Losers 7" $5

Cold World "So Far So Fast" CD $10

Combat Wounded Veterno V $150 (FT. powerviolence)

Confrue "S/T" CD *12

Conniption 7“ *3 (A FEW BACK IN STOCK))

Dlscount/My Fal Trigger 7" $3

Disengage 7" $350
Disfear "Soul Scars” CD $13 50 (BACK IN STOCK)
Disgruntled Nation 7“ $3

Dlsmachine/Cumber age 7" $5 (Greet!)

Disprove 7~ $5 (From Japan)

Diskonto "Shattered Society" 7" $350 (Crusty thrash!)

Dlmpt ~srr T *3

Dlsrupt/Wai collapse 7" $3

Disrupt "Smash Dlvlslaas" 7“ $5 (LIVE)

Disrupt "Unrest" CD $12 (30 songs)

Disrupt LF *950
Dlsnpt/Destroy CD $10

Disrupt "Deprived" 7" $350
Dissent s/t LF td (Cool HC from 8D)

Dissent "Epitome Of Democracy" LF U>

Dissent "Bay Eats Owa Head" 7" $350

Dissent “Expression” 7” $350
Dodsdomt 7" $5 (Norwelgen hardcore)

Doom “Fuck Feacevllle” 2xLP $10 (Killer stuff)

Doom "FUck Peecevtlle" CD $10

Doom “Fallce Barts ad" 7" $3

Dread/Adverslves 10" $7

Dread/God Squad 7" S3

Dropdead "Drop On Live" 3" CD $7

Drug Ctars T t350 (members of The Eat, Roach Motel, etc)

Drunks With Gwss "S/T' CD $10 (sludgel)

D.SB "No Fight, No Get!" 7" t350 (regiTsg.lapanesr!)

Ebola/Jenlger 7" $5

Ecanocfarlst "Discography" 2*CD $10

Econochrlst “Trained To Serve" UP $6

Effigies "Remains Norrvlewahle" CD *13 50 (great HC punk!)

Egghead "Knock Off That Evil!" 7" $3.50

El Dopa "1332" LF $850
El Dopa "1332" CD $11

Enwny Soil "Ruins Of Eden" CD $10

Evolved To Obliteratlon Tiste Of Fear 7" $3

Excrement Of War “Cathode Ray Coma" CD $1350

Exploding Corpse ArlionDead baby 7“ $3

Failure Face/Ulcer 7" $3

Failure Face " All Pain-No Gain" 7"

Fang "Lwdshark * Wild Things" CD *1

2

Fault line 7” $350
Faultltne "Roots of Rape Culture" CD 1850

Fear Of God "Pneumatic Slaughter" 7" $5

Fear Of God "S/T* 7" *5

Filthy Chtrlty RRl.fr 7" $5

Final Conflict "Rebirth" LF $750

Final Conflict "Rebirth" CD $1

2

Final Conflict "Ashes To Ashes" LF $750

Final Conflict "Ashes To Ashes" CD tl 2

Fingerprint CD $8.50

Fit For Abuse 7" $3 (like Nrgatlve Approach*)

Fleas and Lice "Global Destruction" 12" $7 50

Fleas and Lice/Hiatus 7" $5

Flesh Revels "Stoned and Out" CD $1 3 50

Flesh Revels "Extreme Meal Eater" CD $13.50

Flux of Pink TTwMans CD $12

FMD "The Lowest Common Denominator" 7” $3

Forced Expression 7" $350
Forced Expression/Avulrlon 7" $350

Forced Expression/Apartment 213 7" $350

Foundation "Triphammer" 7" $350
Four Walls Falling "Food For Worms" CD $850

Foreheads “Guilty" CD $1350
Freeae "Token Banes" CD *11 (Old, rare tracks)

FVK/Detadence Within T* $5

TXT "Cooties" 7" $350
FZO 7" $5 (Sweden)

Gala "This One" LF *750 (Jtpanrore)

Gala "This One" CD *10

Game "Live" 7" *350 (totally bridal!)

Gone "Kaowo Aratte" CD *1350 (Their BEST!)

Game "Coratlc" CD $12

OBH "City Baby's Revenge" CD $1350
GBH "Leather, Bristles, No Sanrtvwrs" CD $1350

GG AJIin "Always Was" CD *1350
Glory Stampers LF $8 (Good street puafc/HQ

Go Ahead T* $1

Gob/Wink Martindale 7" $350 (limited quantities)

Good Rlddance/Relalnce 7" $350
Good Riddance “Oldgrt T $350
Goons "Bad Excuse” 7" $3 50

Goons/Bolls T $350
Grhmple "Up Your Ass" LF $850

ft- 100s "Distort Cleveland" 7" $3 (Their second record)

H 100s "Texas Death Match" 7" $3

a 100s "Dfimnatle" T $5 (Europe repress of their debut)

Krlxhjalferr "Evllutlon" l r *1 (iney were on Keeuy r an i t

Larm "Extreme Noise Terrorism" T* *5

Last Days Of Hwnmlty/C O O. 7" *5 (sick grind!)

Less Than Jake "LoieTS, Kings rod Other Thlngr" CD $10

Less Than Jake "Slayer" 7" $350

Less Thun Jake "Losing Streak" 5" *350
Lets Than Jake "Crash Course" 7" *350

Lewd "Discography" LF $12

Llfklty Split "Volume Won" CD *10

Ltfr's Blood "Defiance" CD $7

Lifetime "Hello Bastards" LF $8 50

Lifetime "Hello Bastar ds" CD $1

1

Lifetime "The Bay's No Good” 7" $350

Lifetime ".Jersey's Best" LF $850
Lifetime ".torsey's Best" CD $1

1

l ink 80 "Killing KWe” CD *7

Link *0 "17 Reasons ' CD $11

Locust 7" $3 50 (They did a 10" with MTTB)

Logical Nonsense "Expand (he Hive" LF $850

Logical Nonsense "Expand The Hive" CD $1

1

Look At Tomorrow T $5

l.Hrtfer s Mob/Oolgatha LF $9 (powerfW!)

Man Is The Bastar d/I.ocutt 10" *7 (Back fa stock)

Man Is The Bastard/Amt Mary 7" S3

Man Is The Bastard " Thought!e is" CD $1

1

Man Is The Bastard "Sum Of The Men" LF $850

Man Is The Bastraxd "Sum Of The Men " CD $11

Man Ii The Bastard "Abundance Of Gims" 7" $5

Mm Is The Bastard "Uncivilised Live" 7" $3

Mm Lifting Banner CD $10 (Dutch HQ
Mankontroll "Warpath" 7" $3.50

May Day "Lost fa Sabbath" 7" $3 50

MDC "More Dead Cops'* CD $12 (Amust have)

MDC "I Don't Want To Hurt You Dude" T $350

Meatfly "Live In Japan" T* $5

Meatmen "Sfssdpowercock" CD $1350

Meatmen "We'n The Meatmen" LP S8.50 (CLASSIC!)

Menace-GLC "Final Vinyl" LF $8 50

Misery "Who's The Fool?" LF $7 50

Misery "Who's The Fool?" CD $7 NT

Misery "NextTIme/Mldnlght" 7" $3

Money Drug Wind Of Pain 7" *5

Monkey Bite 7Jne #2 + 7" $3

Monster X "Will To Die" 7" $3 (7fFW on Eby!Htl"n)

Monster X "1993 Demos" 7" $5 (Raw md rough-*)

Monster X "8T' 7* *3

Mule skinner CD $12 (on Sludge Records)

Murderers 7" $3

MVD 7" $5 (TOWERFUL!)
Nailed Down "Violent Distortion 3" mini CD $'’(?? songs)

Nations On Fire "Death Of The Pro Lifer" LP *8 *0

Nations On Fire "Bum Again" 2x7" $ 750

Nausea "Extinction" LP $7 50

Neediest! rk 7" $5

Negative Approach "lotal Recall" CD $13 <tO

Negative Stmce LP *9

Neighbors "We Refhse To Kiss Ass CD *8 «0

No Fraud "Har d To The Core" LF W
No Fraud "Babewatch" 7" $250
No Fraud ”1 Don't Know You" 7“ $3 50

No Fraud CD (24 tangs) $10 (Florida's long naming HC vets)

Noothgrush/Dead Bodies Everywhere 7" 13

Noothgr ush/Agents of Ratm 7" $350
No Security “When the Gist Is Sucked" CD * 1 350

N O T A "I/T" CS $8.50 (Their first LP from 1985!)

N.O.TA "Give Em Enough Dope" CD $12 (GREAT!)

NOT A “Hellhole" 7" $350 (OK HC gods return!)

N.O.TAl/Btother brftrior 7" *3

Ol Pollol "The Only Release" 7" 15

OJoroJo "Cm You" LF *850
O)orojo "Can Yon” CD tl I (NEW on East Bay Menace)

Omega Man CD $850 (From Tampa, Ilk* later Rorschach)

One Cornnon Vole* “Freedom" 7" *3

Out Cold "Lost Cause" 7"$350 (Old school HC!)

Out Cold Permanent Twilight World" LF *850
OutpOMents "Hardcore Outcoats 82 84" CD $850 (great!)

Overcast "Begging" mini CD $6

Overcast "Begging" 7" $350 (modern straightedge its*)

Faiadrlver "The Truth" 7" $3 (great grlnd>owenrlo!ence)

Partisans "Folic* Story" LF *850

Fartlsms "Police Story" CD $1350

Pawn "Forrefbd” 7” $3

Fink Flamingos "Foppte Eye Efftct" 7" $5 (harsh*)

Ptafc Lincolns "Sumo Ftames” 7" *350
Fink Lfacotaa "8umo Fumes 2" 7*‘ $350

Flak Lincoln* "Sumo Fumes 3" 7” $350

Fink Lincolns ‘fuck md Bloat" CD $10

Ftok Lincolns "Back From The Fir* Room" CD $10

Span "La Revoncha" CD $10

Spaaz/Lack Of Intel eit 7" $3

Span/Latk of toterr ft CD $d (with bonus tracks)

Spoat/Rnmmtle Gorilla CD $T0

Span. Monster X 7“ $3

Span "Tastln Spoon" 5" picture disc $5

Spite ”A Threat To Society" 7" *5

Spite 'Last Orders" 7” *5

S3 Decontrol "Ihe Kids/Get It/How We Rock" CD *12

Slack "Modroiervaktton" 7" $3

Slack J!arni 7" $5

« alag " Conviction" CD $1 2 (Formes !y Stalag 1 3)

Stapled Shut/lack Of Interest 7" $3

Stapled Stall/Despise You 7" $3.50

Starkweather "Into The Wire" LF or CS $7.50

Starkweather "Into The Wire" CD $10

Starved md Delertous "Unprmsd" 7" $3

State Of Fear "The T ables Have Turned" LF $7 50

State Of Fear "Wallow In Squalor" 7“ *350
State Of The Union 7" *3 30

Strychnine LF $850
Strychnine CD tl I

Stumpy 7" $3

Submachine "Mindless Device" 7" $3

Submachine "Sex Peter rent" ?" $3

Submachine Blanks 77 7" $3

Submission Hold "Garlic For Victory" T* $#

Subvert "The Madness Must End" 7” $5

Subway Arts LP $9 (Greek HQ
Suicidal Supermarket Trolleys "Shul ip and Drink" LP $7 50

Surprcts "New Dawn" CD $10

Svart Farad "Slsta Krlget” CD $13 50

Swallowing Shit "Love Is" 7" $350 (Sounds lovely)

Symbiote 7” $? (German)

System Shit/Rlstag Nation T* $5

Systral "Fever" 10" *9

Tank 18 "Hog" T *3

Taste Of FVar CD $1350

TDF CD $12 (Japanese grind)

Tenperence CD $10 (looks pretty KE to me)

Terminal Disgust Price td War" LF $850

TerveH Kadet "Sign Of The Cross" CD $1350

Tervert Kodrt "Btiarre Domination" T‘ $5

Three Way Ciun Battle of Opinions" 7" $3

Timebomb 77 “Protect md Serve" CD $850

Toe To Toe "No Gods" 7" $5 (The band's latest)

Tol shock "Potatless Stmd" 3" CD *7 (on PE Far Fast)

Tot alitor "Sin Egen" CD $1350 (Swedish HC gods)

TotalItar "N1 Maste Bort" CD *1350 (NEW!*!)

Tot alltar "Multlnatiooella Mordare” 7" $3 (re Iswe)

Tribe Of Residence 7” $3 (Tr* Nemesis)

TSOL "Thought* Of' CD $1350

Tumor “Cannibal Christmas" 7" 15

Honor 10" $6

Unarmed/Hew Long 7“ $5

Uncurbed/Soclfty Gang Rqpe 7" $5

Uncurbed "Ponk And Anger" CD $1 *50 (c rnst)

Uncurbed "A Nightmare In Dayll**" CD *13 50

Uhdead "Newr Say Die" CS $5

Undead "Act Yor Rage" CS 15

Unholy Orare/Eatrails Massacre T* *5

Universal Order Of Armageddon "ST" CD $11

filings "«/T" 7" *3

UnrohEnewetak 7" $3

Unsettled T $350
Up Against "I/T* 7” $350 (CANADA)
Up Against "War Will Never End” 7“ $350

URBN DK "Victim* bslda" 7" $3

URBN DK "Hunan tadtfftrence" T* $3

URHN DlCBltchsI* T $3

tTuhnu Everything's BUM" 7" $350 (Finland!)

Valvoataknmtstlo “Sysieeml Tsppaa" CD $1350
YUttsori "A Taste of Honey" CD tl 1

Volce/Silence 7“ $350 (emo from Canada)

Void "Condensed Flesh" 7~ $350
Valsmw Dealers/Older Thm Dirt 7" t5 (.Tpm)

WhfppedTnhumme 7" $3

Whorehouse Of Representatives 7" $3

With Authority "Third World" T* $350
Working Stiffs “Dog Tired" LP $850

Working Stiffs "Dog Tired" CD tl 1 (New on EBM)
Wounded Knee T IS

Wretched “Lott* Per Vlverr" CD $1350

Youth Korps "82" T *350
Youth Of Today "Live at Vm Hall" 7" 15

Youth Of Today ' Take A Stmd" CD $1350
Youth Of Today “Break Down the Walls" CD $12

You computer geeks should
www. ezbizware* com/sound

check out Sound Idea on-line!


